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ABSTRACT 

 

Population growth in the world along with rapid technological expansion of the 

society demand efficient economically viable and environmental friendly energy 

conversion systems. A new model based on distributed generation must fill significant 

gaps, embedding social and economic realities of rural households and communities. In 

this research, a single phase High Frequency AC (HFAC) Microgrid is presented as an 

exciting step towards integrating renewable energy sources in a distributed generation 

system with renewable energy sources. 

A very important task in the Microgrid is to control the power flow between the 

Microgrid and the local grid, which can be accomplished by using a Universal Active 

Power Line Conditioner (UPLC). Besides, a Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) 

is incorporated in the Microgrid to mitigate harmonics and power quality issues. The 

controllers for both the UPQC and UPLC are developed based on the instantaneous 

single phase p-q theory and controlled PWM inverters are implemented to synthesize the 

desired compensating waveforms. 

Also developed in this research is a higher level neural network based Distributed 

Intelligent Energy Management System (DIEMS) that generates set points for all the 

sources and storages in such a way that economically optimized power dispatch is 

maintained. As the optimization greatly depends on power generation and power output 

from renewable sources strongly depends on the weather, the forecast of power 

generation is required for DIEMS. A Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network is used to predict 

hourly day-type outputs based on which generation can be forecasted. Depending on the 

forecast, optimization scheme is developed utilizing linear programming along with 

heuristics. 

The simulation and experimental results obtained confirm the successful 

implementation of HFAC Microgrid with adequate power flow and power quality control 
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as well as the optimization of operation cost by the DIEMS with Fuzzy ARTMAP based 

day-type forecasting. 

In conclusion, an advanced renewable based distributed power generation system is 

developed under this work that provides dependable energy conversion, energy storage 

and power quality demands and is compatible with residential and small business (RSB) 

level needs.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

The current power scenario is driven by an increasing energy demand under 

requirements of reduced cost and higher reliability. Distributed Generation (DG) is an 

alternative for the flexible expansion of the actual energy distribution system [1], [2]. In a 

DG system smaller power sources, typically generating 1kW to 1MW, are located near to 

the loads and used to provide the electrical energy to the consumers. The plant efficiency 

of most existing large central generation units (thermal) is in the range of 30-35%. In 

contrast, efficiencies of 40-50% are attributed to small fuel cells and to various small gas 

turbines and combined cycle units suitable for DG applications. The DG systems have no 

Transmission and Distribution (T & D) requirements, because they are already at the site 

of electrical use. T & D often add a significant cost, and in addition are responsible for a 

good deal of the service reliability problems. DG offers great value because it provides a 

flexible way to choose a wide range of combinations of cost and reliability. As a result, 

DG most often wins a match-up with the electric utility system toward either end of the 

cost-reliability spectrum. 

DG has several other advantages that make them attractive: 

 Generator can be sited close to the end-user for lower T&D costs and electrical 

losses. 

 Sites for small generators are easier to find.  

 Distributed generators can be more quickly planned and installed. 

 Energy can be stored and released at peak times. 

 Power is readily available and offers better quality and reliability.  

 Cogeneration of heat and electricity improves the overall energy efficiency. 
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The value of these advantages varies from one situation to another. Beyond their 

small size, most DG units are factory-assembled units built to a common design, thereby 

simplifying engineering and installation and lowering cost and availability with little lead 

time. DG could be applied in areas that are environmentally sensitive, since the T & D 

requirements could be avoided. There are many situations where there is no local electric 

utility grid in an area. DG of one type or another is the only possible source of electric 

power. Finally, DG often competes with incremental expansion cost of serving additional 

load.  

Figure 1.1 illustrates a point of view of the utility to invest in small distributed 

generation modules which can be added more closely in step with demand [3]. The 

shaded areas show construction and financing times required by longer lead time central 

units. In addition to avoid overshooting, small units will have short lead times with 

reduction of risk in buying technology that will become obsolete. Lessons learned in the 

step by step planning are applied incrementally and since distributed resources exploit 

agile manufacturing techniques with standardized the workforce will have less turnover, 

less retraining and a better management that a decade long project. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Addition of central or distributed sources to match demand. 
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In summary, DG offers a valuable alternative to traditional sources of electric power 

for residential, commercial, and industrial applications. Modern technology makes small 

generators which can be efficient, reliable, and simple enough for owners to operate and 

compete with electric power systems. In many cases, DG can offer significantly lower 

overall cost and higher reliability than the power consumer can obtain from the electric 

power grid. In other applications, it can augment the grid so that the combination of grid 

and DG can provide higher performance. In a few cases, usually isolated and remote 

locations, DG is the only reasonable alternative, with modern technology making 

economical power available at these sites [1], [2].  

 The small modular generation technologies which are often referred as DG sources, 

like hydro, wind, photovoltaic, diesel, fuel cells, gas turbines, batteries, ultra-capacitors 

and flywheels, are often interconnected to distribution systems in form of a new modular 

interface defined as Microgrid [4], [5]. In a Microgrid, a cluster of loads and micro-

sources operates as a single controllable system. To the utility, the Microgrid can be 

thought of as a controlled cell of the power system that can be controlled as a single 

dispatchable load, and can respond very fast to meet the needs of the distribution system. 

To the consumer the Microgrid can be designed to meet their special needs, such as 

enhancing local reliability, reducing losses in distribution, supporting local voltages and 

reducing cost of energy usage. The micro-sources are connected to the Microgrid using 

the power electronic interfaces. The power electronics provide the control and flexibility 

required by the Microgrid concept. Correctly designed power electronics and controls 

ensure that the Microgrid meets its consumers as well as the utilities needs [5]. 

Some inherent problems of the renewable energy sources can be overcome by 

connecting them in a Microgrid: 

 Fuel Cells – There are several types of fuel cells in the market, but the solid oxide 

fuel cell (SOFC) are showing promises for residential and small business 

applications. SOFC have problems of voltage collapse with overloads when balance 

of plant is not maintained. After a cold start up a minimum current must be 
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maintained in order to keep operating temperature and prevent sluggish shutdown 

[6]. A Microgrid can properly dispatch SOFC local power and manage dynamic 

response during transients in fuel flow, maintaining the minimum prescribed current 

required by the fuel cell. 

 Wind Systems – Availability of wind power is statistical in nature and maximum 

power operating point controllers require a low impedance bus capable of 

constrained power absorption.  Depending on the type of generator, reactive power 

(VAR) is required for proper operation [7]. A power electronic converter 

interfacing wind systems with the Microgrid can provide required bi-directional 

power flow and will capture the wind energy under required tip-speed ratio 

optimization constraints [8].  

 Photovoltaic Systems – Sunlight is seasonal and variable throughout the day. 

Photovoltaic cells require peak power controllers to compensate against temperature 

variations and extract the maximum available power continuously under 

constrained grid power absorption [9]. Integration of photovoltaic systems into a 

Microgrid can facilitate the peak power tracking. 

The converters required for the interfacing of distributed resources in to the Microgrid 

can be of different configurations [10]-[12]. The sources such as photovoltaic (PV) or 

fuel cell generate DC voltage as the output. On the other hand wind and microturbines 

generate AC output often at variable frequencies. Based on the Microgrid configuration, 

power electronic interface is required to integrate those outputs into Microgrid. The 

simplest and oldest type of electrical energy integration is through a DC link where a 

common DC bus is used for connecting DG sources through appropriate converters as 

shown in Figure 1.2. Then the same DC bus is utilized to convert from DC-AC for 

consumer use using inverters.  

The main disadvantages of DC integration are [13]: 

 The need for careful compatibility of voltage levels to avoid current recirculation 

between the input sources. 
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 Need for robust forced commutation capabilities in circuits at high power levels. 

 Corrosion problems with the electrodes. 

 More complex galvanic isolation. 

 Higher costs of terminal equipments. 

 Difficulties with multi-terminal or multi-voltage level operation for transmission 

and distribution. 
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Figure 1.2. DC link for integration of distributed sources. 

 

High Frequency AC (HFAC) power distribution system was implemented for 

aerospace applications and NASA evaluated this scheme for space station applications 

[14]. It has been proposed as a viable distribution system for hybrid electric vehicle 

power distribution as well [13]. Traditionally, AC-AC conversion using semiconductor 

switches is performed in two stages, from AC-DC and then from DC-AC (DC link 

converters) or may directly convert AC-AC by cycloconverters [15].  
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A High Frequency AC Microgrid system is a power electronics solution that can 

serve as an interface to the power utility grid, providing fault protection and configuring 

to serve various power quality functions [16]. In addition, power electronic based systems 

connected to the grid can be remotely controlled and monitored to allow a real time 

optimization of power generation and power flow, allowing aggregation of distributed 

power generation resources into a “virtual utility” as shown in   Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3. Integration of sources, loads and grid by a HFAC Microgrid. 

 

Historically, cycloconverters have been used in high power applications driving 

induction and synchronous motors, using phase-controlled thyristors, due to their ease 

zero-current commutation features. The cycloconverter output waveforms have complex 

harmonics. Higher order harmonics are usually filtered by machine leakage inductance; 

remaining harmonics cause harmonic losses and torque pulsations [17]. In a 

cycloconverter there are no storage devices. Therefore, instantaneous output power 

equals input power minus losses. To maintain this balance on the input side with 

sinusoidal voltages, the input current is expected to have complex harmonic patterns. The 
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matrix converter is another technology which is still under development. First proposed 

in the beginning of the 1980s, it consists of a matrix of AC switches connecting the three 

input phases to the three output phases directly. Any input phase can be connected to any 

output phase at any time depending on the control. Power semiconductor manufacturers 

are expending a lot of efforts to come up with modern fast power semiconductor devices 

(AC switches) capable of symmetric-voltage-blocking, gate controlled or commanded by 

either zero-current or zero-voltage conditions. It is expected those new devices will 

accelerate the widespread use of matrix converters in the upcoming years to convert the 

HFAC into utility voltage and frequency [18].  

According to Sood et al [15], the series resonant converters, utilizing zero-voltage or 

zero-current switching, can be used with each of the sources to generate the single phase 

HFAC link. The converters switched at zero voltages give the following advantages [13]:  

 Elimination of switching loss, so improved converter efficiency. 

 Less loss demands less cooling. 

 No requirement for the snubber circuit. 

 Switching stress is less in normal and faulty condition, hence increased mean time 

before failure (MTBF). 

High frequency transformer is an additional component in the HFAC system, but it 

gives two advantages [13]: 

 Boosts the HFAC link voltage which permits higher converter and machine 

terminal voltage ratings for the same output power. The higher level of voltage 

makes the machine and converter design as well as the battery management system 

more economical and efficient. 

 Different levels of voltages can be directly tapped from the transformer to supply 

the AC loads or the DC loads through rectifiers.  

For optimum HFAC bus utilization, it is extremely important to compensate for 

reactive power; load current harmonics resulted from non-linear loads, and voltage 
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distortions resulting from the source and/or converter non-linearity. Also important for 

the Microgrid is to control the power flow between the Microgrid and the main grid. 

Advanced active filter is a way to achieve all these objectives. Several documentations on 

active filtering can be found in literature [19]-[30]. The popular methods in active 

filtering includes, but not limited to [19]: 

Frequency Domain Approach  - FFT based  

Time Domain Approach          - synchronous reference frame algorithm 

                                                 - p-q theory based algorithms 

                                            - constant unity power factor algorithm 

           - sine multiplication algorithm 

In 1983 Prof. Hirofumi Akagi proposed “The Generalized Theory of the 

Instantaneous Reactive Power in Three-Phase Circuits,” also known as instantaneous 

power theory, or p-q theory which is valid for multi-phase systems, balanced or 

unbalanced and/or harmonic polluted [20]. The theory is also applicable for steady-state 

or transitory operations, as well as for generic voltage and current waveforms. The p-q 

theory consists of algebraic transformations (known as Clarke transformations) of 

voltages and currents from the a-b-c coordinates to the α-β-0 coordinates, followed by the 

calculations of the instantaneous p-q power components. This transformation makes the 

reference system stationary (as in the a-b-c system) but with the coordinates orthogonal 

and not 120
o
 as in the a-b-c system. 

For three-phase systems, with three or four wires, p-q theory is well developed     

[20]-[26] and it is adapted later for the single-phase systems [27]-[30]. According to Liu 

et al, to apply p-q theory for single phase active filtering, it is necessary to obtain an 

instantaneous /2 phase lag of the current and voltage waveforms to define a pseudo two-

phase system [28]. For high frequency operation as in HFAC system, the time delay is 

only a small fraction of time, which does not affect significantly the system dynamics. 

The method described by Liu et al is based on the calculation of the fundamental 

components in the - coordinates, which needs an intermediary calculation. However, 
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as presented by Watanabe et al for three-phase system, the compensating current and 

voltages in - coordinates can be obtained directly, based on the power components to 

be compensated [23]. This approach is used in this work, except it is adapted for the 

single-phase system [29], [30]. 

The active filters based on p-q theory are basically of two types, shunt and series. 

Shunt active filter compensates for load current harmonics and reactive power, whereas 

series active filter is used for compensating source voltage distortions and/or power flow 

control. Shunt and series can be combined to get [21], [24], [25] 

 complete filtering solution – Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)  

 power flow control – Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC)  

 power flow and power quality control – Universal Active Power Line Conditioner 

(UPLC)  

Both the shunt and series controllers use instantaneous values of voltage and current 

to obtain the instantaneous active and reactive power components, utilizing the p-q 

theory. The main advantage of using the p-q theory is that it is not necessary to calculate 

the root mean square (RMS) values or to use FFT, which require a large computational 

time and affect the control system dynamics. After obtaining these power components, 

the controller calculates the compensating reference current and voltage, which are then 

synthesized using voltage-source PWM inverters. It is also important to highlight that the 

PWM inverters, do not need any active DC voltage source, but only one capacitor each 

across their respective DC common buses. The sizing of the capacitor depends only on 

the compensation required, not on the actual size of the power system [29].  

Due to high initial costs of the DG sources, it is very important to optimize the 

operating cost to have daily cost savings in order to get back the investments. The 

renewable energy sources like photovoltaic, wind power have in common that their 

power generation depends on the availability of primary energy such as irradiance and 

wind and they can not be committed as the conventional power plants. But their assumed 
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new net load curve is to be covered by the dispatchable non-conventional sources like 

fuel cell and the storages [31], [32]. In addition, the provision of getting or selling power 

to the utility in an economic way also has an option for this system. All these possibilities 

present in the Microgrid makes the control of the system more complex and difficult.  

Instantaneous optimization is very common for a decentralized power system which 

optimizes the use of power sources only in the current interval. The use of storage 

however requires an optimization which considers the time-integral part of the load flow. 

Therefore the energy management has to perform energy scheduling a single or multiple 

days ahead. With this background an intelligent energy management system is required 

which enables short-term energy allocation scheduling at minimum costs based on 

forecast of power generation and load demand [33]-[35].  

The forecast of generation is a challenging task for the Microgrid system because the 

sources connected are mainly the renewable energy sources where the capacity of 

generation varies largely with the external conditions like sunshine, temperature etc. But 

on the other hand, designing an efficient controller requires prediction the generation 

with a considerable accuracy. The prediction module also forecasts the power demand. 

Unlike the conventional power system, where the demand forecasting is done for several 

years, in Microgrid the demand forecasting is done for relatively small time horizon, at 

most for couple of days [36]. The purpose of those predictions is to ensure that the power 

balance is maintained at each interval according to the service contract.  

Designing the mathematical models for energy sources, that are needed in statistical 

prediction method, require laborious effort. Neural networks are very efficient and 

capable for this kind of non-linear mapping. The weather tracking requires some unique 

properties that make common neural network topologies, such as back-propagation, 

unsuitable. A back-propagation network will overwrite previously trained information 

when presented with new information that doesn’t fit learned patterns. What is needed for 

this application is a network that selectively learns novel patterns when it can't find an 

appropriate match with existing patterns. This “stability-plasticity dilemma” was 
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addressed directly by the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks developed 

by Grossberg and Carpenter of Boston University. There are many varieties of ART, 

including ART1 for binary input patterns [37], ART2 for analog and binary input patterns 

[38] and ARTMAP for supervised learning [39]. The ART2 neural network became 

obsolete in 1991, when the simpler Fuzzy ART architecture was proposed [40]. Like 

ART2, Fuzzy ART is capable of clustering real-valued input patterns. In addition for 

binary-valued inputs, the operation of Fuzzy ART reduces to that of ART1.  

Fuzzy ARTMAP is a class of neural network architecture that performs incremental 

supervised learning of recognition categories and multi-dimensional maps in response to 

input vectors presented in arbitrary order [41]. It introduces a more general ARTMAP 

system that learns to classify inputs by a fuzzy set of features, or a pattern of fuzzy 

membership values indicating the extent to which each feature is present. This 

generalization is accomplished by replacing ART1 modules of the binary ARTMAP 

system with Fuzzy ART modules.  Fuzzy ARTMAP is a supervised learning network 

trained with known input-output pairs. It uses a feedback system that allows continuous 

retraining of the neural network. This constant retraining gives Fuzzy ARTMAP 

prediction the ability to do online learning, or the ability to update the function of the 

neural network while it processes inputs in real time [41]. The prediction module requires 

metrological information (solar radiation, temperature etc.) as input information. The 

accuracy of the forecasts increases with the number of relevant input data, but the 

obvious trade-off is the computational time. 

The output of the prediction module is to be used as the inputs to the optimization 

module. The optimization module minimizes the cost function for Microgrid system. As 

such, it seeks to apply electricity supplied from generation or the grid to load or grid in 

the most cost-effective manner. The system can use available storage to offset expensive 

energy purchases with cheaper energy from an earlier period or to store energy for an 

anticipated price spike. The goal function, that is to be minimized, is highly non-linear, 

discontinuous and of high dimensions. The inclusion of storage devices makes the goal 
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function time dependent. The ‘on – off’ solution as provided by the mixed-integer-linear-

programming is a popular choice in such optimization in a grid-connected network where 

it is required to operate the power plants either at the maximum power or switch them 

off. This can not be applied to the Microgrid, where sometimes the sources and most of 

the time the storages are to be operated in partial load.  

Dynamic programming is a powerful tool for optimizing such complex objective 

functions. It is also easy to integrate time dependent storage devices into the system. For 

every time steps, dynamic programming investigates every possible combination of the 

storage levels and it definitely finds the global optimum. Unfortunately, the backward 

numerical process required for running dynamic programming makes the computation 

and memory storage very problematic especially for such a higher order nonlinear 

system, the problem commonly known as “curse of dimensionality” [42].  

Another method that can be used for optimization is linear programming along with 

heuristics. The heuristics can be defined based on the prior information from the system 

response which can then be utilized to define the optimization problem within the linear 

programming paradigm [43]. Linear programming is a class of mathematical problems, in 

which a linear function is maximized or minimized subject to given linear constraints 

[44]. This problem class is broad enough to encompass many interesting and important 

applications, yet specific enough to be tractable even if the number of variables is large. 

Linear programming was developed in early forties, motivated initially by the need to 

solve complex planning problems in wartime operations. The founders of the subject are 

generally regarded as George B. Dantzig, who devised the simplex method in 1947, and 

John von Neumann, who established the theory of duality that same year. The Nobel 

Prize in economics was awarded in 1975 to the mathematician Kantorovich and the 

economist Koopmans for their contributions to the theory of optimal allocation of 

resources, in which linear programming played a key role. Many industries use linear 

programming as a standard tool, to allocate a finite set of resources in an optimal way.  
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1.2 Objectives 

Steep increase in the utilization of energy resources through decades coupled with the 

limited and finite availability of fossil fuels underscore the need for alternative and 

renewable resources. Widespread use of fossil fuels causes carbon dioxide emissions and 

contributes significantly to global warming. In contrast, alternative and renewable 

resources are environment friendly, easily replenished and have the merit of electricity 

production with minimal carbon dioxide emission. But the analysis and deployment of 

those energy systems are very challenging because of the large number of design options 

and the uncertainty in key parameters, such as load size and future fuel price. Renewable 

power sources add further complexity because their power output is intermittent, seasonal 

and non-dispatchable and the availability of most of the renewable resources is uncertain 

due to dependence on weather [3], [33]. The utilization of these renewable based 

distributed resources requires specifically designed new power electronic conversion 

systems with high efficiencies. Furthermore, the control and optimization of those power 

electronics based system is extremely important to minimize the operation cost. 

It is commonly believed that the only way to widespread use of renewable energy is 

to get involved in the technological advancements of the renewable sources like new 

photovoltaic materials with high efficiency. But the fact that is often neglected is the 

advancement of power electronics and control for interfacing the distributed resources 

with the grid and with the consumer loads.  As mentioned in the Congressional Budget 

Office paper [45], the requirements and charges for the installation of protective 

equipment as a precondition to interconnection with the grid, the surcharges on the 

electricity bills of operators of distributed generators (those who remain utility 

customers) and prices established for the distributed power that utilities purchase are 

some barriers created by the utility to impede widespread distributed generation. Also 

important is the fact that new power electronics are required and should be ready before 

trying a deeper penetration from renewable based distributed sources. In this thesis, it has 

been showed that there are some new interconnection technologies, such as HFAC 
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Microgrid with intelligent energy management for renewable based sources, which when 

used can not only help private owners with more savings but also eliminates concerns 

from utility such as harmonics and power quality. 

The technical goals that are to be achieved by this research are: 

1) Conceptual design of the HFAC Microgrid for integration of distributed sources, 

loads and utility. 

2) Validation of operation of p-q theory based shunt and series active filters for the 

high frequency system. 

3) Development of p-q theory based power electronics system for power flow control 

between the DG sources and the utility. 

4) Development of p-q theory based power electronics system for controlling power 

quality of the HFAC Microgrid system. 

5) Design and implementation of higher level intelligent energy management system 

to optimize cost of operation. 

6) Implementation of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based forecast of generation 

and heuristic based optimization for the intelligent energy management system. 

7) Simulation for the HFAC Microgrid system to verify the operation of active filters 

at the high frequency. 

8) Simulation of the intelligent energy management system to validate forecast of 

generation and intelligent optimization. 

9) Experimental evaluation of the HFAC Microgrid system to evaluate the success of 

the system for practical implementation. 

In conclusion, an advanced renewable based distributed power generation system is to 

be developed under this work that provides dependable energy conversion, energy 

storage and power quality demands and is compatible with residential and small business 

(RSB) level needs.  
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1.3 Proposed System 

The schematic of the proposed HFAC Microgrid system is shown in Figure 1.4. The 

system consists of three significant parts. The power electronics part is depicted by the 

system enclosed in the “red” box. This sub-system consists of the DG sources and 

associated converters, active filters in form of UPQC and UPLC, loads and utility 

converters. All the auxiliary hardware such as voltage and current sensors, relays, PIC 

microcontrollers are also included in this part.  
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of the HFAC Microgrid system. 
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The second part for the HFAC Microgrid is the online computer with data acquisition 

and digital input/output (I/O) cards as shown by the “blue” box in Figure 1.4. The main 

function of this sub-system is to do data acquisition and all calculations associated with 

p-q based active filtering. The output of this sub-system is interfaced to the power 

electronic system using the digital I/O. 

The third part the HFAC Microgrid is the offline computer as shown by the “yellow” 

box. In this sub-system, higher level programming for offline forecasting and 

optimization of power is implemented. After calculation, the power references for the 

optimized operation are communicated to the online computer through RS232 cable.  

 In the proposed HFAC Microgrid system, a Unified Power Quality Conditioner 

(UPQC) is developed to compensate for reactive power, load current harmonics resulted 

from non-linear loads, and voltage distortions resulting from the source and/or converter 

non-linearity. Along with the UPQC, a Universal Active Power Line Conditioner (UPLC) 

is utilized to control the power flow between the Microgrid and the main grid. Both the 

UPQC and the UPLC controllers use instantaneous values of voltage and currents to 

obtain the actual values of active and reactive power components, utilizing the 

instantaneous power theory (p-q theory). After obtaining these power components, the 

controller calculates the compensating reference current and voltage, which are then 

synthesized using voltage-source PWM inverters.  

After the structure of the HFAC Microgrid is defined, a Distributed Intelligent Energy 

Management System (DIEMS) is designed for cost optimization. The function of the 

system is to generate set points for all the sources and storages in such a way that 

economically optimized power dispatch will be maintained to fulfill certain load demand. 

The DIEMS consists of two levels of operations. The optimization level needs the 

forecasts of generations with considerable accuracy by a prediction level. Fuzzy 

ARTMAP is used in the proposed system for forecasting power generation. The 

prediction module in DIEMS requires hourly metrological information (solar radiation, 

temperature, pressure, relative humidity) and time information as inputs. The system 
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output is the hourly day-type forecast which is used to determine and continuously refine 

a specific set of operating conditions for cost optimization. Based on the output of the 

forecasting module, that is the day-type of present day and the next day, the DIEMS 

optimization module chooses one of the pre-designed optimization schemes such that the 

cost of operation is minimized. In each of these optimization schemes, linear 

programming is used along with some heuristics. The information of the next hour day-

type is also utilized to define the threshold for charging and discharging rate for a 

particular hour. Linear programming is then used for optimization of operating cost. In 

each optimization steps, the power balance and storage states are considered to obey the 

physical constraints. The output of this module defines the power flow direction and 

amount of flow between sources, storages, loads and grid in a cost optimized way. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 2 This chapter gives a detailed introduction on HFAC system showing the 

advantage of the HFAC Microgrid. The selection of the frequency is also discussed 

in this chapter along with the application of the proposed HFAC system. 

 Chapter 3 Background of active filtering for the power systems is discussed in this 

chapter to show different algorithms available for such applications. The p-q theory 

based shunt and series active filters are discussed as the viable solution for the 

HFAC Microgrid. Also presented in this chapter are the details of control and 

power circuits for the UPQC and UPLC integrated in the HFAC Microgrid.   

 Chapter 4 This chapter starts with a brief introduction of DIEMS structure that is 

developed for optimization of operating cost. The background and detailed 

description of the Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network is presented in the chapter along 

with implementation for the weather forecasting. Additionally, the optimization 
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problem for the HFAC system is discussed and heuristic linear programming 

approach is utilized to solve the problem.   

 Chapter 5 Based on the conceptual design and development of HFAC Microgrid as 

presented in the previous chapters, simulation studies are conducted to verify the 

operation of the system. The chapter is divided into three sub-sections in order to 

clearly observe the operation of active filtering, the forecast of generation and the 

optimization of operating costs.  

 Chapter 6 In this chapter the development of experimental setup is presented. The 

design of the hardware components and circuits are described in details in this 

chapter. In addition, hardware interfacing and software development for data 

acquisition and control are presented in this chapter. The complete control and 

power circuit diagrams are given based on which the experimental setup is 

developed.  

 Chapter 7 Experimental results showing the integrated operation of HFAC 

Microgrid and active filters are offered in this chapter. Discussion of the 

experimental results are presented to compare with the simulation results and to 

show the improvements that can be possible in future.  

 Chapter 8 In the final chapter, the thesis is concluded with a summary of 

achievements along with pertinent comments about the future scope of this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SINGLE PHASE HIGH FREQUENCY AC MICROGRID 

 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, High Frequency AC (HFAC) systems are 

already in use for several applications such as aerospace and spacecraft power. Also 

frequencies ranging from 400 Hz to 20 KHz were being used for power distribution 

systems [13]-[16]. But the use of HFAC systems for the Microgrid is a novel concept and 

requires several considerations to be addressed. First of all, the advantages of the HFAC 

based systems are to be discussed to understand the underlying reason to go towards 

higher frequencies instead of conventional DC based Microgrid. The selection of the 

operating frequency is the next important task to be achieved. With higher frequencies, 

the power losses and voltage drops become significant restricting the physical length of 

the distribution systems. The applications that are suitable for such HFAC Microgrid 

should be mentioned next in order to define the sectors that can readily use such system. 

Finally, the most important task is to design the Microgrid by which distributed resources 

can be connected efficiently to the loads and to the utility. 

 

2.1 HFAC Advantages 

A HFAC system will have the following inherent advantages [29], [43]. Some of 

these advantages are more dominant at the higher end of the frequency spectrum. 

 The harmonics will be of higher orders and easily filtered out. 

 Fluorescent lighting will experience improvement as with higher frequency the 

luminous efficiency will be improved, flicker will be reduced and dimming will be 

accomplished directly. The ballast inductance will be reduced proportionally to the 

frequency with the corresponding reduction in the size and weight.  
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 Acoustic noise is minimized due to the fact that the human ear cannot sense sounds 

above 20 kHz. 

 High frequency induction motors can be used for compressors, high-pressure pumps 

and turbines. AC frequency changers based on matrix converters can be used to 

soft-start high frequency induction motors.  

 SOA (safe operating area) is not a restriction for soft-switching and, therefore, 

modern devices such as IGCT and MCT will be advantageous. In future, the 

switching speed of IGBT will expect to be improved coupled with availability of 

new Silicon Carbide devices that will help to boost both the voltage and frequency 

thus making the system more economical and efficient. 

 Harmonic ripple current in electric machines will decrease, thus decreasing the 

copper loss. Though this effect will be partly offset by the higher iron loss, the 

overall efficiency will be improved. 

 High frequency power transformers and other passive circuit components will 

become smaller. Use of new amorphous metal based cores for the transformers will 

help more in size reduction due to their higher flux density. 

 The size of harmonic filters for batteries will decrease. 

 Auxiliary power supply units will be easily available by tapping the AC link. They 

would be smaller with better efficiencies. 

 Selection of higher HFAC voltage based on high frequency transformer turns ratio 

will provide higher voltage rating irrespective of DC source voltage. For the 

machines at same power level, this will provide higher voltage rating thus 

decreasing copper volume and making the machine more economical and efficient.  

 Storage units are required for Microgrid to improve reliability. Batteries have been 

the traditional energy storage source, but in HFAC Microgrid dynamic storage such 

as flywheel is also an easy alternative. 
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2.2 Selection of Operating Frequency 

Two significant factors that affect the suitability of power transmission and 

distribution at high frequencies are the increased power losses and voltage drop incurred 

along the line. The power losses cause heating and system inefficiency while the voltage 

drop results in the voltage delivered to the load at lower level. Both these factors increase 

with line length and frequency and therefore impose a frequency-dependent limitation on 

the size of a useful high frequency grid. To properly examine this limitation, it is 

necessary to begin with the type of cable that will be used and create a frequency-

dependent circuit model of its defining parameters. In the following, an analysis using 

simple single-core coaxial cable with a grounded sheath will be used for demonstration 

purposes. It is possible to extend this analysis to any type of cable, provided its geometry 

and frequency-dependent material properties are known. 

 

2.2.1 Cable Circuit Model 

The cross-section of a coaxial transmission cable with a single core and grounded 

sheath is shown in Figure 2.1 (a) and its small segment circuit model is shown in Figure 

2.1(b). 

 

 

       (a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 2.1. Small segment of insulated, grounded electrical cable                                    

(a) cross-section, (b) circuit model. 
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To satisfy the assumption of small electrical size, the total length of this transmission 

line segment must be less than about a tenth of the wavelength. At 60Hz, a tenth of a 

wavelength is 500 Km, whereas at 500Hz, this would be about 60 Km. For cables longer 

than a tenth of a wavelength, more sections must be used to model the line correctly and 

for electrically long lines, a distributed circuit model is used [46]. It is assumed that the 

guided energy is in the form of a transverse electromagnetic field where the fields are 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The frequency-dependent parameters of 

this small section are the series impedance Z(ω) consisting of a resistance R(ω) and an 

inductance L(ω), and a shunt admittance Y(ω) composed of a capacitance C(ω) and a 

conductance G(ω). For a multiple conductor transmission line, Z(ω) and Y(ω) are square 

matrices, with self and mutual coupling terms [47]. 

( ) ( ) ( )Z R j L                                                  (2.1) 

( ) ( ) ( )Y G j C                            (2.2) 

Z(ω) and Y(ω) are found through electromagnetic analysis and simulation, given the 

geometry and the material properties: relative permittivity (εr), relative permeability (μr) 

and conductivity (σ). This process was demonstrated for two specific types of 

transmission lines in [48]. R(ω) and G(ω) represent losses, whereas the series inductance 

L(ω) gives rise to a large voltage drop along the line. The self-inductance is neglected as 

it is very small compared to the mutual inductance between the core and the sheath. 

 

2.2.2 Power Losses at High Frequency 

As stated earlier, the transmission of power along cables is subject to losses that are 

frequency-dependent. Among these high-frequency loss mechanisms are the skin effect 

in the center conductors, dielectric relaxation in the insulators, eddy currents in any metal 

enclosures and the proximity effect. Loss due to the dielectric insulating material is 
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represented by a shunt conductance, and is caused by currents that leak between the two 

conductors through the dielectric. For most of the cables, especially those using XLPE or 

PE as an insulator, dielectric loss doesn't play a big role in the attenuation of power below 

about 1 MHz and eddy current losses can be neglected below about 100 kHz [49].  

The dominant cause of power loss at frequencies below 10 kHz is the skin effect [49]. 

It is characterized by the skin depth, which is a figure of merit for the depth of 

penetration of the electric field into the conductor. The skin depth is related to the 

frequency as given below: 

0

1
c
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                          (2.3) 

where μ0 is the free-space permeability, f is the frequency of operation and σ is the 

conductivity of the metal conductor.  

For AC signals, the series-resistance is determined as follows: 
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where a is the conductor radius, b is the inner radius of the sheath and d is the outer 

radius of the sheath as shown in Figure 2.1(a).   

At low frequencies, if the conductor thickness is much less than the skin depth, there 

is an approximately uniform current density on the conductor, and therefore the series 
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resistance is the same as the DC series resistance. At frequencies where the skin depth is 

comparable to or less than the conductor thickness, the series resistance is higher than the 

DC value since the current is forced through a smaller cross-section than the physical 

area available. 

The attenuation α of the line, in dB/m is given by 

2

0

0

8.68
2

R GZ

Z


 
  

 

                        (2.7) 

0

L
Z

C
               (2.8) 

The above formula for α has assumed that the cable is a low-loss cable (R<<jωL and       

G<< jωC). Even though this is not strictly true at low frequencies since ω is very small, 

the general trends of the graph at frequencies below 500Hz are qualitatively applicable.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Frequency dependence of cable attenuation. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the cable attenuation as a function of frequency for a single-core 

grounded-sheath coaxial cable with a copper core and sheath and an insulating layer 

between the two conductors with permittivity given by the following Debye model [16]. 

The parameters used for Figure 2.2 are a = 1 mm., b = 6 mm., d = 6.2 mm., μr = 1, σ = 

5.8*10
-7

 S/m and 
9 0.315

0.94
2.5

(1 6*10 )
r

j


 
 


F/m. The attenuation at 500Hz is about 

2e-4 dB/m, or 0.2 dB/km. This will determine the size of the grid, depending on the 

tolerable losses. 

 

2.2.3 Voltage Drop at High Frequency 

The voltage drop along the line is due to the series impedance Z(ω). As can be seen in 

Fig. 2.3, at frequencies below about 500 Hz, this voltage drop is mainly due to the series 

resistance, Re(Z). Above this frequency, the series impedance, represented by the 

reactance Im(Z) = jωL, dominates the voltage drop. Fig. 2.3 can be used to calculate the 

voltage drop in volts if the line current and the length of the line are known. The 

allowable voltage regulation is around 5% in USA, which at 330 V level gives the 

allowable voltage drop of 16.5 V. From Figure 2.3, the series impedance at 500 Hz is 

approximately 0.01 + j0.01 Ω/m. That gives the maximum length of the cable at 7A, 500 

Hz as 235 m. The current is decided based on the loads in the load bus of the simulations 

as shown in the following results section. So there is no need of voltage restorer if the 

Microgrid system supplies power within a radial area of 235m. The voltage compensation 

techniques for the higher frequencies are an active field of research [50] and not in the 

scope of this work. But for the Microgrid system proposed here, small voltage drops can 

be compensated by the active filters already in the system [29]. With lower distribution 

level such as three phase 6 kV, it is possible to supply power within a 1km by 1km 

commercial zone using the conventional three phase cable [51].  
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Figure 2.3. Frequency dependence of series impedance. 

 

2.3 Applications of 500 Hz HFAC System 

The use of 400 Hz power sources is widespread in the military and aircraft industries 

to reduce the component size and weight. Due to several physical limitations, such as 

increased power loss and voltage drop, of going towards very high frequency, it had been 

shown that the frequency in the range of 400 Hz to 1kHz is suitable for several 

residential, industrial and commercial applications as shown in Figure 2.4 next page. 

Some of those applications for a 500 Hz power system are given below [51], [52]:  

 High speed motors having capacity up to 25 MW and speed of 5000 rpm are used in 

the turbine compressors for condensation of gases as well as for blowers. In the 500 

Hz system, the low cost, highly reliable induction motors are the better option for 

those applications. 

 In the iron and steel industry, 400 Hz to 1 kHz power is very useful for melting in 

induction furnace and for heat treatment due to the high efficiency, compact 

equipments and ease of control. Besides, the size of the capacitor required for 
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power factor improvement will also be less at 500Hz frequency compared to that at 

60 Hz. 

 The commercial loads mainly constitutes of lighting and air conditioning. At 500 

Hz, though there will not be significant improvement of the luminous efficiency, 

the amorphous core ballasts can be used to increase the overall efficiency. 

Additionally, the size of the lighting apparatus will be reduced at 500 Hz, 

improving the space savings in commercial buildings. 

  The same benefits as above can be utilized for the residential buildings. With the 

integration of renewable sources in to the system, such benefits will provide 

additional advantages when supplying power to isolated locations without strong 

grid support.  

 Quick response DC power supply using simpler control such as deadbeat control 

can be used more easily with 500 Hz 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Applications of the 500 Hz HFAC system. 
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2.4 Proposed Single Phase HFAC Microgrid 

In Figure 2.5 the proposed single phase HFAC based Microgrid is shown along with 

the UPQC and UPLC. There are four high frequency buses in the Microgrid system as 

described next [29], [43]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Proposed single phase HFAC Microgrid.  

 

 Source bus (or Bus 1): a variety of renewable sources are connected to this bus, 

such as fuel cell and photovoltaic along with energy storage systems (battery). 

 Utility connection bus (or Bus 2): the utility grid is connected in this bus through a 

bi-directional converter and associated loads. 

 Load bus (or Bus 3): typical consumer loads are connected in this bus. 
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 Intermediate supply bus: the bus where the supplies come from Bus 1 and Bus 2. It 

then sends the power to Bus 3 (load bus). 

The integration of the single phase high frequency AC Microgrid with the three phase 

60 Hz utility grid can be achieved by using frequency link converters such as PWM-

controlled DC link back-to-back converter or matrix converter without a DC link. The 

main characteristics for those converters are the bi-directional power flow capability 

which is required for the proposed system. The 60 Hz loads can be connected to the load 

bus using the similar converters. Another effective way for connecting 60 Hz loads to the 

Microgrid is to use naturally commutated cycloconverters. The higher frequency of the 

HFAC system is useful for such cycloconverters as the output frequency limitation is no 

longer an issue and it can generate the 60 Hz output frequency [20].  In this work, the 

high frequency loads are only considered in simulations which represent the loads that 

can be connected directly to the 500 Hz HFAC Microgrid based on the possible 

applications as discussed in the previous sub-section. 

Bus 1 and Bus 2 are connected by a controlled distribution line through a Universal 

Active Power Line Conditioner (UPLC) to control the power flow between the source 

bus and the utility connection bus. The UPLC also mitigates current harmonics present in 

the utility connection bus due to the connection of the bi-directional converter.  

UPQC integrated in the uncontrolled distribution line imposes that the voltage at the 

load bus is harmonic-free. It also acts on the total load current, to compensate for current 

harmonics and reactive power, in a way that the total current coming out of the 

intermediate supply bus is also harmonic-free and in phase with the fundamental source 

voltage, resulting in unity power factor. 

For both UPQC and UPLC, the compensating reference current and voltage are 

calculated using the p-q theory, which will be discussed in the next chapter. The 

compensating voltage and currents are then synthesized using voltage-source PWM 

inverters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ACTIVE FILTERING FOR HFAC MICROGRID 

 

 

In this chapter, first the background behind the active filtering is described showing 

different configurations of active filters and different active filtering algorithms. The 

instantaneous power theory or p-q theory is discussed next in relation to the active 

filtering.  The details for implementing UPQC and UPLC based on p-q theory are given 

in details to understand the control and power circuits of those active filters. Finally the 

proposed advanced active filtering scheme for the HFAC system is discussed that are 

implemented to solve the power quality and power flow issues in the Microgrid. 

 

3.1 Background 

In power systems, passive L–C filters were conventionally used to reduce harmonics 

and capacitors were employed to improve the power factor of the AC loads. However, 

passive filters have several demerits in terms of fixed compensation, large size, and 

resonance. The increased severity of harmonic pollution in power networks has attracted 

the attention of power electronics and power system engineers to develop dynamic and 

adjustable solutions to the power quality problems. The term active filter is a generic one 

and can be applied to a group of power electronic circuits incorporating power switching 

devices and passive energy storage circuit elements such as inductors and capacitors. The 

functions of these circuits vary depending on the applications. They are generally used 

for controlling current harmonics in supply networks at the low to medium voltage 

distribution level or for reactive power and/or voltage control at the high-voltage 

distribution level. Besides they can be used for controlling power flow as well as 

mitigating source voltage harmonics [53], [54].  
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3.1.1 Active Filter Configurations 

There are mainly two basic types of active filters (AF) based on the power circuit 

configurations, they are shunt active filters and the series active filters.  

The main purpose of the shunt active filter is to compensate the current harmonics 

present due to the non-linear loads so that the current coming out of the supply is 

harmonics free. In this way, the losses at the sources are minimized. Shunt AF can also 

contribute to reactive power compensation and balancing of three-phase currents. Shunt 

AF has the advantage of carrying only the compensation current plus a small amount of 

active fundamental current supplied to compensate for system losses [54].  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Line diagram of a typical shunt AF. 

 

In the shunt active filter as shown in Figure 4.1, the harmonic components ic
*
 present 

in the load current iL is calculated first by the shunt controller. After that, the harmonics ic 
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are synthesized using the shunt inverter. Finally the synthesized harmonics is injected to 

the system so that the source current is is harmonic free.  

Series active filter configuration produces a PWM voltage waveform which is 

added/subtracted, on an instantaneous basis, to/from the supply voltage to maintain a pure 

sinusoidal voltage across the load. The main purpose of this active filter is to compensate 

the source voltage harmonics so that the load voltage is harmonic free. This is an 

important aspect for the voltage-sensitive devices, such as superconductive magnetic 

energy storage and power system protection devices. In addition, the series AF can be 

utilized to control active and reactive power flow in the transmission/distribution line 

[24], [54].  

In the series active filter as shown in Figure 3.2, the harmonics present in the source 

voltage vs is first calculated and then the harmonics vc is synthesized using the series 

inverter. Finally the synthesized harmonics is injected to the system by connection 

transformer so that the load voltage vL is harmonic free.  

 

 

Figure 3.2. Line diagram of a typical series AF. 
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The advantages of the shunt and series active filters can be combined, as shown in 

Figure 3.3 to achieve demanding power system requirements. When both series and shunt 

active filters are used for harmonic compensation, the combined topology is named as 

Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) [21], [29]. The series active filter power 

flow control can be used along with shunt active filter to get Unified Power Flow 

Controller (UPFC) [25], [55]. Finally the operations of UPQC and UPFC can be 

combined in a single topology called Universal Active Power Line Conditioner (UPLC) 

[24], [29]. The combination of active filters along with passive filters, known as hybrid 

filters, can also be used depending on the applications.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Combination of shunt and series AF for power quality improvement. 
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3.1.2 Different Active Filtering Algorithms 

Development of voltage and/or current compensating signals is an important part of 

AF control and affects their rating and transient, as well as steady-state performance. The 

control strategies to generate compensation commands are based on frequency-domain or 

time-domain techniques [19], [56], [57]. Some of these algorithms are discussed in brief 

in the following sub-sections.  

 

3.1.2.1 Frequency Domain Approaches 

 Conventional Fourier and FFT algorithms – Fast Fourier transformations is used to 

reconstruct harmonic currents by eliminating the fundamental component from the 

transformed current signal [58], [59]. After that, the harmonic current is inverse 

transformed into the time domain to obtain the compensating current for the active 

filter circuit. The main drawback of this method is the associated time delay. This 

technique requires samples for at least one complete cycles to calculating Fourier 

coefficients, therefore this method is only suitable for the slowly varying load 

conditions. 

 Modified Fourier series techniques – The principle behind this method is that, only 

fundamental component of current is calculated and used to separate the total 

harmonics from the sampled load current signal [19]. The implementation of this 

method utilizes modified Fourier series equation by generating a recursive formula 

with a sliding window. This technique is adapted to use two different circular arrays 

to store the components of the sine and cosine coefficients computed every 

sampling cycle. The newly computed values of the desired coefficients are stored in 

place of the old ones and the overall sums of the coefficients are updated regularly. 

The computation time for this technique is significantly less than that of the other 

frequency domain techniques [60]. 
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3.1.2.2 Time Domain Approaches 

 Instantaneous reactive power algorithm – The instantaneous active and reactive 

power theory or p-q theory has been widely used and is based on “α-β” 

transformation of voltage and current signals to derive compensating signals [20]. 

The instantaneous active and reactive power can be computed in terms of 

transformed voltage and current signals. From instantaneous active and reactive 

powers, harmonic active and reactive powers are extracted using low-pass and high-

pass filters. From harmonic active and reactive powers, using reverse “α-β” 

transformation, compensating commands in terms of either currents or voltages are 

derived. Given below in Figure 3.4, a simplified block diagram for p-q theory based 

shunt active filter. More details of this algorithm will be given in the next sub-

section. 
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Figure 3.4. Block diagram of simple p-q algorithm for AF. 

 

 Synchronous reference frame algorithm – In the synchronous d-q reference frame 

and flux-based controllers, voltage and current signals are transformed to a 

synchronously rotating frame using Park transformation, in which fundamental 

quantities become DC quantities, and then the harmonic compensating commands 

are extracted [61], [62]. The DC bus voltage feedback is generally used to achieve a 
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self-supporting DC bus in voltage-fed AF’s. A simple block diagram of the 

algorithm is given in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Block diagram of synchronous reference frame algorithm. 

 

 Constant unity power factor algorithm – In this algorithm, the instantaneous current 

signal is forced to track the voltage reference waveform. This implies that the 

power factor would be fixed to unity and system would only be suitable for the 

combined system of VAR and current harmonic compensation [63], [64]. 

  Sine multiplication algorithm – In this method, the load current is multiplied by a 

sinusoidal signal at the fundamental frequency that is in phase with the source 

voltage. Integrating this product yields the average power which is equal to the peak 

value of the source current without any distortion. By multiplying this peak value 

with the same sinusoidal waveform as before and then subtracting the resulting 

signal from the load current, the compensating current is obtained [65], [66]. 
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3.2 P-Q Theory for Active Filtering 

The Instantaneous Reactive Power (IRP) Theory, famous as p-q theory, was proposed 

by Akagi in 1983 [20]. The underlying principles behind the p-q theory is given next 

based on Akagi’s paper published in 1984 [67].  

 

3.2.1 Definitions for Instantaneous Powers 

The premises of the p-q theory lie in the transformation of voltages and currents from 

the three phase system to a rotating two phase system. In the conventional a-b-c 

coordinates, the three axes are fixed on the same plane, apart from each other by 2π/3 

radians as shown in Figure 3.6 [67]. The instantaneous space vector va and ia are set on 

the a-axis. In the same way, vb and ib are on the b-axis and vc and ic are on the c-axis. 

These space vectors can be transformed into α-β coordinates by the following 

transformations. 
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                                                                              (3.2) 

where the α and β axes are orthogonal. As shown in Figure 3.6, vα and iα are on the α-axis 

and vβ and iβ are on the β-axis.  

The instantaneous space vectors on the α-β coordinates are shown in Figure 3.7. The 

conventional instantaneous power in the three phase circuit can be defined as follows. 

. . . . .a a b b c cp v i v i v i v i v i                                         (3.3) 
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Figure 3.6. Transformation to α-β coordinates. 

 

In order to define the instantaneous reactive power, the instantaneous imaginary 

power space vector is introduced where [67] 

q v i v i                               (3.4) 

 

Figure 3.7. Representation of instantaneous space vectors. 
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As shown in Figure 3.7, this space vector is in the imaginary axis, and is 

perpendicular to the real plane on which α-β axes are present; maintaining right-hand rule 

for vector multiplication [67]. Considering the fact that vα is parallel to iα and vβ to iβ , and 

α-β are perpendicular to each other, the conventional instantaneous power p and the 

amplitude of the instantaneous imaginary power q can be expressed as  

v v ip

v v iq

  

  

    
           

                        (3.5) 

In the above equation, .v i   and .v i  means the instantaneous power as they are 

defined by the product of the voltages and currents at the same axis. Therefore, p is the 

real power in the three phase circuit and its dimension is watt [W]. Conversely, .v i  and 

.v i   are not the real power as they are defined by the product of voltage in one axis and 

the current in the perpendicular axis. Accordingly, q can not be dealt with the 

conventional electrical quantity. The definition and physical meaning of this 

instantaneous reactive power is given next [67].  

Equation (3.5) can be rewritten as follows 

 

1
i v v p

i v v q

  

  



     
          

                       (3.6) 

The instantaneous currents on the α-β coordinates, iα and iβ are then divided into two 

types of components [67]. 
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where,  

α-axis instantaneous active current:      
2 2p

v
i p

v v




 




 

α-axis instantaneous reactive current:   
2 2q

v
i q

v v





 





 

β-axis instantaneous active current:      
2 2p

v
i p

v v





 




 

β-axis instantaneous reactive current:   
2 2q

v
i q

v v




 




 

Both the physical meaning and reason for the naming of the instantaneous active and 

reactive currents are clarified in the following. Let the instantaneous powers in the α-axis 

and β-axis be pα and pβ respectively. They can be given by the conventional definition as 

follows [67] 

p q

p q

v i v ip v i

v i v ip v i

     

     

      
        

       
                      (3.8) 

Then the instantaneous real power in the three phase circuit p can be obtained using 

equations (3.7) and (3.8). 

22

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

v v v v vv
p p p p p q q

v v v v v v v v

    
 

       


     

   
                   (3.9) 

It can be observed from the equation (3.9) that the sum of the last two terms in the 

equation is always zero. So from the equation (3.8) and (3.9) can be combined as 

p p p pp v i v i p p                                 (3.10) 

0 q q q qv i v i p p                                 (3.11) 
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where,  

α-axis instantaneous active power:     
2

2 2p

v
p p

v v




 




 

α-axis instantaneous reactive power: 
2 2q

v v
p q

v v

 



 





 

β-axis instantaneous active power:    
2

2 2p

v
p p

v v





 




 

β-axis instantaneous reactive power: 
2 2q

v v
p q

v v

 



 




 

From the above two equations and the corresponding definitions, it can be concluded 

that [67],  

 The sum of the instantaneous powers, pαp and pβp coincides with the instantaneous 

real power in the three phase circuit. Therefore pαp and pβp are defined as the 

instantaneous active power. 

 The instantaneous powers, pαq and pβq cancel each other and make no contribution 

to the instantaneous power flow. Therefore pαq and pβq are defined as the 

instantaneous reactive power. 

 Important to observe that the meaning of the instantaneous imaginary power 

defined in the three phase circuit is quite different from the instantaneous reactive 

power in each phase. 

 

3.2.2 Applications of P-Q Theory 

The p-q theory after its inception gained tremendous popularity due to its simplicity 

and a large amount of research was dedicated into it. All the active filters, namely shunt, 

series, UPQC, UPLC, are developed based on p-q theory and results obtained proved the 

successful implementation of those active filters [54]. The relevance of p-q theory for the 

implementation of active filters is given next. 
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As discussed earlier, the p-q theory consists of an algebraic transformation of the 

three-phase voltages and currents in the a-b-c coordinates to the α-β coordinates, 

followed by the calculation of the p-q theory instantaneous power components. 
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                                                                            (3.13) 

v v ip

v v iq

  

  

    
           

                      (3.14) 

where p is the instantaneous real power and q is the instantaneous reactive power. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Power components of the p-q theory in a-b-c coordinates. 

 

These quantities are illustrated in Figure 3.8 for an electrical system represented in   

a-b-c coordinates and have the following physical meaning [54]: 

p  = average value of the instantaneous real power that corresponds to the average energy 

per time instant which is transferred from the power supply to the load, through the   

a-b-c coordinates, in a balanced way. 
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p = alternating value of the instantaneous real power that implies to the alternating 

energy per time instant which is exchanged between the power supply and the load, 

through the a-b-c coordinates. 

q =  instantaneous imaginary power that corresponds to the power that is exchanged 

between the phases of the load. This component does not imply any transference or 

exchange of energy between the power supply and the load, but is responsible for 

the existence of undesirable currents, which circulate between the system phases. In 

the case of a balanced sinusoidal voltage supply and a balanced load, with or 

without harmonics, q  (the mean value of the instantaneous imaginary power) is 

equal to the conventional reactive power ( 1 13. . .sinq V I  ). 

As seen before, p is usually the only desirable p-q theory power component. The 

other quantities can be compensated using a shunt active filter as shown in Figure 3.9.  

 

 

Figure 3.9. Compensation of power components p , q in a-b-c coordinates. 

 

It is also possible to conclude from Figure 3.9 that the active filter capacitor is only 

necessary to compensate p , since it must be stored in this component at one moment to 
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be later delivered to the load. The instantaneous imaginary power (q), which includes the 

conventional reactive power, is compensated without the contribution of the capacitor. 

This means that, the size of the capacitor does not depend on the amount of reactive 

power to be compensated. 

To calculate the reference compensation currents in the α-β coordinates, the equation 

(3.14) is inverted, and the powers to be compensated ( p and q) are used as 

*

* 2 2

1c

c

v vi p

v vi qv v

 

   

     
     

     

                    (3.15) 

In order to obtain the reference compensation currents in the a-b-c coordinates the 

inverse of the transformation given in equation (3.13) is applied. 
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                                                                                   (3.16) 

The calculations presented so far correspond to a shunt active filter control strategy 

for constant instantaneous supply power and can be represented by the block diagram 

given earlier in Figure 3.4. This approach, when applied to a three-phase system with 

balanced sinusoidal voltages, produces the following results [54]: 

 The phase supply currents become sinusoidal, balanced, and in phase with the 

voltages. 

 The total instantaneous power supplied is made constant, and equal to three phase 

power 

The sinusoidal supply current control strategy must be used when the voltages are 

distorted or unbalanced and sinusoidal currents are desired. The block diagram of Figure 

3.10 represents the calculations required in this case. The practical implementation of the 
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shunt active filter demands the regulation of the voltage at the inverter DC side that is the 

capacitor voltage. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Calculations for the sinusoidal supply current control strategy. 

 

The basic structure of the series active filter is already shown in Figure 3.2. The series 

active filter works in a closed-loop manner, sensing continuously the phase voltages v 

and calculating the instantaneous values of the compensating voltage reference vc
* 

for the 

PWM converter. In an ideal case, the PWM converter can be considered as a linear power 

amplifier, where the compensating voltage vc tracks strictly its reference vc
*
 thus 

mitigating the harmonics present in the source voltage the voltage v such that the load 

voltage vL becomes balanced and free of harmonics [24]. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Calculations for compensating voltage in series AF. 
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The calculation for the compensating voltage is given in Figure 3.11. The control 

algorithm of Figure 3.11 uses the fundamental positive sequence component of voltages 

va, vb and vc, already transformed into the α-β-0 reference frame ( v and v ). The currents 

ia, ib and ic are transformed into the α-β reference frame as the usual (equation 3.13). 

Then, the instantaneous real and imaginary powers are calculated next. 

h

h

v v ip

v v iq

  

  

    
           

                     (3.17) 

In terms of reactive power theory, when three phase voltages and currents are 

sinusoidal and symmetrical, p and q are exactly equal to the active power and reactive 

power of three phase circuit in conventional power theory. But when the three phase 

currents are assumed to be sinusoidal but the phase voltages are distorted, it can be 

considered that the DC components of ph and qh correspond to the fundamental of phase 

voltages while the AC components correspond to the distorted voltage components. 

Once the powers hp and hq  are separated, the inverse transformation is performed, 

that is, 
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                                                                               (3.19) 

Then, the harmonic currents are multiplied by a fictitious series harmonic resistance 

Kr, to produce the voltage references vha
*
 , vhb

*
 and vhc

*
 , i.e., 
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* *

* *

* *

.

ha ha

hb r hb

hc hc

v i

v K i

v i

   
   

   
   
   

           (3.20) 

The control algorithm of the series AF can also be changed for power flow control by 

the series active filter. The details of such application will be given in the later part of this 

chapter. 

 

3.3 HFAC Microgrid with Advanced Active Filtering 

The instantaneous power theory was developed for the three phase system where 

detecting harmonic current requires instantaneous values of voltages and currents. But for 

the single phase, only one voltage and current exist making the p-q calculation not 

possible.  

 

3.3.1 Single Phase P-Q Theory 

On the computational viewpoint, for a balanced three phase system knowing voltage 

and current for one phase can lead to finding voltages and currents for the other two 

phases by using the delays of 2π/3 and 4π/3 respectively.  Liu et al utilized this approach 

for applying p-q theory in a single phase system. In their method, it is necessary to obtain 

an instantaneous /2 phase lag of the current and voltage waveforms to define a pseudo 

two-phase system [28]. The instantaneous power theory can then be applied for designing 

active filters for the single phase system. For high frequency application, as considered in 

this paper, this time delay is only a small fraction of time, which does not affect 

significantly the system dynamic.  

The mathematical validation of this approach is explained next. Assuming that the 

single phase voltage and current are given by 
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2 sin( )v E t             (3.21) 

1,3,..

2 sin( )n n

n

i I n t 




            (3.22) 

For using the p-q theory for this single phase system, the actual voltage and current 

are considered to be -quantities. The values in -phase are assumed to be lagging by /2 

with respect to -phase.  
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Then, the instantaneous active and reactive power can be calculated and decomposed 

by trigonometric identities as follows 

v v ip p p

v v iq q q
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These calculations prove that the basic idea of the three phase instantaneous power 

theory that are applicable for the active filtering purposes, are also valid for the single 

phase system [28]. With the pseudo second phase, the single phase p-q values can be 

obtained and similar to the actual p-q theory those values represent the DC and oscillating 

power that respectively corresponds to the fundamental and harmonic present in the 

system voltage or current. 

 

3.3.2 Universal Active Power Line Conditioner 

Universal Active Power Line Conditioner (UPLC) is an advanced concept in the field 

of active filter (AF) that can do both the operations of Unified Power Quality Conditioner 

(UPQC) and the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) [24], [29]. The UPQC is used to 

compensate for the current and voltage harmonics and, also for the reactive power in the 

fundamental frequency. The UPFC is used to control the active and reactive power flow.  

The UPLC in the HFAC Microgrid is used for controlling the active and reactive 

power flow along with the mitigation of current harmonics that are generated due to 

utility connection. The controller for the UPLC calculates reference compensating current 

and voltage for the shunt and series active filters respectively using single phase p-q 

theory. Voltage-source PWM inverters are used to synthesize the actual compensating 

quantities and inject them into the HFAC Microgrid system [29], [43].  

 

3.3.2.1 Control Circuit 

The structure of UPLC in the HFAC Microgrid is given in Figure 3.12. The dotted 

line in the figure shows the presence of the uncontrolled distribution line that is required 

for the operation of the UPLC. There is an UPQC in that uncontrolled line that will be 

described later while discussing UPQC operation.  
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The control circuit structure of the UPLC is shown in Figure 3.13 and has three 

components. 

 Fundamental generation 
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 Series AF controller 
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Figure 3.12. UPLC in single phase HFAC Microgrid. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Functional block diagram of UPLC controller. 
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i) Fundamental generation – The fundamental generation signal processing blocks, as 

shown in Figure 3.14, calculate the instantaneous values of the fundamental components 

' ',v v   and ' ',s sv v  of the source voltages v and vs respectively.  

The phase-locked-loop (PLL) is used to determine the fundamental frequency ω of 

the HFAC system. The PLL is designed to operate under the distorted voltage waveform. 

Inside the PLL block this fundamental frequency is utilized to generate two signals 

' sin( )i t  and ' cos( )i t   that correspond to an auxiliary fundamental current 

transformed into α-β reference frame. After obtaining these two auxiliary signals, it is 

necessary to calculate the auxiliary powers 'p and 'q  as 

''

''

v v ip

v v iq

  

  

   
    

       

                     (3.28) 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Fundamental voltage generation for UPLC. 
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In equation (3.28), v and v correspond to the  components of v, where vα is 

equal to the measured voltage v and vis the obtained one by delaying v by π/2. For the 

500 Hz HFAC system this delay is equal to 0.5 ms ( 1
4 f

, f is the frequency of the                     

system). 

Finally, the fundamental components are obtained using the DC-components of 

'p and 'q ; which are obtained using low-pass filters. So, the Fundamental Calculation 2 

block of Figure 3.14 corresponds to the following equation 

' ' '

' '' 2 ' 2 '

' 1

'

v i i p

v i ii i q

  

   

    
      

       

                                                                                 (3.29) 

Similarly, the instantaneous values of the fundamental ' ',s sv v  are calculated from the 

voltage vs using the same procedure. 

 

ii) Shunt controller – Shunt active filter in UPLC is used for controlling the active and 

reactive power flow along with the mitigation of current harmonics that are generated due 

to utility connection. The main components for the controller of the shunt AF is shown in 

Figure 3.15. 

The shunt active filter controller needs the fundamental voltage components ' ',v v   

and the load currents as its inputs. The load current components are obtained in the way 

such that iLα correspond to iL and iLβ correspond to iL delayed by π/2. 

As shown in Figure 3.15, the shunt power calculation is performed as: 

' '

' '

L
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iv vp

iv vq
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Figure 3.15. Shunt AF controller for UPLC. 

 

The reference compensating current for the shunt AF can now be directly calculated 

* ' '

* ' '' 2 ' 2

1c

c

i v v p

i v v qv v

  

   

     
     

        

                    (3.31) 

where the power components to be compensated are obtained from equation (3.30), by 

using the high pass filter with 500Hz cut-off frequency. 

In equation (3.31), the compensation of the current harmonics and instantaneous 

reactive power is considered. After calculating the compensating reference current, in α-β 

coordinates, the resulting compensating current must be converted to a-b-c coordinates. 

In single phase system, this component is defined only by the α-component, which is the 

one in phase with the load current. In this way, the reference current for the UPLC is 

calculated by 

**

cc ii                                              (3.32) 
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iii) Series controller – Decoupling the active and reactive power flow control is a 

common practice in load flow studies. The variation of active power is strongly coupled 

with power angle δ and the variation of the reactive power is strongly coupled with 

amplitude of the voltage.  

The basics behind the active power flow control can be described by the single phase 

equivalent circuit of Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) as given in Figure 3.16 [25].  

 

 

Figure 3.16. Equivalent circuit of power flow controller. 

 

Considering for simplicity that vS1 = vR1, one gets the phasor diagrams given in the 

Figure 3.17. When the output voltage vC1 leads by 90 with respect to vS1, i1 is in-phase 

with vS1 as shown in Figure 3.17(a). This causes active power flow from the source to 

load. When vC1 is in-phase with vS1, i1 lag by 90 with respect to vS1, shown in Figure 

3.17(b), resulting in reactive power flow. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.17. Simplified phasor diagrams of voltage and currents for UPFC                                                                  

(a) active power control, (b) reactive power control. 
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Series active filter in UPLC controls the power flow along with the voltage harmonics 

mitigation.The controller for the series active filter is shown in Figure 3.18. This 

controller controls the active and reactive power flow in the controlled distribution line 

along with the source voltage harmonics mitigation.  

 

 

Figure 3.18. Series AF controller for UPLC. 

 

In the controller the inputs are the source current is and the fundamental voltage 

components ' ',v v  and ' ',s sv v   .  The source current is time delayed to get the β-component 

whereas the α-component is the source current itself.  

The instantaneous harmonic power calculation is same as in case of the shunt 

converter. 
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                                (3.33) 

Now high pass filters of cut-off frequency 500 Hz is used to get the oscillating 

components of the instantaneous power. This oscillating powers hp~  and hq~  corresponds 

to the harmonics present in the source voltage.  
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To incorporate this idea of power flow control, the calculated ph and qh from the 

system are compared with the reference pref and qref.  The error is then fed to the PI 

controllers to produce 90 phase shifts and thus generating two signals cq and cp  

respectively. The generated cq  inserts a fundamental voltage component orthogonal to 

the voltage v thus controlling the active power flow. Now cp  is utilized to insert a 

compensating voltage in phase with the voltage v to control the reactive power flow (as 

shown in the Figure 3.17 (b)). The reference compensating current for the series AF can 

now be directly calculated. 

* ' ' ' '

* ' ' ' '' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2

1 1calc h ch

calc h ch

p p pi v v v v

q q qi v v v vv v v v

    

       

          
             

              

               (3.34) 

After calculating the compensating reference current, in α-β coordinates, the resulting 

compensating current must be converted back to a-b-c coordinates. This component is 

defined only by the α-component, which is the one in phase with the source current.  In 

this way, the reference current for the UPLC is calculated by 

**

hh ii                                                          (3.35) 

And the compensating voltage harmonics is calculated as  

* *

h hv i                                               (3.36) 

The equality in equation (3.36) holds because the fictitious resistances Kr1 and Kr2 are 

already included in the calculation of hp~  and hq~ . Finally the reference voltage for the 

UPLC series filter is calculated as  

* * '

c s h sv v v v                                                                                                                (3.37) 
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3.3.2.2 Power Circuit 

For the shunt AF, the calculated current (ic
*
) is used as the reference for the shunt 

PWM inverter, which supplies the actual compensating current ic. The shunt AF uses a 

current controlled-voltage source inverter, with bipolar PWM switching. The output of 

the PI compensator is limited and then compared to the saw-tooth waveform. The 

resulting logic signal is used to drive the PWM switches. The output filter (Lf, Rf-Cf) is 

used to attenuate the harmonics originated in the converter switching. Given below, in 

Figure 3.19, the basic block diagram for the shunt PWM converter used in UPLC. 

 

 

Figure 3.19. PWM inverter and control of shunt active filter for UPLC. 

 

The series PWM inverter for UPLC uses the voltage reference vc
*
 to supply the actual 

compensating voltage vc, as shown in Figure 3.20. The series active filter uses the voltage 

controlled–voltage source inverter, with bipolar PWM switching. The controller uses a 

minor voltage control loop where the voltage error is fed to a proportional controller and 

the resulting signal is added to the reference signal. The output of the compensator is 
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limited and then compared to the saw-tooth waveform. The resulting logic signal is used 

to drive the PWM switches. As shown by Aredes et al the feed-forward addition of the 

reference signal is used to overcome the inherent amplitude attenuation in conventional 

PWM techniques.    

 

 

Figure 3.20. PWM inverter and control of series active filter for UPLC. 

 

3.3.3 Unified Power Quality Conditioner  

For optimum HFAC bus utilization, it is extremely important to compensate for 

reactive power, load current harmonics, and voltage distortions. A Unified Power Quality 

Conditioner (UPQC), which integrates shunt and series active filters, is a power 

electronic solution that can accomplish all these functions. The UPQC is integrated in the 

system to make the load bus voltage harmonic-free. It also acts on the total load current, 

to compensate for current harmonics and reactive power, in a way that the total current 

coming out of the intermediate supply bus is harmonic-free and in phase with the 

fundamental source voltage, resulting in a unity power factor [29], [43].  
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3.3.3.1 Control Circuit 

The structure of UPQC in the HFAC Microgrid is given in Figure 3.21. The dotted 

line in the figure shows the presence of the controlled distribution line along with UPLC 

that was described in the previous sub-section. The control circuit structure of the UPQC 

is shown in Figure 3.22 and has two components. 
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Figure 3.21. UPQC in single phase HFAC Microgrid. 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Functional block diagram of UPQC controller. 
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i) Shunt controller – The function of the shunt controller in UPQC is to compensate for 

the load harmonics due to the non-linear loads connected in the load bus.  It is also 

interseting to compensate reactive power by shunt AF. Given below in Figure 3.23, the 

main components for the shunt active filter controller. 

 

 

Figure 3.23. Shunt AF controller in UPQC. 

 

The α-β components of the voltages and currents are required for the power 

calculations. A phase-locked-loop (PLL) is used to determine the fundamental frequency 

ω of the HFAC system. The PLL is designed to operate under the distorted voltage 

waveform. Inside the PLL block this fundamental frequency is utilized to generate two 

signals , sin( )hv t  and , cos( )hv t   that correspond to an auxiliary fundamental 

voltage transformed into α-β reference frame.  

The load current components are obtained in the way such that 1,Loadi  corresponds to 

iLoad 1 and ,1Loadi  corresponds to iLoad 1 delayed by 90
o
. 

Now instantaneous powers are calculated as 
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                                                                                  (3.38) 
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The reference compensating current for the shunt converter in the α-β coordinates can 

be calculated as 

*
, ,1,

* 2 2
, ,1, , ,

1 h hc L

h hc Lh h

v vi p

v vi qv v

 

   

     
       

     

                                                                  (3.39) 

In the above equation, the compensation of the current harmonics and instantaneous 

reactive power is considered. After calculating the compensating reference current, in α-β 

coordinates, the resulting compensating current must be converted to a-b-c coordinates. 

This component is defined only by the α-component, which is the one in phase with the 

load current. In this way, the reference current for the UPQC is calculated by: 

* *

1 1,c ci i 

         

   (3.40)  

 

ii) Series controller – The compensation for voltage distortion is similar to the current 

compensation. The controller for the series AF is given in Figure 3.24. 

 

 

Figure 3.24. Series AF controller in UPQC. 
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The α-β components of the voltages and currents are required for the power 

calculations. The phase-locked-loop (PLL) is used to determine the fundamental 

frequency ω of the HFAC system. The PLL is designed to operate under the distorted 

waveforms. Inside the PLL block this fundamental frequency is utilized to generate two 

signals , sin( )hi t  and , cos( )hi t    that correspond to an auxiliary fundamental 

current transformed into α-β reference frame.  

The voltage components are obtained in the way such that ,hfv  correspond to vhf and 

,hfv   correspond to vhf delayed by 90
o
. 

Now the instantaneous power equations can also be written in terms of the current 

matrix. 

 
, , ,

, , ,

h h hfhf

h h hfhf

i i vp

i i vq

  

  

    
     

     
                                                                (3.41)                                                               

The average values of these powers correspond to the fundamental voltage 

components. Hence the by the following equations, it is possible to isolate the 

fundamental voltage components in the α-β coordinates.  

*
, ,

* 2 2
, ,, ,

1 h h hff

h h hff h h

i i pv

i i qv i i

 

   

     
       

     

                                                    (3.42) 

The fundamental voltage in a-b-c coordinates is defined by the α-component only, 

which is the one in phase with the supply voltage. The compensating reference voltage is 

then defined as 

***

1 fhffhfc VVVVV                                                           (3.43) 
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3.3.3.2 Power Circuit 

For the shunt AF, the calculated current (ic1
*
 for UPQC) is used as the reference for 

the shunt PWM inverter, which supplies the actual compensating current ic1. The shunt 

AF uses a current controlled-voltage source inverter, with bipolar PWM switching. The 

output of the PI compensator is limited and then compared to the saw-tooth waveform. 

The resulting logic signal is used to drive the PWM switches. The output filter (Lf1, Rf1-

Cf1) is used to attenuate the harmonics originated in the converter switching. Given 

below, in Figure 3.25, the basic block diagram for the shunt PWM converter used in 

UPQC. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25. PWM converter and control of shunt active filter for UPQC. 

 

The series PWM inverter for UPQC uses the voltage reference vc1
*
 to supply the 

actual compensating voltage vc1, as shown in Figure 3.26. The series active filter uses the 

voltage controlled-voltage source inverter, also with bipolar PWM switching. The 
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controller uses the external voltage control loop and the internal current control loop. The 

voltage error is fed to a PI controller and the resulting signal is compared to the 

corresponding converter output current. Another PI controller uses the difference 

between these two signals to adjust the PWM duty cycle accordingly. 

 

 

Figure 3.26. PWM converter and control of series active filter for UPQC. 

 

3.3.4 Complete Power Electronic System 

In Figure 3.27 the single phase HFAC based Microgrid is shown along with the 

UPQC and UPLC. There are four high frequency buses in the Microgrid system as 

described in the previous chapter.  

In the source bus (or Bus 1), a variety of renewable sources are connected along with 

energy storage systems (battery). The utility grid is connected in utility connection bus 

(or   Bus 2) through a bi-directional converter and associated loads. In load bus (or Bus 

3), high frequency loads are connected. The intermediate supply bus gets its supplies 

from Bus 1 and Bus 2. It then sends the power to Bus 3 (load bus) [29]. 
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Bus 1 and Bus 2 are connected by a controlled distribution line through a UPLC. The 

main function of the UPLC is to control the power flow between the source bus and the 

utility connection bus through the series active filter. Besides, the shunt active filter in 

UPLC mitigates current harmonics present in the utility connection bus due to the 

connection of the bi-directional converter.  

 

 

Figure 3.27. Advanced active filtering for the HFAC Microgrid. 

 

To maintain the power balance of the whole system with UPLC, another uncontrolled 

distribution line is required. In the Microgrid, the intermediate supply bus, connected to 

both Bus 1 and Bus 2, works as the uncontrolled line. The voltage in the intermediate 

supply bus is distorted as the integration of all sources adds source voltage harmonics. 
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Also the loads to be connected across the load bus cannot be predicted and a significant 

contribution of non-linear loads may exist, causing high level of harmonic content in the 

current coming out of the intermediate supply bus.  

The UPQC integrated in the uncontrolled distribution line imposes that the voltage at 

the load bus is harmonic-free. It also acts on the total load current, to compensate for 

current harmonics and reactive power, in a way that the total current coming out of the 

intermediate supply bus is also harmonic-free and in phase with the fundamental source 

voltage, resulting in unity power factor. 

The inclusion of UPLC and UPQC in the system ensures that the harmonics level in 

the system is low. Besides, the control of reactive power in the high frequency lines is 

achieved by those active filters. The reactive power flow in the controlled distribution 

line is obtained by the UPLC whereas the UPQC ensures that the reactive power remains 

in the system is compensated at the load bus so that the current coming out of the 

intermediate supply bus is in phase with the voltage.  

The integration of the single phase high frequency AC Microgrid with the three phase 

60 Hz utility grid can be achieved by using frequency link converters such as PWM-

controlled DC link back-to-back converter or matrix converter without a DC link as 

discussed in Chapter 2 [43].  

An important issue related to the Microgrid is islanding. This condition occurs when 

the Microgrid continues to energize a section of the main grid after that section has been 

isolated from the main utility. The HFAC Microgrid proposed in this work provides a 

secure aggregation of loads and sources capable of operating in parallel to the utility grid. 

This structure has the advantage that in the event of a grid failure, the Static Transfer 

Switches (STS) will allow the system to disconnect from grid and work in islanding 

mode. In such case, the load bus will be connected to the source bus directly through 

UPQC, thus ensuring the good power quality for the connected sources and loads [43].  
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CHAPTER 4 

DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENT ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 

 

After power quality and power flow issues are resolved, the next important objective 

for this work is to optimize the cost of operation of the HFAC Microgrid. The renewable 

energy sources like photovoltaic, wind power have in common that their power 

generation depends on the availability of primary energy such as irradiance and wind and 

they can not be committed as the conventional power plants. But their assumed new net 

load curve is to be covered by the dispatchable non-conventional sources like fuel cell 

and the storages [31], [32]. In addition, the provision of getting or selling power to the 

utility in an economic way also is an option for this system. All these possibilities present 

in the HFAC Microgrid makes the control of the system more complex and difficult. 

Instantaneous optimization is very common for a decentralized power system which 

optimizes the use of power sources only in the current interval. The use of storage 

however requires an optimization which considers the time-integral part of the load flow. 

Therefore the energy management has to perform energy scheduling a single or multiple 

days ahead [33], [34]. With this background a Distributed Intelligent Energy 

Management System (DIEMS) has been implemented for cost optimization. The function 

of the system is to generate set points for all the sources and storages in such a way that 

economically optimized power dispatch is maintained to fulfill certain load demand [43]. 

 

4.1 Structure of DIEMS 

The HFAC Microgrid system requires well-coordinated layers of control distributed 

throughout the system. The hierarchal levels exchange information among themselves in 
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an iterative mode and as the level increases, the time horizon increases, i.e. lower level 

components or modules are usually faster than their higher-level counterparts [68]. The 

HFAC Microgrid system has lower-level micro-source controllers associated with each 

energy source. Communications among micro-sources are not necessary for basic 

operation since each inverter is able to respond to load changes in a predetermined 

manner without communication of data from other sources or locations. The local lower 

level controllers for the UPLC and UPQC should also work faster [43]. 

The proposed Distributed Intelligent Energy Management System (DIEMS) allows 

instantaneous optimization of alternative and renewable power sources. The use of 

storage requires an optimization scheme that considers the time-integral part of the load 

flow. So the energy management has to perform energy scheduling a single or multiple 

days ahead. The function of the DIEMS is to generate set points for all the sources and 

storages in such a way that economically optimized power dispatch is maintained to 

fulfill certain load demand. Generation forecast as well as some fast online algorithms are 

used to define the energy availability and, finally, to define the optimized power dispatch 

signals to the loads as well as to the grid using the UPLC. This energy management 

system, consists of prediction module, optimization module and online control module, is 

shown in Figure 4.1. The relation between the DIEMS and the HFAC Microgrid is shown 

in Fig. 36. 
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Figure 4.1. Block diagram of the proposed DIEMS. 
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4.2 Prediction Module 

The predictions of generation is a complicated task for the Microgrid system because 

the sources connected are mainly the renewable energy sources where the capacity of 

generation varies largely with the external conditions like sunshine, temperature etc. But 

on the other hand, to design an efficient controller requires prediction of generation with 

considerable accuracy. The prediction module may also need to forecast the power 

demand. Unlike the conventional power system, where the demand forecasting is done 

for several years, in Microgrid the demand forecasting is done for relatively small time 

horizon, at most for couple of days. The purpose of those predictions is to ensure that the 

power balance is maintained at each interval according to the service contract [43], [69].  

Designing the mathematical models for energy sources that are needed in statistical 

prediction method is a laborious job. One efficient way of prediction is to utilize neural 

network, which is a capable tool for any kind of non-linear mapping. The forecast of 

generation is done in the DIEMS using neural network pattern recognition. The neural 

pattern database applies readings from attached sensor systems to collect information 

about the past and present climatic data related to the renewable sources. The information 

provided by this prediction system is used to develop an optimized control solution for 

dispatch of generation resources to attached load and the grid. Knowing the amount of 

generation available from renewable sources lets the DIEMS to store energy in advance 

of anticipated energy shortages, giving the system the ability to take advantage of real-

time grid pricing (in places where it is available) by avoiding purchases or making a well-

timed sale.  

The problem of tracking weather requires unique properties that make common 

neural network topologies, such as back-propagation, unsuitable. In addition to its many 

convergence problems, a back-propagation network will retrain and overwrite previously 

trained information when presented with new information that doesn’t fit learned 

patterns. What is needed for this application is a network that selectively learns novel 
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patterns when it can't find an appropriate match with existing patterns. This “stability-

plasticity dilemma” was addressed directly by the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) 

neural networks developed by Grossberg and Carpenter of Boston University [37]-[41].  

Out of several ART structures, Fuzzy ARTMAP is used in the proposed system for 

forecasting power generation. The prediction module in DIEMS requires hourly 

metrological information (solar radiation, temperature, pressure, relative humidity) and 

time information as inputs. The system output is the hourly day-type forecast which is 

used to determine and continuously refine a specific set of operating conditions for cost 

optimization [43]. 

 

4.2.1 Fuzzy ARTMAP 

Fuzzy ARTMAP is a class of ART neural network (NN) architecture that performs 

incremental supervised learning of recognition categories and multi-dimensional maps in 

response to input vectors presented in arbitrary order. This NN has the ability to learn 

novel information without forgetting the previously trained information. It learns to 

classify inputs by a fuzzy set of features, or a pattern of fuzzy membership values 

indicating the extent to which each feature is present. 

 

4.2.1.1 Background 

For pattern-classification, it is typical to proceed with gathering a set of training 

patterns (exemplars) and then using those exemplars to train the network. Once the 

network has adequately learned the training patterns, the weights of the networks are 

fixed, and the system can be used to classify previously “unseen” patterns. This 

operational scenario is acceptable when the problem domain is “well-behaved”, in the 

sense that it is possible to select a set of training patterns that, once learned, will allow the 
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network to accurately classify future unseen patterns. Unfortunately, in many realistic 

situations, the problem domain is not well behaved.   

Suppose that for some application, the neural network is required to learn five 

hundred different patterns and should be able to classify these patterns after successful 

training. The appropriate patterns are to be collected first and used to train a neural 

network, a task that is computationally time-consuming depending on the size of the 

network required. After the network has learned this training set, the training period is 

ended and the weights are fixed. Now assume that at some future time it is required to 

add two hundred more patterns to the knowledge presently stored in the NN. This would 

typically require retraining of the network using all the previous training patterns, plus 

the new ones. Training on only the new patterns could result in the network learning 

these new patterns quite well but forgetting the previously learned patterns. Although this 

retraining may not take as long as the initial training, it is still likely to require a 

significant amount of time. Moreover if the neural network is presented with a previously 

unseen pattern that is quite different from all the training patterns, in most neural network 

models there is no built in mechanism for recognizing the novelty of the input.  

The above mentioned example showcases the problem that has been described by 

Grossberg as the “stability-plasticity” dilemma [37]. In simple words this dilemma can be 

restated as  

 The ability of the learning system to remain adaptive (plastic) in response to a 

significant input, yet remain stable in response to an irrelevant input. 

 The ability of the system to know to switch between the plastic and the stable 

modes. 

 The ability of the system to retain previously learned information, while continuing 

to learn new things. 

The adaptive resonance theory (ART) neural network was developed by Grossberg to 

address these issues. ART gets its name from the particular way in which learning and 

recall interplay in these networks. In physics, resonance is the tendency of a system, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
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mainly electrical, mechanical or acoustic, to oscillate at maximum amplitude at a certain 

frequency. In an ART network, information in the form of processing-element outputs 

reverberates back and forth between layers. If the proper patterns develop, a stable 

oscillation ensues which is the NN equivalence of the physical resonance. Only during 

this resonant period, learning or adaptation can occur. Before the network has achieved a 

resonant state, no learning takes place because the time constant for changing weights is 

much bigger than the time constant for the network resonance.  

In ART networks, a resonant state occurs in one of two ways. The resonant state will 

be achieved quickly when the input pattern is presented and the network has previously 

learned to recognize that input pattern. During this resonance, the adaptation process will 

reinforce the memory of the stored pattern. Now if the input pattern is not recognized, the 

network will rapidly search through its stored patterns looking for a match. If no match is 

found, the network will enter the resonant state and store the new pattern for the first 

time. Thus, the network responds fast to previously learned data, yet remains adaptive 

when novel data are presented.  

After the introduction of ART NN, a number of specific neural network architectures 

based on ART have been proposed. Some of these architectures originated from 

Carpenter, Grossberg and their colleagues at Boston University, but other researchers in 

the field have contributed their to the ART literature, as well. The first ART NN 

architecture, named ART1, appeared in the literature in 1987 [37]. This is an 

unsupervised neural network model capable of self-organizing arbitrary collections of 

binary input patterns. Later, in 1987, the ART2 neural network architecture was 

introduced [38]. This architecture is capable of clustering arbitrary collections of real-

valued input patterns. The ART2 neural network became obsolete in 1991, when the 

simpler Fuzzy ART architecture was proposed [40]. Like ART2, Fuzzy ART is capable 

of clustering real-valued input patterns. Fuzzy ART also works with the binary valued 

inputs where the operation of Fuzzy ART reduces to that of ART1.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscillate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amplitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency
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The ART1, ART2 and Fuzzy ART architectures perform unsupervised learning. The 

unsupervised learning is also called self-organization. In unsupervised learning training 

patterns of unknown classification are used without any external training agent. An 

internal training function determines how network parameters are adapted based upon the 

nature of the input patterns. In this case, the training procedure results in the internal 

categorization of training patterns according to some measure of similarity amongst the 

patterns, i.e. the similar training patterns are grouped together during the training of the 

network. Late during the mapping of unknown input patterns, these groups (or clusters) 

are considered as the pattern classes. 

Supervised learning, on the other hand, requires a set of training patterns of known 

classification and an external training agent. The external training procedure is used to 

adapt network weights according to the network’s response to the training patterns. 

Normally, this adjustment is proportional to the amount of error present while attempting 

to classify the current input pattern. The use of supervised learning can be logically 

separated into two phases, a training phase and a performance testing phase. In the 

training phase, a training set is formed by the representative samples taken from the 

domain in which the neural network is expected to operate. Next, the training patterns are 

applied to the network inputs, and the external training agent modifies the system through 

the use of a training algorithm. Once acceptable results have been obtained from the 

training phase, the network is ready to be used in the performance testing phase. In the 

performance phase, an unknown pattern is drawn from the same domain and applied to 

the network inputs. At this point, the neural network is expected to perform the 

recognition task for which it has been trained. If the neural network is able to correctly 

classify with a high probability input patterns that do not belong to the training set, then it 

is said that the neural network is able to generalize. Good generalization is one of the 

most effective performance measures of a trained neural network.  

The Boston University group had also introduced a number of ART architectures for 

performing supervised learning. These include ARTMAP for which the input patterns to 
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the network should be of binary nature [39], Fuzzy ARTMAP [41], ARTE-MAP, and 

ARTMAP-IC, where the input patterns are real-valued. 

  

4.2.1.2 Structure of Fuzzy ARTMAP 

A simplified ART NN is shown in Figure 4.3. In all ART networks, Layer F1 

processes the input vector and presents it to Layer F2 through a set of weights. Based on 

the inner product of the F1 output and the weights, a best fit winning neuron is chosen in 

Layer F2. The F2 layer uses competitive feedback to select and enhance a single winning 

neuron while suppressing all other neurons.  

 

 

Figure 4.3. A simplified ART neural network. 
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When F2 already contains learned patterns, the F2 neuron representing the pattern 

that most closely resembles the input pattern is chosen. When no patterns have been 

learned yet, the first neuron is chosen.  

In the next step, the winning neuron presents its stored pattern to the orienting 

subsystem, which compares it with the input for a match. A comparison between the 

input pattern and the F2 pattern is made, and the result is compared against a vigilance 

parameter. The vigilance parameter indicates the minimum acceptable ratio between the 

two patterns and is always in the range 0 1  . If the vigilance criterion is not met, 

Layer F2 is reset, and the previously winning neuron is suppressed until a replacement 

neuron can be selected. This will either represent the next closest pattern or an empty 

pattern. When the two patterns are adequately matched, a "resonance" condition occurs in 

which the stored pattern in the F2 category is made to resemble the input pattern. The 

speed at which this resonance transformation occurs is dependent on the programming 

dynamics of the network. The change can be done either instantly or very slowly. The 

choice of network dynamics is totally up to the network designer. This 

resonance/suppression process is the key component to creating a neural network that 

doesn't overwrite patterns. 

The basic ARTMAP is a class of neural network architectures that perform 

incremental supervised learning of recognition categories and multi-dimensional maps in 

response to input vectors presented in response to input vectors presented in arbitrary 

order. The first ARTMAP system was used to classify inputs by the set of features they 

possess, i.e. by an ordered n-tuple of binary values representing the presence or absence 

of each possible feature. The Fuzzy ARTMAP introduces a more general ARTMAP 

system that learns to classify inputs by a fuzzy set of features, or a pattern of fuzzy 

membership values between 0 and 1 indicating the extent to which each feature is 

present. This generalization is accomplished by replacing ART1 modules of the binary 

ARTMAP system with Fuzzy ART modules. Where ART1 dynamics are described in 
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terms of set-theory operations, Fuzzy ART dynamics are described in terms of fuzzy set 

theory operations. Hence the new system is called Fuzzy ARTMAP [41].  

 

 

Figure 4.4. Fuzzy ARTMAP structure. 

 

Each ARTMAP system includes a pair of ART1 modules (ARTa and ARTb) that 

create stable recognition categories in response to arbitrary sequences of input patterns, 

as shown in Figure 4.4. During supervised learning, ARTa receives a stream  )( pa  of 

input patterns, and ARTb receives a stream  )( pb of input patterns, where )( pb  is the 

correct prediction given )( pa . These modules are linked by an associative learning 

network and an internal controller that ensures autonomous system operation in real time. 

The controller is designed to create the minimal number of ARTa recognition categories 

needed to meet accuracy criteria. It does this by realizing a min-max learning rule that 

enables an ARTMAP system to learn quickly, efficiently and accurately as it conjointly 

minimizes predictive error and maximizes predictive generalization. This scheme 
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automatically links predictive success to category size on a trial-by-trial basis using only 

local operations. It works by increasing the vigilance parameter a  of ARTa by the 

minimal amount needed to correct a predictive error at ARTb [41]. 

Parameter a  calibrates the minimum confidence that ARTa must have in a 

recognition category, activated by an input )( pa  in order for ARTa to accept the category, 

rather than to search for a better one through an automatically controlled process of 

hypothesis testing. As in ART1, lower values of a  enable larger categories to form. 

These lower a  values lead to broader generalization and higher code compression. A 

predictive failure at ARTb increases a  by the minimum amount needed to trigger 

hypothesis testing at ARTa, using a mechanism called match tracking. Match tracking 

sacrifices the minimum amount of generalization necessary to correct a predictive error. 

Hypothesis testing leads to the selection of a new ARTa category which focuses attention 

on a new cluster of  )( pa  input features that is better able to predict )( pb . Because of the 

combination of match tracking and fast learning, a single ARTMAP system can learn a 

different prediction for a rare event than for a cloud of similar frequent events in which it 

is embedded [41].  

Whereas binary ARTMAP employs ART1 systems for the ARTa and ARTb modules, 

Fuzzy ARTMAP substitutes Fuzzy ART systems for these modules. Fuzzy ART shows 

how computations from fuzzy set theory can be incorporated naturally into ART systems. 

At the same time, it becomes convenient to switch from the set theory notations of the 

ART1 to the membership function or logical notation where each component represents 

whether, or the extent to which, a corresponding feature is present. Thus, crisp 

intersection operators ( ,  ) are replaced respectively by the fuzzy AND, OR operators 

( ,  ) of the fuzzy set theory. Because of Fuzzy ART the Fuzzy ARTMAP, can operate 

on input patterns of continuous values whether or not they represent fuzzy sets.  
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In Fuzzy ART, learning always converges because all adaptive weights are 

monotonically non-increasing. Without additional processing, this useful stability 

property could lead to the unattractive property of category proliferation as too many 

adaptive weights converge to zero. A pre-processing step called complement coding, uses 

on-cell and off-cell responses to prevent category proliferation. Complement coding 

normalizes input vectors while preserving the amplitudes of individual feature 

activations. Without complement coding, an ART category memory encodes the degree 

to which critical features are continuously present in the training exemplars of that 

category. With complement coding, both the degree of presence and degree of absence of 

features are represented by the category weight vector.  

 

4.2.1.3 Fuzzy ART Algorithm 

The details of Fuzzy ART algorithm is given next from Carpenter et al [40], [41]. 

  

i) ART field activity vectors – Each ART system includes a field F0 of nodes that 

represent a current input vector, a field F1 that receives both the bottom–up input from F0 

and the top-down inputs from a field F2 that represents active code or category. The F0 

activity vector is denoted by 1( ,..., )MI II , with each component Ii in the interval [0,1]. 

The F1 activity vector is denoted 1( ,..., )Mx xx and the F2 activity vector is denoted        

1( ,..., )Ny yy . The number of nodes in each field is arbitrary.  

 

ii) Weight vector – Associated with each F2 category node j (j =1,…,N) is a vector  

1( ,..., )j jMw w
j

w of adaptive weights. Initially each category is said to be uncommitted 

and 

1(0) ... (0) 1j jMw w               (4.1) 
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After a category is selected for coding it becomes committed. Each jiw is monotone 

non-increasing through time and hence converges to a limit. The Fuzzy ART weight 

vector
j

w  subsumes both the bottom-up and top-down weight vectors of ART1. 

 

iii) Parameters – Fuzzy ART dynamics are determined by a choice parameter 0  ; a 

learning rate parameter  1,0 ; and a vigilance parameter  1,0 . 

 

iv) Category choice – For each input I and F2 node j, the choice function Tj is defined by  

( )jT







j

j

I w
I

w
             (4.2)  

where the fuzzy AND operator   is defined by  

( ) min( , )i i ip q p q              (4.3) 

where the norm .  is defined by  

1

M

i

i

p


p               (4.4) 

for any M-dimensional vector p and q. For notational simplicity, ( )jT I is often written as 

Tj when the input I is fixed. 

The system is said to make a category choice when at most one F2 node can become 

active at a given time. The category choice is indexed by J, where 

max{ : 1... }jT j N 
J

T             (4.5) 
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If more than one Tj is maximal, the category j with the smallest index is chosen. In 

particular, nodes become committed in order j = 1,2,3,… . When the J-th category is 

chosen, yJ = 1; and yj = 0 for j  J. In a choice system, F1 activity vector x obeys the 

equation  

2

2

           if  is inactive

   if the th  node is chosen

F

J F


 

 J

I
x

I w
                                                      (4.6) 

 

v) Resonance or reset – Resonance occurs if the match function of the chosen category 

meets the vigilance criterion 





JI w

I
              (4.7) 

Learning then ensues, as defined below. Mismatch reset occurs if  





JI w

I
              (4.8) 

Then the value of the choice function TJ is set to 0 for the duration of the input 

presentation to prevent the persistent selection of the same category during search. A new 

index J is then chosen, by equation (4.5). The search process continues until the chosen J 

satisfies equation (4.7). 

 

vi) Learning – Once search ends, the weight vector 
J

w is updated by the equation  

  (1 )    (new) (old) (old)

J J Jw I w w                       (4.9) 

Fast learning corresponds to setting β = 1. 
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vii) Fast-commit slow-recode option – For efficient coding of the noisy input sets, it is 

useful to set β = 1 when J is an uncommitted node, and then to take β < 1 after the 

category is committed. Then (new)

J
w I  the first time category J becomes active.  

 

viii) Input normalization – Proliferation of categories is avoided in Fuzzy ART if inputs 

are normalized. Complement coding is a normalization rule that preserves amplitude 

information. Complement coding represents both the on-response and off-response to an 

input vector. To define this operation, let a represent the on-response of the input. The 

complement of a, denoted by a
c
, represents the off-response, where 

1c

i ia a                         (4.10) 

The complement coded input I to the field F1 is the 2M-dimensional vector 

   1 1, ,..., , ,...,c c

M Ma a a a c
I a a               (4.11) 

Note that, 

 
1 1

,
M M

i i

i i

a M a M
 

 
     

 
 c

I a a         (4.12) 

so inputs preprocessed into complement coding form are automatically normalized. 

When complement coding is used, the initial condition (4.1) is replaced by 

1 ,2(0) ... (0) 1j j Mw w                                                                                                 (4.13) 
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4.2.1.4 Fuzzy ARTMAP Algorithm 

The central concept of Fuzzy ARTMAP algorithm is the interaction between two 

Fuzzy ART mediated by the map field. The function of map field, as shown in Fig. 4.4, is 

described next based on Carpenter et al [41]. 

   

i) ARTa and ARTb – Inputs to the ARTa and ARTb are in the complement code form; for 

ARTa, I = A = (a, a
c
) and for ARTb, I = B = (b, b

c
). For ARTa, 1 2( ..... )

a

a a

Mx xa
x denote 

the F1
a
 output vector; 1( ..... )

a

a a

Ny ya
y  denote the F2

a
 output vector; and 

1 2 ,2( , ,..., )
a

a a a

j j j Mw w wa

jw denote weight vector for j-th ARTa. For ARTb, 

1 2( ..... )
b

b b

Mx xb
x denote the F1

b
 output vector; 1( ..... )

b

b b

Ny yb
y  denote the F2

b
 output 

vector; and 1 2 ,2( , ,..., )
b

b b b

k k k Mw w wb

kw denote the k-th ARTb weight vector. For the map 

field, 1( ..... )
b

ab ab

Nx xab
x denote the F

ab
 output vector, and 1 2 ,( , ,..., )

b

ab ab ab

j j j Nw w wab

jw denote 

the weight vector from j-th F2
a
 node to F

ab
. Vectors x

a
, y

a
, x

b
, y

b
, and x

ab
 are set to 0 

between input presentations.  

 

ii) Map field activation – One of the active ARTa or ARTb categories activates map field 

F
ab

. If node J of F2
a
 is chosen, then its weights wJ

ab
 activate F

ab
. If node K in F2

b
 is 

active, then the node K in F
ab

 is activated by 1-to-1 pathways between F2
b
 and F

ab
. If 

both ARTa and ARTb are active, then F
ab

 becomes active only if ARTa predicts the same 

category as ARTb via the weights wj
ab

. The F
ab

 output vector x
ab

 is  

2 2

2 2

2 2

2

if  the   node is active and  is active

           if  the   node is active and  is inactive

             if   is inactive and   is active

0               if  

a b

a b

a b

a

Jth F F

Jth F F

F F

F





b ab

J

ab

Jab

b

y  w   

w
x  

y

2 is inactive and   is inactivebF







  

               

 

      (4.14) 
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By equation (4.14), x
ab

 = 0 if the prediction wJ
ab

 is disconfirmed by y
b
. Such a mismatch 

event triggers an ARTa search for a better category, using match tracking as given next. 

 

iii) Match tracking – At the start of each input presentation the ARTa vigilance parameter 

a  equals to the baseline vigilance a . The map field vigilance parameter is ab . If  

ab b

abx y                                                                                                                 (4.15) 

then a  is increased until it is slightly larger than 
1

 a

J
A w A , where A is the input to 

F1
a
, in complement coding form. Then  

  a a

J ax A w A                                                                   (4.16) 

where J is the index of the active F2
a
 node. When this occurs, ARTa search leads either to 

activation of another F2
a
 node J with  

   
a a

J ax A w A                                                                            (4.17) 

   
ab b ab b

J abx y w y                                            (4.18) 

or, if no such node exists, to the shut-down of F2
a
 for the remainder of the input 

presentation. 

 

iv) Map field learning – Learning rules determine how the map field weights wjk
ab

 change 

through time, as follows. Weights wjk
ab

 in 2

a abF F  paths initially satisfy  

(0) 1ab

jkw                                                                                                      (4.19) 
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During resonance with the ARTa category J active, wJ
ab

 approaches the map field 

vector x
ab

. With fast learning, once J learns to predict the ARTb category K, that 

association is permanent; wJK
ab

 = 1 for all time. 

 

4.2.2 Weather Forecasting 

The predictions of generation is a complicated task for the Microgrid system because 

the sources connected are mainly the renewable energy sources where the capacity of 

generation varies largely with the external conditions like sunshine, temperature etc. But 

on the other hand, designing an efficient controller needs prediction of the generation 

with considerable accuracy. Forecast of generation is not a very old topic and its 

relevance increases rapidly with more penetration of renewable energy sources in the 

power grid. In the proposed DIEMS, a Fuzzy ARTMAP based day-type forecasting is 

used mainly with consideration of photovoltaic energy source, but it can be easily 

extended for use with other renewable based energy sources. Knowledge of available 

future generation from renewable sources lets the DIEMS to store energy in advance, 

giving the system more flexibility to take advantage of real-time grid pricing [43], [69]. 

 

4.2.2.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing 

For hourly day-type forecasting, the weather inputs used in the Fuzzy ARTMAP are 

time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity (R.H.) and solar radiation (insolation) of 

Denver, Colorado. The data are collected from two websites: 

 Unedited Local Climatological Data, National Climatic Data Center (NCDC),         

www.ncdc.noaa.gov [70] . 

 Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC), National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory (NREL), www.nrel.gov/midc/ [71]. 
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From the NCDC website the unedited hourly climatological data for the Denver 

International Airport (DIA) from January 1997 is obtained. The screenshot of the partial 

data table from the NCDC website is shown in Figure 4.5. But this website does not 

provide any hourly radiation data. 

The NREL gives the solar data for Golden, Colorado which is close to DIA. The solar 

data used is the Global Horizontal Radiation – total solar radiation; the sum of direct, 

diffuse and ground-reflected radiation. However, as ground reflected radiation is usually 

insignificant compared to direct and diffuse, for all practical purposes global radiation is 

said to be the sum of direct and diffuse radiation only. An Eppley Laboratory, Inc. Model 

PSP (Precision Spectral Pyranometer) with calibration factor traceable to the World 

Radiometric Reference (WRR) is used for the insolation measurement [71]. 

Finally time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity (R.H.) and solar radiation 

(insolation) are combined together to generate the database for Fuzzy ARTMAP training. 

In Table 4.1 a part of the combined crude data collected from the weather database is 

shown. For the Fuzzy ARTMAP training, the input data is scaled between 0.1 and 0.9 as 

shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.1. Combined weather data for Fuzzy ARTMAP training. 
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Table 4.2. Scaled weather data for Fuzzy ARTMAP training. 

 

 

4.2.2.2 Output Classification 

The day-type output is generally not available in the weather database. Only way to 

get the day-type is to consider the sky condition data as shown in the fifth column of 

Figure 4.5. It is hard to get objective criteria for the day-type classification based on these 

sky condition data. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Insolation for a clear and cloudy day of a particular month. 
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From Figure 4.6, it can be observed that the insolation for a clear day varies 

significantly from the insolation of a cloudy day. This concept is used to find an objective 

method to classify day-type. In the proposed DIEMS, the output day-type is classified 

based on the Insolation Quotient (InQ). This quotient can be calculated by dividing the 

hourly day time insolation data of a particular month with the corresponding hourly 

insolation data of the perfectly clear day in that month [43], [69]. The output classes 

(OpC) are shown in Table 4.3.  

 

Table 4.3. Output classification for day-type prediction. 

 

 

It is much easier to define the day-type based on Table 4.3 and those classes match 

well with the sky conditions data. Mainly considering the photovoltaic in the system, this 

day-type outputs help the DIEMS to know the amount of generation available from PV so 

that the DIEMS can store energy in advance of anticipated energy shortages. The same 

concept of day-type forecasting can be extended for wind forecasts for a wind energy 

based system where more weather parameters are required as the inputs. 
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4.3 Optimization Module 

Obviously the installation of the renewable systems requires high initial costs. But 

still depending on the system installed and the power flow controller used, the operating 

cost can be optimized which in turn maximizes the profit from such renewable based 

system. The optimization of operating cost by DIEMS is thus important for the HFAC 

Microgrid to get back the installation cost in form of operation cost savings.  

The goal of the optimization module is to optimize energy flows among generation, 

supply, and points of use to minimize operating cost or maximize profit in systems with 

DG. The output of this module is a set of recommended energy flows for a given period 

as a set of vectors from source to destination over each hour. The system can use 

available storage to offset expensive energy purchases or to store energy for an 

anticipated price spike. The optimization module minimizes the cost function for the 

system. The fixed costs are not considered because they are not influenced by the power 

dispatch.  The goal function is made up by using; cost of generation by non-renewable 

sources, cost associated grid and penalty cost. Violating boundary conditions such as 

under-utilization of a unit causes the penalty costs [43], [72].  

Based on the output of the forecasting module, that is the day-type of present day and 

the next day, the intelligent energy management system chooses one of the pre-designed 

optimization schemes such that the cost of operation is minimized. In each of these 

optimization schemes, linear programming is used along with some heuristics. The 

information of the next hour day-type is also utilized to define the threshold for charging 

and discharging rates for a particular hour. Linear programming is then used for 

optimization of operating cost. In each optimization steps, the power balance and storage 

states are considered to obey the physical constraints. The output of this module defines 

the power flow direction and amount of flow between sources, storages, loads and grid in 

a cost optimized way.  
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4.3.1 Formation of Optimization Problem 

The optimization problem for this work is designed for the particular household with 

photovoltaic, wind and lead-acid battery storage. But the same principle of optimization 

can be used for different systems if the basic equations for optimization, as given below, 

can be understood [43], [73]. The optimization module minimizes the cost function for 

the system. The fixed costs are not considered because they are not influenced by the 

power dispatch.  The goal function is made up by using; cost of generation by non-

renewable sources, cost associated grid and penalty cost. Violating boundary conditions 

such as under-utilization of a unit causes the penalty costs.  

 

i) Cost of generation includes all the costs that depend on the amount of energy in 

kilowatt-hour (kWh) generated by the distributed sources.  

, ,

1 1

$
N M

G i k i k

k i

C G CG
 

 
  

 
                                                                                              (4.20) 

where 

,

,

            Total cost of generation by renewable sources

          Amount of energy generated by source  during period 

$      Unit cost of energy in dollars generated by source  during pe

G

i k

i k

C

G i k

CG i riod 

            Total number of renewable sources

             Total number of periods on which optimization is done

k

M

N

 

ii) Cost associated with grid is the cost of buying or selling energy to the utility is 

considered while defining the goal function.  

 



N

k
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where 

         Total cost associated with grid

         Amount of energy purchased from grid during period 

$     Unit cost of energy in dollars purchased from grid during period 

         Amou

grid

k

k

k

C

GP k

CGP k

GS nt of energy sold to grid during period 

$     Unit cost of energy in dollars sold to grid during period k

k

CGS k

 

iii) Penalty cost is associated with the violation of boundary conditions such as under-

utilization of a unit. This penalty cost term in the cost function greatly helps in 

convergence. Allowing penalty costs for violation of “soft” boundary conditions helps the 

optimization algorithms to find global minimum more rapidly, unlike excluding the 

regions with “hard” boundary conditions.  

 
 











N

k

M

i

kiki

MAX

kiP GCPGGC
1 1

,,, $                               (4.22) 

where 

,

,

            Total penalty costs

     Maximum  amount of energy can be generated by source  during period 

$    Unit cost of the unused capacity of the source  during period 

          

P

MAX

i k

i k

C

G i k

CP G i k

M   Total number of renewable sources

             Total number of periods on which optimization is doneN

 

The total cost of operation, that is to be minimized, can be written as 

PgridG CCCC                        (4.23) 

This minimization process is constrained by the function and physical limits of the 

problem. First, enough energy must be supplied from generation or the grid to meet the 
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load of the home. Outside that, the storage is constrained by a maximum storage size. The 

supply of energy from generation is limited to what's available at the current time, 

especially in the case of renewable sources. The transfer of energy to and from the grid is 

limited by the rating of electrical service to the household. These constraints can be 

expressed by the following constraint equations: 

1 ,

1

.
M

k k i k k k k

i

S S G GP GS L



 
     

 
         (4.24) 

MAX

k SS 0                                             (4.25) 

0 MAX

kL L                         (4.26) 

MAX

kiki GG ,,0             (4.27) 

where 

1

MAX

,     Storage levels in periods  and 1

S         Maximum amount of storage 

            Load connected to the Microgrid during period 

        Maximum possible load

             Storage 

k k

k

MAX

S S k k

L k

L



 

efficiency

 

The cost (objective) function and constraint equations provide the basis for finding an 

optimal solution. The constraint equations confine the operating region of the system to 

an N-dimensional hyperspace. Within the hyperspace, every point has an associated cost 

in accordance with equation (4.23). The goal of the optimization program is to find the 

single point of operation within that hyperspace that provides the lowest operating cost. 
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4.3.2 Cost Parameters 

The direct costs of distributed generation to customers include the installed cost of the 

equipment, fuel costs, non-fuel operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses, and certain 

costs that the customers’ utility imposes. The cost estimates that follow have been 

compiled from authoritative sources, but they must be considered as approximate 

estimates.  The cost associated with the grids is related to state policies for 

interconnection. The penalty cost makes the Microgrid system to maximize the utilization 

of the non-dispatchable renewable sources. 

 

4.3.2.1 Cost of Generation and Storage 

To understand the cost structure for different distributed sources, it is first necessary 

to know different cost terms associated with them [45]. 

 

i) Capital costs – The costs of acquiring and installing a generating unit vary widely, 

depending on technology, capacity, and other factors. The Department of Energy 

estimates that the typical installed capital costs for distributed generators range from 

under $1,000 per kilowatt for a combustion turbine to almost $7,000 per kilowatt for a 

solar photovoltaic system.  

 

ii) Long-run costs – Although consideration of a technology’s capital costs can be 

important when choosing to invest in distributed generation, estimates of what 

economists refer to as long-run average costs, costs per unit of output that reflect capital 

and operating expenses, are generally the more important for investment decisions. The 

commonly used index of long-run costs is known as the “levelized” cost. Levelized cost 

is a summary measure of the average cost of electricity per kilowatt-hour, expressed in 

current dollars. It is defined as the net present value of all direct costs (for capital, fuel, 

and O&M) over the expected lifetime of the system, divided by the system’s total 
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lifetime output of electricity. Cost parameters for some distributed generation 

technologies are given in Table 4.4 based on the CBO paper [45]. 

 

Table 4.4. Cost parameters of some distributed generation technologies. 

 

 

When comparing the costs of different energy sources, the comparison is not 

straightforward for the following reasons: 

 Power stations are major increments of power, which does not easily make for 

comparison with distributed energy, which is installed in relatively small 

increments.  

 The cost of finance is critical to renewable energy sources. Energy sources that 

utilize fossil fuels have both upfront costs and ongoing costs (i.e. the cost of 

purchasing oil, gas), which means that a substantial part of their total costs are 

spread over time. In contrast, Renewable energy typically incurs a high upfront 

cost, but sees extremely low ongoing costs. This means that a low cost of finance 

amortized over the life of the equipment/capital investment can vastly enhance the 

economics of renewable energy. 

 If the energy supply is "dispatchable", it means the energy supply is guaranteed or 

predictable. The more predictable it is, the higher its value. Fossil fuel driven power 
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plants and nuclear power are dispatchable. Renewable energy sources alone are 

generally not. Therefore to make an reasonable comparison, the renewable energy 

sources must be configured with a means of energy storage. 

 An energy source that produces at the time of high demand (over a 24 hour period) 

has greater value to both the utility and the customer. Periods of peak load are the 

most expensive time because the utility has to have that capacity available, yet that 

same capacity will remain idle during other parts of the day. Solar energy is a good 

fit with daily load peaks where summer air conditioning is required and does not 

need to be dispatchable as it can pass surplus power back to the grid during the day, 

while drawing on the grid at night. This approach maximizes the value, while 

minimizing the cost of solar energy. 

 The economics of many renewable sources are dependent upon location and 

therefore can vary dramatically. Wind requires certain minimum speeds; solar 

economics can be optimized in regions of the world with good sunlight conditions. 

So a single cost per kilowatt hour can be misleading and the answer should be 

presented in the form of cost ranges. 

For this research, the Microgrid is considered of having renewable energy sources 

such as photovoltaic and wind energy that are connected along with a lead-acid battery 

storage. The cost of operation and the maximum available power for each of the 

components are given in Table 4.5 later in this section.  

 Photovoltaic – For the PV, only the operational cost is considered. The installation 

cost for PV is high enough to make levelized cost high in the range of 25-30 

cents/kWh. Hence it is not useful to compare with the utility cost. But if it is 

assumed that there is a PV generation available and the maximum profit has to be 

made from that PV, then the operational cost of PV, which is 0.5 cents/kWh, can be 

used for the optimization purpose. 
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 Wind – For the wind, the levelized cost is considered. The levelized cost of the 

wind generation is around 4-6 cents/kWh for high wind speed and 7-8 cents/kWh 

for the low wind speed. This cost is comparable to the current utility pricing. In this 

work, it is considered that the Microgrid has the option to buy wind power at the 

levelized cost. As the optimization is considered for a system situated in Denver, 

Colorado (which has average wind speed of 9-10 mph), the levelized cost is             

7 cents/kWh is used. 

 Storage – For the storage, no operation cost is associated. The cost of storage comes 

into action in form of maintenance and replacement cost as will be discussed later 

in Chapter 5. The AC-AC efficiency of storage is assumed as 80%. 

 

4.3.2.2 Cost Associated with Grid 

The utility tariff structure is also very important in cost analysis of the renewable 

energy systems. Net metering is a simplified method of metering the energy consumed 

and produced at a home or business that has its own renewable energy generator. Under 

net metering, excess electricity produced by the renewable energy system (RES) will spin 

the existing home or business electricity meter backwards, effectively sending energy to 

the utility. This provides the customer with full retail value for all the electricity 

produced. 

Under existing federal law (PURPA, Section 210) utility customers can use the 

electricity they generate with RES to supply their own lights and appliances, offsetting 

electricity they would otherwise have to purchase from the utility at the retail price [45]. 

But if the customer produces any excess electricity and net metering is not allowed, the 

utility purchases that excess electricity at the wholesale or avoided cost price, which is 

much lower than the retail price. The excess energy is metered using an additional meter 

that must be installed at the customer’s expense. Net metering simplifies this arrangement 

by allowing the customer to use any excess electricity to offset electricity used at other 
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times during the billing period. In other words, the customer is billed only for the net 

energy consumed during the billing period. 

Net metering is very important for distributed generation because most of the 

renewable sources are intermittent, customers may not be using power as it is being 

generated, and net metering allows them to receive full value for the electricity they 

produce without installing expensive battery storage systems. This is important because it 

directly affects the economics and pay-back period for the investment. Net metering 

provides a variety of benefits for both utilities and consumers. Utilities benefit by 

avoiding the administrative and accounting costs of metering and purchasing the small 

amounts of excess electricity produced by small-scale renewable energy facilities. 

Consumers benefit by getting greater value for some of the electricity they generate and 

by being able to interconnect with the utility using their existing meter. 

The only cost associated with net metering is indirect in nature. The customer is 

buying less electricity from the utility, which means the utility is collecting less revenue 

from the customer. That’s because any excess electricity that would have been sold to the 

utility at the wholesale or ‘avoided cost’ price is instead being used to offset electricity 

the customer would have purchased at the retail price. In most cases, the revenue loss is 

comparable to having the customer reducing electricity use by investing in energy 

efficiency measures, such as compact fluorescent lighting, efficient heating and cooling 

equipment, or other highly-efficient appliances [45]. 

The bill savings for the customer (and corresponding revenue loss to the utility) will 

depend on a variety of factors, particularly the amount of excess electricity produced. In 

most circumstances, however, the difference will be between $10-40 a month for a 

10 kW residential wind energy system. Moreover, any utility revenue losses associated 

with net metering are at least partially offset by administrative and accounting savings. 

As of February 2007, net metering is allowed in 41 states in USA as shown in Figure 4.7 

[74]. 
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Figure 4.7. Net metering as of February 2007 (taken from eere.energy.gov). 

 

For this research, the avoided cost scenario has been considered. Though Colorado 

allows net metering, avoided cost is used to generalize the cost optimization for the 

Microgrid system with storage that can be applicable in other places where net metering 

is not available. 

The utility pricing data is obtained from Electric Tariff Index, Public Service 

Company of Colorado [75]. For this work, 9 cents/kWh for the cost of electricity 

purchase and the 3 cents/kWh for the avoided cost are used. 

 

4.3.2.3 Penalty Costs 

The penalty costs are assumed $0.15/kWh and $0.10/kWh for the unused available 

solar and wind energy respectively. These numbers are obtained based on the 

proportionate fixed costs of solar and wind power generation, as the unused available 

power implies more time to recover the fixed costs. Therefore the fixed costs, though not 
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used directly for optimization of power dispatch, will affect the cost equation in form of 

the penalty costs. 

The cost of operation and the maximum available power for each of the components 

are given below in Table 4.5. The maximum available power data are obtained for the 

system considered here for optimization. 

 

Table 4.5. Operating cost and maximum availability of different sources. 

 

 

4.3.3 Linear Programming Approach with Heuristics 

Based on this cost and availability structure, the goal function, as in equation (4.23), 

that is to be minimized can be formulated as follows. 

1, 2, 1, 1,

2,

.(0.005) .(0.07) .(0.09) .(0.03) ( ).(0.15)

(0.1 ).(0.10)

Max

k k k k k k k

k

C G G GP GS G G

G

     

 
               (4.28) 

where, Ck is the total cost in $ incurred during the k-th hour; G1,k and G2,k are power 

generated in kW during the k-th hour by the solar and wind sources respectively; GPk and 

GSk are power in kW bought and sold from/to the utility respectively during k-th hour; 

and G1,k
Max

 is the maximum power available by the solar cell depending on the insolation 

available at k-th hour.  
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 The optimization module minimizes equation (4.28) such that the following 

constraints are obeyed. 

1 1, 2,.( )k k k k k k kS S G G GP GS L                                                (4.29) 

0 2.0kS                         (4.30) 

1, 1,0 Max

k kG G                                          (4.31) 

2,0 0.1kG                                    (4.32) 

0 2.0kGP              (4.33) 

0 2.0kGS                                                    (4.34) 

where, Sk and Sk+1 are the storage state-of-charge at hour k and k+1; Lk is the load 

demand for k-th hour; and η is the storage efficiency. A 2 kWh lead-acid battery is 

considered for this Microgrid which reflects in equation (4.30). 

 

4.3.3.1 Linear Programming Formulation 

The equations (4.28) – (4.34) are to be written in the linear programming structure 

before solve them. Here, the problem is formulated in the way that k stands for the hour 

and daily operation cost, denoted by CTot is to be minimized. 

24

1

Tot k

k

C C


               (4.35) 

Equation (4.28) can be rewritten as 

1, 2, 1,( 0.145). (0.07). (0.09). (0.03). (0.15). Max

k k k k k kC G G GP GS G                (4.36) 
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where it is assumed that the penalty cost with the wind will never be used as the system 

always use the maximum wind power available, that is 0.1 W of wind power. 

Now the equations are rewritten for linear programming solution as follows. 

1,1 2,1 1 1 1,24 2,24 24 24 (96 1)
. .

T

G G G GP GS G G GP GS


         (4.37) 

 
(1 96)

0.145 0.07 0.09 0.03 . . . 0.07 0.09 0.03P


        (4.38) 

1 1,1 1,2 1,23 1,24 (24 1)
. . . . . .

T
Max Max Max Max MaxG G G G G


         (4.39) 

 
(1 24)

0.15 0.15 . . . . . . 0.15 0.15C


                   (4.40) 

1. . Max

TotC P G C G             (4.41) 

Equation (4.41) is to be minimized based on the following constraints. 

1 1, 2,(0.80).( ) , 1,..,24k k k k k k kS S G G GP GS L k                         (4.42) 

Equation (4.42) can be rewritten as 

1, 2, 1(1.25).( ) , 1,..,24k k k k k k kG G GP GS S S L k                       (4.43) 

The constraints in equation (4.43) can be written in form of matrices as follows 

. (1.25).AG S L              (4.44) 

where 

 1 2 23 24 (24 1)
. . . . . .

T
L L L L L


                   (4.45) 
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(24 96)

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

A



 
 


 
 

  
 
 
 

 

    (4.46) 

 2 1 3 2 24 23 (24 1)
( ) ( ) . . ( )

T
S S S S S S S


                                                           (4.47) 

Equations (4.41) can not be directly solved by linear programming because the 

constraint equation (4.44) can not be written in the general form .A x b  where b must 

be a vector of constants. In this particular case, the term S  makes the constraint equation 

variable, hence linear programming fails. Besides, for optimum operation the storage 

should maintain a certain state-of-charge depending on the day-type. 

 

4.3.3.2 Heuristic Approach 

To overcome these problems, the knowledge of the storage dependence on day-type 

is incorporated into the optimization module. This heuristic-based optimization design is 

considered on the simple understanding that the charging and discharging patterns must 

be different if the system knows a priori the day-type for the present day and the next 

day. If the next day is going to be cloudy and the present day’s generation is good, the 

DIEMS should be able to store more energy during the present day. This additional 

storage may increase present day’s operation cost, but the savings during the next day 

will be more such that there will be a net increase in the total savings during the two-day 

operation. 

In Figure 4.8, the flowchart is given showing how an optimization scheme will be 

chosen. Based on present day’s and next day’s day-type forecasts (calculated in terms of 
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Output Classes or OpC), this program selects an optimization scheme out of five 

predefined schemes named as Prog1, Prog2, Prog3, Prog4 and Prog5. Each of these 

schemes is designed to have a particular end-of-day storage and different charging-

discharging thresholds.  

 

 

Figure 4.8. Flowchart for selecting the optimization scheme. 

 

The flowchart given in Figure 4.8 is based on the simple understanding that the 

charging-discharging scheme should be different based on the day-types. As given in 

Table 4.3, OpC values are the integers between 0 to 6 where the bigger values represent 

cloudier day-types. Hence the smaller OpC sum for a particular day indicates that the day 

is less cloudy compared to a day with higher OpC sum.  

A representative flowchart for optimization scheme Porg2, when the present day is 

sunny and the next day is cloudy, is shown in Figure 4.9. This flowchart is similar to all 

other schemes, where the main difference is the charging and discharging rates. In all of 

these schemes, the present day’s future hours prediction information (OpCk+1) is utilized 
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while defining the charging and discharging rates for the current hour as shown in   

Figure 4.9. After these rates are defined, linear programming is used to find the optimum 

power dispatch scheme. The flowcharts for all the cases are given in Appendix B. 

  

 

Figure 4.9. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog2. 

 

Assuming AC-AC efficiency of the lead-acid battery is 80% and also assuming that 

charging efficiency and discharging efficiency are same,  

arg arg 90%ch ing disch ing                                     (4.48) 
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Based on these assumptions, equation (4.42) can be rewritten in forms of the 

following two equations. 

, 1, 2,(0.90).( )c k k k k k kDS G G GP GS L                                              (4.49) 

, 1, 2,

1
.( )

0.90
d k k k k k kDS L G G GP GS

 
     
 

                    (4.50) 

where, DSc,k is the amount of charging during k-th hour and DSd,k is the discharge during 

k-th hour. Due to the limitation on charging and discharge rate of the lead acid battery, 

the following two constraint equations exist. 

,0 0.5c kDS                                                 (4.51) 

,0 0.5d kDS                                                (4.52) 

The final linear programming equations that are solved for the Microgrid system are 

given below. The detailed Matlab code optimization can be found in Appendix F. 

 

i) Charging – During charging in each optimization scheme, first the charging rate DSc,k 

is decided based on the heuristics given in the flowchart. Then the linear programming is 

used to find optimum combination of G1,k, G2,k, GPk and GSk.  

1min( ) min( . . )Max

TotC P G C G           (4.53) 

such that 

1, 2, ,(1.11).k k k k c k kG G GP GS DS L                                              (4.54) 

,0 0.5c kDS                                                 (4.55) 
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1, 1,0 Max

k kG G                                          (4.56) 

2,0 0.1kG                                    (4.57) 

0 2.0kGP              (4.58) 

0 2.0kGS                                                    (4.59) 

where 

1,1 2,1 1 1 1,24 2,24 24 24 (96 1)
. .

T

G G G GP GS G G GP GS


         (4.60) 

 
(1 96)

0.145 0.07 0.09 0.03 . . . 0.07 0.09 0.03P


        (4.61) 

1 1,1 1,2 1,23 1,24 (24 1)
. . . . . .

T
Max Max Max Max MaxG G G G G


         (4.62) 

 
(1 24)

0.15 0.15 . . . . . . 0.15 0.15C


                   (4.63) 

As the charging rate DSc,k is already decided based on the heuristics given in the 

flowchart, the constraint equation (4.54) now can be written in terms of .A x b  where 

b is a vector of constants. Therefore, linear programming can be used to solve these 

equations to find G  for which equation (4.53) is minimized. 

 

ii) Discharging – Similarly, during discharge linear programming is used to find 

optimum G1,k, G2,k, GPk, GSk and DSd,k. In this case, the maximum discharge rate is 

decided based on the flowchart of the corresponding optimization scheme.  

1min( ) min( . . )Max

Tot a aC P G C G           (4.64) 
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such that 

1, 2, ,(0.9).k k k k k d kG G GP GS L DS                                              (4.65) 

, ,0 Max

d k d kDS DS                                                (4.66) 

1, 1,0 Max

k kG G                                          (4.67) 

2,0 0.1kG                                    (4.68) 

0 2.0kGP              (4.69) 

0 2.0kGS                                                    (4.70) 

where 

1,1 2,1 1 1 ,1 24 24 ,24 (120 1)
. . . .

T

a d dG G G GP GS DS GP GS DS


                (4.71) 

 
(1 120)

0.145 0.07 0.09 0.03 0 . . . 0.07 0.09 0.03 0aP


       (4.72) 

1 1,1 1,2 1,23 1,24 (24 1)
. . . . . .

T
Max Max Max Max MaxG G G G G


         (4.73) 

 
(1 24)

0.15 0.15 . . . . . . 0.15 0.15C


                   (4.74) 

One noticeable difference between the charging and discharging solutions is that, for 

charging, the charging rate is no longer a variable solved by linear programming. Instead 

the charging rate is fixed for each linear programming equation before it is solved. But 

for discharging, the discharging rate is itself a variable solved by linear programming. 

For discharging the upper limit of discharging rate is fixed for each solution based on the 
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heuristics. This discrepancy is created in order to maintain a state-of-charge in the battery 

that is healthy for the lead-acid battery. Besides, this scheme makes sure that the battery 

does not start discharging without being sufficiently charged. For optimum operation and 

for better life duration, the storage should maintain a certain state-of-charge depending on 

the day-type. 

 

4.4 Online Control Module 

The online control module, as shown in Figure 4.1, operates the system in real time. 

DIEMS generates the set points for the HFAC Microgrid based on the optimization 

module outputs. The measurements are fed back into the online control module where 

power balance is investigated. If actual conditions differ widely from the predicted ones 

because of the unexpected weather change for instance, this module deviates from the 

original optimization scheme and generates different set points for the UPLC. This in turn 

causes the change in the amount of power flow between the sources and the grid so that 

the power imbalance is avoided.  
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CHAPTER 5 

SIMULATION STUDIES 

 

 

The simulation results showing the operation of single phase HFAC Microgrid is 

discussed in this chapter. The first section shows the results corresponding to the HFAC 

Microgrid power flow and power quality control by the active filters. The training and 

testing results for the Fuzzy ARTMAP based day-type forecasting are shown in the next 

section. Finally, in the last section the results of cost optimization by the DIEMS 

optimization module are given. 

 

5.1 Simulation of HFAC Microgrid 

Using the software PSIM
TM

, several simulations were done to evaluate the proposed 

UPLC and UPQC in HFAC Microgrid. The network version 6.0 is used for all the 

simulations [76].  

PSIM is a electrical circuit simulator. It is designed specifically for power electronics 

and motor control, whereas SPICE-based programs are designed for general electronic 

circuits. The main differences are on the simulation speed and the convergence issue. 

PSIM is much faster and has nearly no convergence problem.  

Besides, PSIM includes many building blocks unique to power electronics and motor 

drives. This makes it very easy to set up a circuit for simulation. In addition, PSIM is 

more than a circuit simulator. It is also for system-level simulation and studies. It 

provides the Motor Drive Module for the motor control systems, the Digital Control 

Module for discrete system analysis, SimCoupler Module for co-simulation with 

Matlab/Simulink. Also, PSIM provides the function to link to one's own C/C++ code 

[76].  
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5.1.1 Simulation Setup 

The block diagram of the power electronic system that is simulated in PSIM is given 

in Figure 5.1. The simulation system parameters are given in form of tables. Table 5.1 

shows the power circuit parameters of the HFAC Microgrid system. The non-linear loads 

connected to the load bus are different for the highly inductive load (HIL) case. The 

simulation is performed with time steps of 1µs. The utility grid and inverter are 

represented by the parallel association of a perfect voltage source and loads constituting a 

diode bridge, an inductance, a resistance and a capacitance. 
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Figure 5.1. Block diagram of HFAC Microgrid simulated in PSIM.  
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Table 5.1. Power circuit parameters of HFAC Microgrid. 

 

 

To verify the working of the UPQC, simulation Case III is done with HIL. In that 

case, the diode in load bus Figure 5.1 is replaced by a diode bridge. The inductance in the 

non-linear load branch is also increased so that the (L/R) ratio increases to 0.02. The 

linear load branch in the load bus remains the same.  

The UPLC control circuit parameters are given in Table 5.2. The PWM converters 

and control parameters for the UPLC are given in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.2. Parameters for UPLC control circuit. 

 

 

Table 5.3. UPLC-PWM converters and control parameters. 
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The UPQC control circuit parameters are given in Table 5.4. The PWM converters 

and control parameters for the UPQC are given in Table 5.5.  

 

Table 5.4. Parameters for UPQC control circuit. 

 

 

Table 5.5. UPQC-PWM converters and control parameters. 
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5.1.2 Case Studies 

Based on the control and circuits given in Chapter 3, along with the parameters given 

in the Table 5.1 to Table 5.5, the HFAC Microgrid is simulated. The simulation results 

are shown in the following sub-sections. 

 

5.1.2.1 Case I: Step Change in Reactive Power Reference  

The reference for active power pref is constant at 1kW and the reactive power 

reference qref  is changed in step from -1000VAR to 500VAR  at 0.25 sec.  

In the load bus a parallel association of non-linear loads (composed of a series 

connection of a diode, a 50Ω resistance and a 10mH inductance) and a linear load (a 

100Ω resistance) is connected.  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Voltage profiles for source 1, source 2 and source 3. 
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Figure 5.3. Load current in utility connection bus. 

 

Figure 5.4. Frequency spectrum of load current in utility connection bus. 

 

From Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the source 1 and source 2 voltages had harmonics 

pollution in them whereas source 3 voltage is clean. The loads connected to the utility 

connection bus causes higher order harmonics in its current, as shown in Figure 5.3 and 

in its frequency spectrum in Figure 5.4.  

UPLC shunt active filter reduces these high current harmonics partially so the source 

currents are cleaner as can be seen in Figure 5.5 and in the frequency spectrums of the 

source currents, as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.5. Current profiles for source 1, source 2 and source 3. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Frequency spectrum of the source currents. 
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Finally from Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, it is evident that the active and reactive power 

flow in the controlled distribution line follows the corresponding power set points. The 

transient responses can be improved by optimizing the PI controllers in the UPLC series 

controller. But tuning those PI controllers is a tedious job as the controllers for the active 

and reactive power are cross-correlated and also the power output depends on the PWM 

controller for the series active filter. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Active power flow in the controlled distribution line (Case I). 

 

 

Figure 5.8. Reactive power flow in the controlled distribution line (Case I). 
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The UPQC is in between the intermediate supply bus and the load bus. The main 

function of the UPQC is to improve power quality for the HFAC system.  

 

 

Figure 5.9. Voltage profiles at (a) intermediate supply bus before compensation,            

(b) load bus after compensation. 

 

 

Figure 5.10. Reference (red) and actual (blue) compensating voltage for UPQC series AF. 

 

From Figure 5.9, it is evident that the voltage at intermediate supply bus has 

harmonics and the series converter in the UPQC mitigates the source voltage harmonics. 
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The calculated compensating reference voltage and the actual PWM generated by the 

series active filter inverter compensating voltage for UPQC are shown in Figure 5.10. It 

is evident that the actual compensating voltage follows the reference compensating 

voltage accurately. 

 

 

Figure 5.11. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus before compensation,                

(b) source current from the intermediate bus after compensation. 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Reference (red) and actual (blue) compensating current for UPQC shunt AF. 
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From Figure 5.11 (a) it is evident that the current at the load bus has harmonics as 

well as DC offset in it. The shunt active filter in UPQC eliminates both the harmonics 

and DC offset so that the current from the intermediate supply bus is perfectly sinusoidal 

as shown in Figure 5.11 (b). It can be observed from Figure 5.12 that the actual 

compensating current generated by the shunt inverter follows the reference compensating 

current very well. 

 

5.1.2.2 Case II: Step Change in Active Power Reference 

The reactive power reference qref is constant at -750VAR and a step change in the 

active power reference pref from 1kW to 1.5kW is imposed at 0.25 sec.  

Again in the load bus a parallel association of non-linear loads (composed of a series 

connection of a diode, a 50Ω resistance and a 10mH inductance) and a linear load (a 

100Ω resistance) is connected.  

 

 

Figure 5.13. Active and reactive power flow (Case II). 
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Figure 5.14. Current in the controlled distribution line. 

 

The active and reactive powers in the controlled distribution line follow the 

corresponding references very well as shown in Figure 5.13. After 0.25 sec, when the 

active power reference increases, the distribution line current amplitude increases as 

evident in Figure 5.14. The operation of the UPQC in the uncontrolled distribution line is 

similar to that of Case I as described earlier.  

 

5.1.2.3 Case III: Highly Inductive Load and Step Change in Powers 

A step change in qref from -500VAR to 500VAR is imposed at 0.3 sec. while active 

power reference pref  is constant at 1kW. Then pref is changed in step to 1.5kW at 0.6 sec.  

In the load bus a parallel association of highly inductive non-linear loads (composed 

of a series connection of a diode bridge, a 50Ω resistance and a 1H inductance) and a 

linear load (a 100Ω resistance) are connected.  

This case study is intended to observe the operation of UPQC in presence of highly 

inductive loads. Besides, the power flow control of UPLC should also work properly. 

According to the HFAC Microgrid structure, the active and reactive power flow between 

the Microgrid and the grid can only be changed by changing their corresponding 

reference values. 
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Figure 5.15. Active and reactive power flow (Case III). 

 

From Figure 5.15, it is evident that the active and reactive power flow in the 

controlled distribution line is not affected by the load connected in the load bus. Now it 

will be interesting to see the operation of UPQC with HIL. 

 

 

Figure 5.16. Voltage profiles at (a) intermediate supply bus before compensation,            

(b) load bus after compensation. 
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Figure 5.17. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus before compensation,                

(b) source current from the intermediate bus after compensation. 

 

 

Figure 5.18. (a) Calculated (blue) and actual (red) compensating current for UPQC shunt,              

(b) Calculated (red) and actual (blue) compensating voltage for UPQC series. 

 

From Figure 5.16 to Figure 5.18, it can be seen that the series converter compensated 

the voltage harmonics and the shunt converter compensated the load current harmonics. 

There are spikes present in the compensated current are due to the fact that at those points 
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the load current changes steeply between positive and negative values. In conclusion, the 

UPQC is working reasonably well with the HIL in the load bus. 

 

5.1.3 Scaled Down System to Match with Experimental Setup 

As the next step of this research is to build experimental prototype, which is 

constrained by several factors such as availability of components and safety issues, in this 

sub-section the simulation models are scaled down to match the experimental system. 

The main goal is to observe simulation results that will be verified later experimentally. 

 

5.1.3.1 Modifications in the Previous System 

The first major difference from the previous simulations is the HFAC Microgrid 

voltage. In the experimental setup, the HFAC sources will be developed using H-bridge 

inverters. The DC sources for these inverters should be approximately twice the values of 

the HFAC voltage. In the laboratory, the DC sources of maximum voltage 100-150V are 

available with the power rating around 1-1.5 kW. That restricts the operating voltage of 

the HFAC Microgrid around 50-75 V. With this voltage restriction, several power circuit 

components can also be changed, such as commutation resistances, inductances, filters 

and high frequency transformers, to reduce the cost for building the experimental 

prototype. The power references also to be scaled down for the low voltage system. 

In the previous simulations, it is assumed in the single phase system the neutral line is 

grounded. But in real system, there may be grounding problem present that can cause 

ground current to circulate. To overcome that problem, instead of grounding, the neutral 

is to be connected between different systems. That is why two wire single phase system is 

implemented for the simulations in this sub-section. Also the transformer turns ratio and 

the filters in the output of UPLC and UPQC PWM converters are modified. 
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The control parameters for the p-q based active filtering are left unchanged as they do 

not vary with the ratings for the system. The only changes that can be incorporated are 

the limiters in the UPLC series calculations.  

In Figure 5.19 the new simulation block diagram is shown. In that figure, the black 

wire indicates the “hot” line while the blue wire indicates the “neutral” line. The new 

power circuit parameters are given in Table 5.6.  The modified transformers and filters 

parameters for the UPLC and UPQC PWM controllers are given in Table 5.7. 

 

 

Figure 5.19. Modified PSIM block diagram of HFAC Microgrid 
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Table 5.6. Modified power circuit parameters. 

 

 

Table 5.7. Modified PWM converter parameters. 
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5.1.3.2 Simulation Results 

A step change in qref from -20VAR to 20VAR is imposed at 1 sec. while active power 

reference pref  is constant at 20W. Then pref is changed in step to 75W at 2 sec. The 

simulation is run for 4 sec. The parameters used are given in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. 

 

 

Figure 5.20. Load current at utility bus (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 5.21. Source current (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

First, the operation of the UPQC shunt active filter is considered. As can be seen from 

Figure 5.20, the load current at the utility connection bus has harmonics in it. The shunt 
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active filter mitigates these harmonics so that the source current is clean as can be 

observed in Figure 5.21.  

 

 

Figure 5.22. Power in controlled distribution line (a) active power, (b) reactive power. 

 

From Figure 5.22, it is evident that the active and reactive power flow in the 

controlled distribution line follows the corresponding reference values perfectly. Again 

the transient response is in order of 1 sec that is fast. The overshoots can be minimized by 

changing PI gains using trial and error. Next the scaled source voltage and the current in 

the controlled distribution line are plotted together for different power conditions to 

understand the relation between the power references and power factors. 

 

 

Figure 5.23. Scaled source voltage and distribution line current (qref  is negative). 
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Figure 5.24. Scaled source voltage and distribution line current (qref is positive). 

 

 

Figure 5.25. Scaled source voltage and distribution line current (qref  is positive                  

and pref  is increased). 

 

Some interesting observations can be made from these figures. From Figure 5.23, it 

can be observed that when qref is negative, the current in the controlled distribution line 

lags the voltage. This satisfies the assumption from p-q theory where the lagging current 

corresponds to the negative reactive power q. Now when the qref is changed from 

negative to positive, the controlled distribution line current becomes leading, as shown in 

Figure 5.24. Finally, when the pref  is increased, the amplitude of the current in controlled 

distribution line increases as shown in Figure 5.25. The current still leads the voltage as 

qref is positive, but the leading phase angle decreases compared to Figure 5.24. This can 
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be explained by the power triangle as with same reactive power, increase in active power 

improves the power factor. 

Finally the function of the UPQC in the uncontrolled transmission line is observed in 

the next three figures. 

 

 

Figure 5.26. Voltage profiles at (a) intermediate supply bus before compensation,            

(b) load bus after compensation. 

 

 

Figure 5.27. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus before compensation,                

(b) source current from the intermediate bus after compensation. 
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Figure 5.28. Phase relations between voltage and currents. 

 

From Figure 5.26 it can be observed that the harmonics present in the intermediate 

supply bus voltage is compensated by UPQC series active filter so that the load bus 

voltage is perfectly sinusoidal. The load current has the half-wave rectified waveform 

having DC offset and harmonics as shown in Figure 5.27. The shunt active filter in 

UPQC eliminates the DC offset and mitigates the harmonics so that the current coming 

out of the intermediate supply bus is clean. The shunt active filter also compensates for 

the reactive power. Though the load current is lagging as shown in Figure 5.28, the shunt 

active filter makes the current from the intermediate supply bus perfectly in phase with 

the voltage thus making power factor as unity. 

 

5.1.4 Discussion  

In this simulation studies, an HFAC Microgrid is presented as an exciting step 

towards integration of renewable energy sources in a distributed generation system. The 

successful implementation of HFAC Microgrid with adequate power flow and power 

quality control based on the single phase p-q theory ensures the best utilization of the 

sources. The simulation results have shown that using the proposed system, the active 
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and reactive power flow can be controlled between the grid and the renewable sources. 

Besides, the current from the intermediate supply bus becomes approximately sinusoidal 

and in phase with the fundamental source voltage. Also, it has been shown that it is 

possible to compensate for voltage distortions, resulting in a sinusoidal load voltage. This 

is an important aspect when considering sensitive loads connected to the systems, which 

can be adversely affected by poor voltage waveforms.  

 

5.2 Forecast of Generation 

The predictions of generation is a complicated task for the Microgrid system because 

the sources connected are mainly the renewable energy sources where the capacity of 

generation varies largely with the external conditions like sunshine, temperature etc. But 

on the other hand, to design an efficient controller requires prediction of generation with 

considerable accuracy. For the sake of simplicity, only photovoltaic system is considered 

in this simulation study where the power output depends on the amount of solar 

insolation. Fuzzy ARTMAP is used in the Microgrid system for forecasting power 

generation. The forecasting system requires hourly metrological information (solar 

radiation, temperature, pressure, relative humidity) and time information as inputs. The 

system output is the hourly day-type forecast based on which the amount of insolation 

can be predicted.  

 

5.2.1 Description of Fuzzy ARTMAP Program 

The Fuzzy ARTMAP network is developed in Visual C code and the hourly weather 

data for training and testing of this neural network is collected from the National Climatic 

Data Center (NCDC) and National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) websites as 

described in Chapter 4. The Visual C implementation of Fuzzy ARTMAP is a simplified 
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version of the Fuzzy ARTMAP system implemented in 1991 by John Reynolds of Boston 

University. 

The organization of the program structure is as shown below. These source files are 

compiled separately. Thus changing one C source file generally will not require 

recompilation of other files. 

 main.c         – top most level program that is menu driven for selecting operations. 

 ARTMAP.h   – contains declaration of variables and constants used. 

 ARTMAP.c   – contains the major codes for Fuzzy ARTMAP algorithms. 

 fuzzy.c           – contains routines for Fuzzy ART algorithms. 

 io.c                 – handles input, output and memory allocation of the system. 

 pre.c          – normalizes and stores training and testing data in binary format. 

 file.c         – performs loading and saving of trained neural network.  

     For running this Fuzzy ARTMAP program, three files are required; a text file, a 

binary file and a parameter file.  

The text file consists of the data on which neural network is to be trained or tested. 

The structure of the text file is given next. The header of the text file shows the number 

of patterns, number of input attributes and number of output categories. Then the 

training/testing data are arranged in form of the matrix as 

11 12 1 1

21 22 2 2

1 2

......

......

.............................

......

r

r

p p pr p

I I I C

I I I C

I I I C

 
 
 
 
 
  

             (5.1) 

where  

Iij is input attributes j of pattern I (i : 0, 1,.., N-1) 

Ci is the category of pattern i (i : 0, 1,.., N-1) 

N is the number of data categories 
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p is the number of patterns 

r is the number of input attributes 

The binary file is the normalized version of the text file. This has to be created only 

once for each data set, thus saving the trouble of renormalizing patterns for every runs of 

the program. Moreover, the binary format allows random access of patterns at any 

location of the file. At the beginning of each run, the order of the patterns to be processed 

is determined by initializing an array called Index. The i-th pattern read in by the program     

is the pattern number indicated by index[i] in the data file. 

The simulation parameters are stored in the parameter file and are data set specific, 

that is each data set has its own parameter in a separate data file instead of as part of the 

program source code. Thus changing parameters will not require recompilation of the 

program. Some of the important parameters are described next.  

 num_runs – indicates the number of complete simulation runs for averaging the 

network performance over a couple of runs rather than relying on a single run. 

 max_iterations – delimits the number of times the system goes through the training 

set in each simulation run. 

 orderedSet – defines how the train set and the test set are chosen from the binary 

file. 

 num_voters – by specifying the maximum number of voters, the system         

performance with respect to the number of voters, from 1 up to the maximum         

number of voters can be obtained. 

 a_length – the dimensionality of the input space. 

 b_length – the dimensionality of the output space. 

 num_data_category – number of output categories. 

 train_pats – the number of training patterns. 

 test_pats – the number of test patterns.  

 tot_pats – the total number of patterns. 
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Besides, the Fuzzy ARTMAP parameters such as α, ρa, ρb, β are defined in the 

parameter file. Also how much statistics is to be collected is defined in the parameter file.  

After the text file and parameter file is created, the program is run which comes up 

with the main screen as shown in Figure 5.29. 

 

 

Figure 5.29. Screen shot of the Fuzzy ARTMAP main program screen. 

 

In the first step, the data are taken from the text file and pre-processed. As the data 

are already normalized in out text file (shown in Table 4.2), no further normalization is 

required. The processed file is then in the form of a binary file as shown in Figure 5.29. 

This binary file is required by all other training and testing programs. 

For the forecasting, the “Interactive Mode” is used. A set of routines is written for 

interactive manipulation of Fuzzy ARTMAP system. A filing system is developed so that 

the trained network weights can be stored in a binary file and can be loaded at a later 

time. When using interactive mode, the training set and the test set are assumed to be in 

separate files. The interactive mode has seven different options, as shown in Figure 5.30.  
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Figure 5.30. Screenshot of the interactive mode screen. 

 

For the first time, the Fuzzy ARTMAP network is created based on the training data 

set. Then the network has to be trained with the training data set. The training routine can 

be run several times till the acceptable training is achieved, shown by the percentage 

prediction rate. After training is complete, the test data can be used to test the trained NN. 

It is also possible to analyze the trained NN and save the analyzing results in a text file. 

Finally when the neural network is successfully trained and tested, it can be saved for 

using in future. The detailed program codes for Fuzzy ARTMAP can be found in 

Appendix E. 

 

5.2.2 Case Studies 

Several case studies are done with the Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network to show its 

performance based on number of inputs, output classifications, generalization and 

retention of memory that are important for weather forecasting. 
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5.2.2.1 Dependence on Number of Inputs 

For any neural network, choice of the number of inputs is important as it affects 

greatly the speed of training and generalization. Generalization is the term often used in 

the neural network analysis which signifies the ability of a trained neural network to give 

correct output when tested with inputs that are not included in the training patterns. With 

more number of inputs, the neural network typically more generalized, but the obvious 

trade-off is the slower convergence speed and the higher processing memory 

requirements. 

To use the Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network for forecasting four basic hourly 

metrological information (solar radiation, temperature, pressure, relative humidity) and 

time information are chosen as the inputs. These metrological information define the type 

of the weather (such as sunny, cloudy) for the particular hours hence are useful to predict 

the day-type for the next hour.  

It is already known fact with neural networks that the use of previous output as input 

sometimes helps to stabilize the training process. Therefore the main objective for these 

case studies is to find if the use of previous outputs helps the Fuzzy ARTMAP to learn 

better. 

 

i) Only 5 metrological inputs: 

 These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity and solar 

radiation for the current hour. 

 Using a single months data, i.e. January 2005 data, for training; that means there are 

744 training patterns (24 hours/day * 31 days). 

 It takes the neural network 3 cycles for successful training with the data (i.e. using 

“Train Net”). 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 
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 When tested with January 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which the neural 

network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 But when tested with March 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully only in 66.8% of cases. 

 So it can be concluded that the network is not generalized. 

 

ii) Total 6 inputs, 5 metrological inputs plus one previous output: 

 These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity and solar 

radiation for the current hour and the scaled output of previous hour. 

 Again using a single months data, i.e. January 2005 data, for training; that means 

there are 744 training patterns (24 hours/day * 31 days). 

 It takes the neural network 3 cycles for successful training with the data (i.e. using 

“Train Net”). 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with January 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which the neural 

network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 But when tested with March 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 68.4% of cases. 

 Again it can be concluded that the network is not generalized. But the neural 

network is better generalized compared to the previous case. 

 

iii) Total 7 inputs, 5 metrological inputs plus two previous outputs: 

 These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity and solar 

radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of previous two hours. 

 Again using a single months data, i.e. January 2005 data, for training; that means 

there are 744 training patterns (24 hours/day * 31 days). 
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 It takes the neural network 4 cycles for successful training with the data (i.e. using 

“Train Net”). 

 The increase in training cycles is due to the increase in number of inputs. 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with January 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which the neural 

network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 But when tested with March 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 71.9% of cases. 

 Again it can be concluded that the network is not generalized. But the neural 

network is better generalized compared to the previous two cases. 

 

iv) Total 8 inputs, 5 metrological inputs plus three previous outputs: 

 These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative humidity and solar 

radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of previous three hours. 

 Again using a single months data, i.e. January 2005 data, for training; that means 

there are 744 training patterns (24 hours/day * 31 days). 

 It takes the neural network 4 cycles for successful training with the data (i.e. using 

“Train Net”). 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with January 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which the neural 

network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 But when tested with March 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 70.3% of cases. 

 Again the network is not generalized and the result is worse than the previous case.  

 

The comparison of the number of training cycles and the number of inputs is shown 

in Figure 5.31(a). The comparative generalization is shown in Figure 5.31(b).  
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Figure 5.31. Dependence of number of inputs on (a) number of training cycles,                   

(b) success in testing. 

 

5.2.2.2 Dependence on Output Classification 

This case study is conducted to check whether the classification of output has any 

influence on the generalization of trained neural network. Given below in Table 5.8, the 

output classifications that are modified for this case. 

 

Table 5.8. Modified output classification for day-type prediction. 
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Here seven inputs are used for training as they give the better generalization as shown 

in the previous sub-section.  Again single months data is used, i.e. January 2005 data, for 

training; that means there are 744 training patterns (24 hours/day * 31 days). It takes the 

neural network 4 cycles for successful training with the data. After training is complete, 

testing is done. When tested with March 2005 data, it can predict successfully in 69.5% 

of cases. So it can be concluded that the change in output classification does not affect 

the generalization.  

 

5.2.2.3 Generalization of the Neural Network 

It can be observed from the previous case studies that when trained with single 

months of data the network is not generalized for any number of inputs. Therefore in the 

following case studies, the training data set is increased to observe how it affects the 

generalization of the trained neural network. 

 

i) Trained with two months data: 

 Seven inputs are used. These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative 

humidity and solar radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of previous 

two hours. 

 Using two months data, i.e. January 2005 and March 2005 data, for training; that 

means there are 1488 training patterns (24 hours/day * 62 days). 

 The neural network is first trained with combined two months data and then trained 

with individual months data at random order. Finally it is trained again with 

combined two months data. 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with January 2005 or March 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which 

the neural network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 
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 But when tested with June 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 69.6% of cases. 

 When tested with September 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 78.2% of cases. 

 Again the network is not generalized yet. The reason mainly is the day-type 

variation with the seasonal weather conditions. 

   

ii) Trained with three months data: 

 Seven inputs are used. These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative 

humidity and solar radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of previous 

two hours. 

 Using two months data, i.e. January 2005, March 2005 and June 2005 data, for 

training; that means there are 2208 training patterns (24 hours/day * 92 days). 

 The neural network is first trained with combined three months data and then 

trained with individual months data at random order. Then it is trained again with 

combined three months data. This procedure is repeated a few times in different 

orders. 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with January 2005 or June 2005 data, i.e. the same data with which the 

neural network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 When tested with March 2005 data, it can predict successfully in 97.7% of cases. 

 But when tested with September 2005 data, i.e. different set of data, it can predict 

successfully in 80.2% of cases. 

 Again the network is not completely generalized yet. But it can be observed when 

trained with three months data it can predict the fourth months day-type better. That 

means the network is more generalized than the previous case. 
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iii) Trained with all four months data: 

 Again seven inputs are used. These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, 

relative humidity and solar radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of 

previous two hours. 

 Using all four months data, i.e. January 2005, March 2005, June 2005 and 

September 2005 data, for training; that means there are 2928 training patterns (24 

hours/day * 122 days). 

 The neural network is first trained with combined four months data and then trained 

with individual months data at random order. Then it is trained again with 

combined four months data. This procedure is repeated a few times in different 

orders. 

 After training is complete, testing is done. 

 When tested with any of these four months data, i.e. the same data with which the 

neural network is trained, it predicts with a success rate of 100%. 

 A test set is formed by taking 2000 test patterns randomly selected data set taken 

from the four months data.  

 The neural network can still predict with a success rate of 100%. 

 The network is now completely generalized. As the data from all seasons are 

considered, this trained Fuzzy ARTMAP can works very good with any other 

months data where the success rate of prediction varies from 87% to 94%. 

 

5.2.2.4 Retention of Previous Training Patterns  

To generalize the Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network it is required at least four months 

data as shown in the previous case studies. But the weather patterns can vary rapidly and 

also varies from year-to-year. Hence it is always better to train the neural network with 

more and more data patterns. This is common with any neural network. But the special 

property of Fuzzy ARTMAP is that it can retain the previously trained information when 
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trained with novel inputs. This is very useful for the day-type forecasting because when 

there is any novel weather information, the previously trained neural network can be 

trained only with that new data, it need not to be trained with the previous training data. 

In the following case study this special Fuzzy ARTMAP property is validated. 

 Seven inputs are used. These inputs include time, temperature, pressure, relative 

humidity and solar radiation for the current hour and the scaled outputs of previous 

two hours. 

 The neural network is first trained with three months data, i.e. January 2005, March 

2005 and June 2005 data.  

 After training is complete, testing is done with these three months of data as well as 

with September 2005 data. 

 Then the previously trained network is trained only with September 2005 data. 

 Again the testing is done. The testing results are given in Table 5.9. 

 

Table 5.9. Results showing retention of trained patterns by Fuzzy ARTMAP 

 

 

From Table 5.9, it is evident that Fuzzy ARTMAP can be trained with a new pattern 

without significant change in the previously trained system. It is interesting to observe 
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that the neural network retains previously trained information while continues to learn 

new information. When the trained neural network is tested with randomly chosen data 

from the four months data, 99% success is achieved.  

 

 5.2.3 Discussion  

These case studies show Fuzzy ARTMAP as a good candidate for forecasting hourly 

day-type which can be used later for cost optimization in a HFAC Microgrid. The results 

also show that the Fuzzy ARTMAP is successfully able to predict hourly day-type based 

on the weather inputs. It is also evident from the simulation results that a Fuzzy 

ARTMAP structure can be trained with a new pattern without significant change in the 

previously trained system.  This is an important aspect while forecasting the day-type 

which can be significantly different than the training patterns. A successful day-type 

forecasting is essential for developing cost optimization module for the DIEMS that will 

be presented in the next section. 

 

5.3 Optimization of Operation Cost 

In the HFAC Microgrid, renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic and wind 

energy are connected along with a 2 kWh lead-acid battery storage. The power can be 

send back to the utility at the avoided cost. Though Colorado allows net metering, 

avoided cost is used to generalize the cost optimization for the Microgrid system with 

storage that can be applicable in other places where net metering is not available. The 

details of the optimization problem and solutions are given in Chapter 4. The simulation 

studies for cost optimization are given in this section. First, simple cases where DIEMS is 

not present are discussed to asses the usability of the storage in Microgrid. The DIEMS 

based case studies are given next to show its importance in operation cost optimization.  
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5.3.1 Simple Case Studies without DIEMS 

With net metering, the excess energy can be sent back to the utility at the retail price, 

so there is no need to store the energy. But when the user has the only choice to use 

avoided cost, storage is essential to reduce cost of operation as it is typically not 

beneficial to send the excess energy to the utility at the wholesale price (which is almost 

one-third to one-sixth to the retail price). Inclusion of storage in the Microgrid actually 

provides the user dispatchability of its distributed resources which generally are 

renewable energy sources having no dispatchability by their own. Therefore it is essential 

to understand the necessity of storage for the distributed generation based Microgrid.  

In the following case studies, a small household is considered with its own 1kWpeak 

photovoltaic system. The household also buys 0.1 kW of wind power from a local wind 

power generation. Rest of the energy comes from utility to satisfy load demand.  The 

effect of the inclusion of a 2 kWh battery storage to this household is discussed.  

 

5.3.1.1 Clear Sky Condition 

The clear sky condition denotes that the PV generates almost its maximum power 

during day time. Given in Figure 5.32, the load profile for a typical Colorado household 

and the PV generation with its 1kW PVpeak system. 

 

 

Figure 5.32. Typical load profile and PV generation for a clear day. 
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 The maintenance cost of storage is not considered.  

 Also it is assumed that the storage is 100 % efficient for the sake of simplicity. 

 The maximum charging and discharging rate for the lead-acid battery storage is 0.5 

kW/hr.  

 When the generation is greater than the load demand, the excess energy is send to 

the utility at avoided cost when storage is not used.  

 With storage, this excess energy is stored in the battery. The stored energy is used 

in later instance to offset buying energy from the utility. 

 Cost of buying energy from utility is $0.09/kWh and selling cost of energy to utility 

is $0.03/kWh. 

 

 

Figure 5.33. (a) Charging and discharging of the storage, (b) load profile and modified 

load profile in presence of storage. 

 

From Figure 5.33(a), it is evident that when the generation is more than the load 

demand, the excess energy is stored in the battery. That stored energy is used in the later 

instants. As this stored energy is used to offset energy buying from the utility, for the 

utility it acts as the reduced household load during the hours when the battery is 

discharged. This is shown in Figure 5.33(b) as the modified load curve. 
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Figure 5.34. Different cases with and without storage (a) power, (b) cost of energy 

 

It can be observed that without storage, the household can only sell energy to the 

utility as shown by the negative bars in Figure 5.34(a). As the selling price for energy is 

one-third compared to the buying cost for this case scenario, the consumer losses more 

money compared to storing the energy as shown in Figure 5.34(b). From the spreadsheet, 

given in Appendix A, it is clear that for that particular day the consumer can save almost 

9 cents if the storage is used compared to selling electricity. 

 

5.3.1.2 Overcast Sky Condition 

The overcast sky condition denotes that the PV generates small amount of power 

during the day time. The load curve for a small household is given in Figure 5.35, along 

with the power generation from the photovoltaic in a cloudy day. As the power 

generation by the PV is very less in compared to that of a sunny day, there is not much 

excess energy that can be stored for future use. 
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Figure 5.35. Typical load profile and PV generation for a cloudy day. 

 

 Again the maintenance cost of storage is not considered.  

 Also it is assumed that the storage is 100 % efficient for the sake of simplicity. 

 When the generation is greater than the load demand, the excess energy is send to 

the utility at avoided cost when storage is not used. With storage, this excess energy 

is stored in the battery. The stored energy is used in later instance to offset buying 

energy from the utility. 

 

 

Figure 5.36. Cloudy day (a) charging and discharging of the storage, (b) load profile and 

modified load profile in presence of storage. 
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From Figure 5.36(a), it is evident that there are only two hours in that day when the 

generation is more than the load demand. So the stored energy is not very significant. 

Also the modified load curve is almost the same as the load curve as shown in Figure 

5.33(b). 

 

 

Figure 5.37. Different cases with and without storage for cloudy day (a) power to/from 

utility, (b) cost of energy from utility. 

 

Again it can be observed that without storage, the household can only sell energy to 

the utility as shown by the negative bars in Figure 5.37(a). Cost of the energy from utility 

is shown in Figure 5.37(b). From the spreadsheet, given in Appendix A, it is evident that 

for a cloudy day the consumer can save less than 1 cent when using a storage.  

So it can be concluded that for a small household Microgrid system with storage, 

storing excess energy instead of selling energy to the utility at avoided cost is always 

economic irrespective of day type. For large industrial consumers, who can use the real-

time pricing from the utility, storing energy at cheaper rate to compensate peak electricity 

price is also an economically profitable option. 
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5.3.2 Case Studies with DIEMS 

Based on the output of the forecasting module, that is the day-type of present day and 

the next day, the intelligent energy management system DIEMS chooses one of the pre-

designed optimization schemes such that the cost of operation is minimized. In each of 

these optimization schemes, linear programming is used along with some heuristics. The 

information of the next hour day-type is also utilized to define the threshold for charging 

and discharging rates for a particular hour.  

In the following case studies, a small household is considered with its own 1kWpeak 

photovoltaic system. The household also buys 0.1 kW of wind power from a local wind 

power generation. Rest of the energy comes from utility to satisfy load demand. A 2 kWh 

lead-acid battery storage is connected with the Microgrid. The excess power can be send 

back to the utility at the avoided cost. The cost of operation and the maximum available 

power for each of the components are already given in Table 4.5 in Chapter 4.  

 

5.3.2.1 Simulation Setup 

This heuristic-based optimization design is considered on the simple understanding 

that the charging and discharging patterns must be different if the system knows a priori 

the day-type for the present day and the next day. The details of these heuristic 

optimization schemes are described in Chapter 4. Based on the flow charts given in 

Chapter 4, the program code is written in Matlab. The organization of the program is as 

follows 

 data.m – this file consists of the load data, insolation data and day-type data for 

clear, cloudy and very cloudy day. After running this file, the data are stored as the 

Matlab data file (.mat) which can be loaded for future uses. 

 main.m – this is the main program file. In this program file, the user has to define 

today's and next day's day-type, initial state for storage, load data, insolation data 

and day-type data. After that the program chooses the proper scheme based on 
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present day’s and next day’s day-type forecasts out of five predefined schemes 

named as Prog1, Prog2, Prog3, Prog4 and Prog5.  

 prog1,…prog5.m – this five program files are written based on the flowcharts used 

for the optimization. In all of these schemes, the present day’s future hours 

prediction information is utilized while defining the charging and discharging rates 

for the current hour. After these rates are defined, linear programming is used to 

find the optimum power dispatch scheme. The Matlab built-in program “linprog” is 

used for linear programming solution. 

The output of this Matlab optimization program is the matrix consists of the hourly 

power flow commands between sources to loads and utility and also charging and 

discharging of the storages. For sake of clarity, the discharge of storage is marked by the 

negative sign in the matrix element.  

This program gives the daily operation cost after the optimization is done. The 

storage state-of-charge and the number of hours when the storage state-of-charge is less 

than 25% of the full charge is also calculated by this program.  

 

5.3.2.2 Clear Sky Condition 

For this case study, it is assumed that the present day is sunny but the next day is 

cloudy and the initially the storage is fully discharged. The load profile and the PV 

generation with its 1kW PVpeak system is same as given in Figure 5.32. Also the OpC 

values for the present day and next day are given to the Matlab program based on present 

day’s and next day’s day-type forecasts so that the main.m can choose a proper charging-

discharging scheme.  

After these conditions are implemented, the program is run. The output of the 

program shows that the cost of operation of the particular day is $1.00 which is little bit 

higher than the case when no DIEMS is used. But due to heuristic nature of the DIEMS, 

by the end of the day 1.5 kW power is stored in the battery. This is to make sure when the 
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next day is cloudy and PV generation is low, the storage can compensate the power 

requirement from utility thus ensuring that the total cost for two day operation is less. In 

Figure 5.38, a screenshot of the Matlab command window is given. 

 

   

Figure 5.38. Screenshot of the Matlab command window. 

 

Some interesting observation can be made from Figure 5.38. There are 24 

optimizations are completed, one for each hour of the day, as can be seen from the 

screenshot. Also given that “prog2” is used which is correct because based on the 

flowchart given in Figure 4.8, if present day is sunny and the next day is cloudy,  “prog2” 

is the program to be executed. The total cost is given after the optimization along with the 
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net cost. This net cost signifies that there is stored energy at the end of day which will in 

next day compensate buying energy from utility, thus will cause cost savings. 

 

5.3.2.3 Composite Case with a Pattern of Weather 

For this simulation case study, two systems are compared one without DIEMS and 

another with DIEMS. A five-day window is considered where the consecutive days 

changes from sunny to cloudy then to very cloudy, then stays at very cloudy for the next 

day and finally becomes sunny in the fifth day. The simulation results are shown in Table 

5.10. In the table, the utility column shows the cost of energy for a particular load profile 

if the Microgrid is absent. The system column gives the cost with the Microgrid system. 

Storage reserve indicates the end-of-day storage state-of-charge. Min. storage is the 

lowest state of charge attained by the battery during discharge. The maximum depth-of-

discharge (DOD) for the storage in each day is shown in the final column. 

It is evident that during the first sunny day, the increase in saving is small, only 

1.38%, with DIEMS in operation. But in the next cloudy day, this saving increases to 

7.31%. This is due to the fact that based on the day-type predictions DIEMS knows that 

the future day is cloudy so it chooses an appropriate charge-discharge scheme. The 

increase of total cost savings for the five day window considered is about 3%. As both 

the cases without and with DIEMS relies on the same understanding of the charge-

discharge of the storage, this small saving in the direct cost using DIEMS is significant 

considering the small system used here. The avoided cost scenario only permits the user 

to sell the energy to the utility at wholesale cost which is significantly lower than the cost 

of buying energy from utility, for example in the case studies it is only one-third of the 

buying cost. The total savings using Microgrid-DIEMS during five-day period is 24.83% 

which is significant considering that no real-time pricing or net-metering is available. 
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Another very important observation that can be made form Table 5.10 is the number 

of hours when the storage state-of-charge is less than 25% of the full charge. The total 

number of hours for the system without DIEMS is 34 compared to zero such hours with 

DIEMS. The more such highly discharged hours, the more is the maintenance cost for 

storage.  

Also evident from Table 5.10 that the average DOD for the system without DIEMS is 

85% compared to 66% with DIEMS. The DOD is defined as the amount of energy 

withdrawn from a battery or cell expressed as a percentage of its rated capacity. Now as 

the DOD is related to the battery life as shown in Figure 5.39, at 66% average DOD, 

number of cycles in lifetime is approximately 700; whereas at 85% of average DOD, it 

reduces to 421 cycles. If 200 charging and discharging cycles are assumed each year for 

the battery in the Microgrid, replacement will be needed approximately in 3.5 years if the 

average DOD is 66%. But at 85% DOD, replacement will be needed in approximately in 

2 years.  

 

 

Figure 5.39. Typical life expectancy curve of a lead-acid battery 
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The cost of battery is generally expressed in $/kWh where the levelized cost is used 

which includes the cost of battery as well as the operation and maintenance cost over the 

life time of the battery. For this paper the replacement cost for the lead-acid battery is 

considered as $150/kWh, so that the total cost of replacement for the 2 kWh battery will 

be $300. Therefore, the extra cost of replacement due to higher average of DOD will be 

$64.3/year. This extra replacement cost combined with the additional maintenance cost 

can be thought as an average penalty cost of $0.15-$0.20 per day to the system without 

DIEMS. Adding this penalty cost to the total operating cost without DIEMS from Table 

5.10 shows only 1% total savings during the five-day cycle when DIEMS is not used, 

compared to total savings of 24.83% for the system with DIEMS.  

 

5.3.3 Discussion  

Based on successful day-type forecasting, the cost optimization module for the 

DIEMS is developed using linear programming along with heuristics. The results 

obtained showed that this optimization module not only decreases the cost of operation, 

but also helps to improve overall system operation such as lower depth-of-discharge for 

the storage and improved battery life.  
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

 

In this chapter various hardware circuits and software interfaces are described that 

were used to build the experimental setup. The basic block diagram for the integration of 

the hardware and software for the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.1.  

 

 

Figure 6.1. Basic block diagram for the experimental setup. 
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The control circuit for the HFAC Microgrid is developed in the computer equipped 

with data acquisition board (DAQ) and digital input/output board (DIO). All the 

calculations, based on the p-q theory, are done inside the computer which then generates 

the reference compensating currents and reference compensating voltages. Based on 

these reference values and actual current and voltages from the converters, controllers are 

implemented to get the duty cycle output from the computer. The generated duty cycle 

values are then send to the PIC microcontroller, PIC 18F452 from Microchip, to generate 

PWM for the converters. For fast transmission of the data from computer to PIC, digital 

I/O board DIO96H is used.  

 

6.1 Hardware Developments  

The hardware for the HFAC Microgrid consists of several components. There are six 

single phase H-bridge inverters, two for the source, and four for the series and shunt 

converters for the UPQC and UPLC. There are voltage and current measurement circuits, 

eight for each quantity. Six PIC Microcontrollers circuits are also developed for PWM 

generation for the inverters. One important part of the hardware is the phase-locked loop 

(PLL) to generate sinusoidal waveforms based on the system frequency. Also circuits are 

developed for the series converters to protect them and also protect the source converter. 

 

6.1.1 Single Phase H-Bridge Inverter 

The single phase DC-AC power converters, connected in H-Bridge, are used to 

generate the HFAC link and the shunt and series active filters for UPQC and UPLC. The 

converter block diagram is presented in Figure 6.2, which shows the basic circuit 

connections; the gate driver circuits for the H-Bridge converters, the control circuits 

using PIC microcontrollers and the auxiliary power supplies. 
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Figure 6.2. Converter block diagram. 

 

The DC-AC converter circuit is divided into two stages; control stage and power 

stage. In the control stage, the input signals are the PWM and Enable converter, as can 

be seen in Figure 6.3. The PIC microcontroller generates both the signals. These signals 

are then optically isolated, using the dual opto-coupler HCPL2630. This integrated circuit 

has high speed and it works with TTL digital signals. At its output, the signals are 

inverted, resulting in PWM and Enable .  

These signals are, then, send to the gate driver’s circuit, which uses the integrated 

circuit IR2104. This circuit has two inputs; the PWM signal and the enable signal. The 

enable, when in low logic level, disable both outputs. The PWM input defines the state of 

the high-side and of the low-side outputs. When the signal at the PWM input is in high 

logic level, the gate signal to upper switch will also be high. When this signal is in low 
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logic level, the gate signal to the lower switch will be high. So, the PWM input controls 

the conduction of the upper and lower switches. The gate circuit also has a feedback 

signal which comes from the common point between the upper and the lower switch (see 

Figure 6.4). It is worth noting that the IC gate driver has an internal dead-time of 500ns, 

which guarantees that both switches in a particular leg do not conduct at the same time. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Gate driver circuit for the DC-AC power converter. 

 

As the PWM signal that is sent by the PIC microcontroller is inverted by the optical 

isolator, the signal PWM  coming from the output of this isolator is inverted again, using 

a logic inverter circuit (obtaining the signal PWM again), and fed to the control circuit of 

the positive switches, as shown in Figure 6.3. With this, when the PWM signal, sent by 

the PIC microcontroller is in HIGH logical level, it will also be the input signal to the 
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driver circuit and, in consequence, the upper positive switch will be turned on and the 

lower positive switch will be turned off. 

The operation of the negative switches must be the inverse of the positive switches 

operation; when the upper positive switch is conducting, the lower negative switch must 

also be conducting; and when the lower positive switch is conducting, it the upper 

negative switch must be conducting. Taking into account this condition, the signal that is 

send to PWM input of the driver circuit for the control of the negative switches should be 

the opposite of the signal that is sent for the controller of the positive switches. With this, 

the signal PWM , in the output of the optical insulator, it is sent directly to the input of 

the negative switches controller, guaranteeing the complementary operation of the two 

legs of the converter. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Power circuit of the DC-AC converter. 

 

For the power circuit of the HFAC source, presented in Figure 6.4, a DC voltage 

source is used (E), in series with a high current diode, to avoid current re-circulation in 

the source. A large capacitor is in parallel with this circuit to stabilize the voltage. For the 
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active filter power circuit, no DC source is required. Only the capacitor itself is used in 

the DC-link. This association protected by a fuse, for current limiting and then connected 

to the power converter circuit, composed by MOSFET switches. Each MOSFET has a 

fast diode in anti-parallel, internally to the switch. A snubber circuit was added, to reduce 

stresses from high values of di/dt and dv/dt. Figure 6.5 represents a picture of the power 

converter used as the HFAC source along with the details of the input/output circuit 

connections. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Picture of the PCB for the DC-AC converter. 

 

The converter output is sent to a low-pass filter to get rid of high frequency switching 

harmonics. The parameters for the low-pass filter are shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. Converter output filter parameters. 

 

 

6.1.2 Measurement and Control Circuits 

The calculations for the active filtering require several voltages and currents from the 

HFAC Microgrid to be measured. Besides, the p-q calculations require to measure the 

frequency of system voltage and generate an auxiliary signal cos( ) cos(2. . . )f t    , 

where f is the system frequency. A phase-locked loop (PLL) is designed for this purpose. 

The control of the inverters also requires PIC microcontrollers to generate PWM signals. 

Finally, debouncing circuits are designed to enable/disable the active filter converters. 

 

6.1.2.1 Voltage Measurement 

For the active filters in UPLC, four voltage measurements, source voltage Vs, utility 

bus voltage V, actual compensating voltage Vc and UPLC DC-link VCap are required. 
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For the active filters in UPQC, four more voltage measurements, intermediate bus 

voltage Vhf, load bus voltage VLoad1, actual compensating voltage Vc1 and UPQC DC-link 

VCap1 are required. 

The voltage measurement circuit uses the voltage LEM transducer LV 20-P, which 

provides isolation and presents in its output a signal proportional to the input voltage 

signal. The output of the transducer is a current signal, which is converted into a voltage 

signal. To accomplish that, a potentiometer is used (R2) at the output of the circuit. This 

potentiometer makes possible, besides the conversion current-to-voltage, a fine 

adjustment for the overall gain of the circuit, as presented in the Figure 6.6. Its value, 

however, cannot be extremely reduced as this can cause non-linearity in the output signal. 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Voltage measurement circuit. 

 

The gain of the voltage measurement circuit is determined by the relationship 

between the secondary current (I2) and the primary current (I1). The conversion factor, 

Kn, is given by 

1000

2500

1

2 
I

I
Kn              (6.1) 
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With this relationship and considering the resistors used for input is R1 and for the 

output is R2, it is possible to obtain the relationship between the input voltage and the 

output voltage. The input current, I1, is determined by 

1
1

R

V
I HFAC                                     (6.2) 

12 IKI n                           (6.3) 

The output voltage of the circuit is calculated by (considering that the whole output 

current circulates through R2; in other words, considering that the impedance of the 

sensing circuit is infinite) 

22 RIVout                (6.4) 

Now, combining equations (6.2) – (6.4),  

2
1

R
R

V
KV HFAC

nout              (6.5) 

To calculate the input voltage starting from the output voltage, equation (6.5) can be 

rearranged as 

1 1

2 2

1000
. .
2500

out
HFAC out

n

V R R
V V

K R R
              (6.6) 

In the designed voltage measurement circuit, R1 = 15000 Ω and R2 = 120 Ω, which 

implies that  

1000 15000
50

2500 120
HFAC out outV V V                (6.7) 
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Figure 6.7 shows the picture of the board developed for the voltage measurement 

circuit, showing the input/output connections, and the resistors R1 and R2. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. Picture of the board developed for voltage measurement.  

 

6.1.2.2 Current Measurement 

For the active filters in UPLC, four current measurements, controlled distribution line 

current is, utility load current iL, actual shunt compensating current ic and series converter 

current ix are required. 

For the active filters in UPQC, four more current measurements, intermediate bus 

output current ihf, load bus current iLoad1, actual shunt compensating current ic1 and series 

converter current ix1 are required. 

The current measurement circuit uses the LEM current transducer models LTS 6-NP 

and LTS 15-NP, which provides isolation and presents in its output a voltage signal 

proportional to the input current signal. The block diagram of the current measurement 

system is presented in Figure 6.8.  
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Figure 6.8. Block diagram of the current measurement circuit. 

 

As presented in Figure 6.8, the current signal to be read is initially sent to the current 

transducer. The output voltage signal this sensor is given by 

1
2.5 (0.625)

p

pn

I
V

I
                (6.8) 

where Ip is the value of the primary current (current to be read) and Ipn is the nominal 

primary current, which can be of 6, 3 or 2A for sensor LTS 6-NP (or smaller, in case the 

optional hole is used); for sensor LTS 15-NP, this value can be of 15, 7.5 or 5A (or 

smaller, in case the optional hole is used). The smaller the Ipn value is, the better the 

sensitivity of the circuit. 

The range of measurement for the primary current Ip is of ±19.2A for sensor         

LTS 6-NP and of ±45A for sensor LTS 15-NP. For sensor LTS 6-NP, the nominal 

primary current Ipn is 6A. However, it is possible to reduce this current through different 

connections of its terminals 1-6. Besides, the gain can be increased by using the 

additional hole in the transducer. 

The output voltage of the transducer is as presented in Figure 6.9. As it can be seen in 

this figure, the smaller the value of Ipn, the better is the sensitivity of the sensor; in other 

words, the higher the output voltage for a certain input current. This figure is valid for 

both models of current sensors. 

The analysis for the model LTS 6-NP is given here. The analysis for the model     

LTS 15-NP is similar, only the transformation ratio is different. 
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Figure 6.9. Characteristic of the current transducer. 

 

The outline of the current sensor is shown in Figure 6.10 (a). For the sensor           

LTS 6-NP, the connections are presented in Figure 6.10 (b), resulting in a primary 

current, Ipn, of 2 A.  

 

 

Figure 6.10. (a) Current transducer, (b) terminal connections. 

 

This signal is then passed through a first-order low-pass filter, implemented with 

TL072, with unitary gain, whose diagram is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11. First-order low-pass filter. 

 

The output signal of the filter stage is given by 

2
2.5 (0.625)

I
p

V
I

pn

 
    
 
 

                                  (6.9) 

To invert this signal again, and to add a certain gain to this signal, an inverting 

amplifier is used, as presented in Figure 6.12. 

  

 

Figure 6.12. Inverting amplifier, with gain equals to -2. 

 

With the values used for the resistors, the gain of this circuit is equal to -2. With this, 

the output signal of this circuit is given by 
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22. 5 (1.25)
p

out

pn

I
V V

I
               (6.10) 

For the value of Ipn = 2 A, the output voltage of the measurement circuit with sensor 

LTS 6-NP is given by 

5 (0.625)
out pV I              (6.11) 

To obtain the primary current from the output voltage, rearranging equation (6.11), 

5
( 5).(1.6)

0.625
p

out
out

V
I V


             (6.12) 

Figure 6.13 presents a picture of the utility load current measurement circuit, 

showing its input/output connections.  

 

 

Figure 6.13. Picture of the board for the current measurement (LTS 6-NP). 
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The current measurement circuit, using sensor LTS 15-NP, is similar to the circuit 

with LTS 6-NP. The main difference is the nominal primary current, Ipn, that has a 

maximum value of 15 A. The sensor is connected as shown in Figure 6.10. Besides, three 

extra turns are used through the additional hole, resulting in a nominal primary current Ipn 

of 15/6 A. 

The output voltage of this circuit is, also, given by equation (6.10). For the value of 

Ipn, given above, the voltage will be given by 

5 1.25 5 (0.5).
15/ 6

p

out p

I
V I                                               (6.13) 

To obtain the primary current from the output voltage, rearranging equation (6.13), 

( 5).(2.0)p outI V             (6.14) 

Figure 6.14 presents a picture of the circuit board developed to measure the shunt 

inverter current of UPQC. Three additional turns are used to reduce the value of Ipn. 

Finally, Figure 6.15 presents the whole circuit of the current measurement system. 

 

 

Figure 6.14. Picture of the board for the current measurement (LTS 15-NP). 
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Figure 6.15. Complete current measurement circuit. 

 

6.1.2.3 Phase-Locked-Loop 

This circuit uses the MAX038 chip manufactured by Maxim [77] to generate an 

inverted co-sinusoidal waveform, which is, in fact, the voltage vβ 

= cos( ) cos(2. . . )f t    , where f is the system frequency. The output signal of the PLL 

circuit is, then, read by the main controller, using the data acquisition board.  

Initially, the voltage in the high frequency bus is isolated and measured using voltage 

sensor LV 20-P. This voltage signal is sent to a comparator LM339, to convert the 

sinusoidal signal in a square wave signal, with TTL level, which is sent to the input pin 

PDI of the MAX038 (this pin demands an TTL level input). 

The MAX038 is used in the PLL function, with the internal phase detector. The 

selected output waveform is sinusoidal, which is obtained by making A1 = 5V and       

A0 = X. In the output of this chip, pin 19, the function cos(is obtained. Finally, an 
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operational amplifier is used (TL072), in an inverting summation configuration, with 

adjustable gains, for amplitude and offset adjustments. As a result, the output signal of 

this circuit the voltage vβ = cos( ) cos(2. . . )f t    , where f is the system frequency, 

with amplitude from -1 to +1, and with null offset. 

Figure 6.16 presents the block diagram of this system consisting of comparator, PLL 

and amplifier. Figures 6.17 to 6.19 present the individual circuits in details. The 

comparator circuit, using LM339AN is shown in Figure 6.17. Figure 6.18 presents the 

circuit of PLL, based on the integrated circuit MAX038CPP; and Figure 6.19 presents the 

amplifier circuit with gain and offset adjustments, using the operational amplifier 

TL072CP.  

 

 

Figure 6.16. Block diagram of the PLL circuit using MAX038. 

 

 

Figure 6.17. Comparator circuit using LM339. 

 

In the PLL circuit, as shown in Figure 6.18, the decoupling capacitors should be made 

of ceramic or of multi-layers; the resistors should have tolerance of 1%. Use of DIP 

socket for the MAX circuit is not indicated (maximum time of soldering of 10s, 

temperature of 300
o
C). The input signal should have TTL logic level; the output 
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waveform is selected by A0 and A1 (if A1=1, the output is sinusoidal, independent of 

A0); potentiometer P1 is used to define the fundamental frequency of the output signal; 

and potentiometer P2 is used to define the range of capture of the PLL circuit. 

 

 

Figure 6.18. MAX038 operating as a PLL circuit with sinusoidal output. 

 

 

Figure 6.19. Amplifier circuit with offset and gain adjustments. 
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In the circuit of Figure 6.19, the output signal is given by 

1 2

1 2

o f

ee
e R

R R

 
     

 
                      (6.15) 

Figures 6.20 represent results with the PLL circuit, for a sinusoidal input of 500 Hz, 

generated by the function generator. Figure 6.21 presents a picture of the developed 

circuit board, showing input/output connections and potentiometers for adjustments. 

 

 

Figure 6.20. PLL input and output signals for a 500 Hz sinusoidal input. 

 

 

Figure 6.21. Picture of the board developed for the PLL circuit. 
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6.1.2.4 PIC Microcontroller Circuit 

For the two HFAC sources, two PIC microcontroller circuit is used to generate PWM 

signals based on a table of duty cycle. It also generates the enabling signal for the source 

converters. The details of the software program will be given later in this chapter. Figure 

6.22 presents circuit diagram of the microcontroller, used for source PWM generation.  

 

 

Figure 6.22. PIC microcontroller circuit for source PWM generation. 

 

For the active filters, four PIC microcontroller circuits are developed; one each for 

shunt and series active filters for UPLC and UPQC. For each of these microcontroller 

circuits, a 8-bit digital number is sent from the PC to the microcontroller through the 

digital I/O board in PC. This number represents the value of duty for the PIC 

microcontroller. The master enable signal is also sent to the microcontroller by the analog 

enabling circuit. The PIC microcontroller then generates the PWM signal based on the 

duty cycle value. Additionally, it generates the enable signal for the active filter 

converters.  The details of the software program will be given later in this chapter.   
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Figure 6.23 represents the connections for the microcontroller, used for active filter PWM 

generation. The picture of this circuit along with the connections is shown in Figure 6.24. 

 

 

Figure 6.23. PIC microcontroller circuit for active filter PWM generation. 

 

 

Figure 6.24. Picture of the circuit board for the PIC in active filters. 
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6.1.2.5 Debouncing Circuit 

The debouncing circuit is developed to obtain a digital electronics on-off switch, 

which is insensitive to small variations in the analog inputs. It is basically a set-reset   

flip-flop circuit, whose inputs are coming from analog switches, Enable and Disable. 

The output of this electronic key is send to a digital input of the PIC microcontroller. The 

PIC program then uses the state of this input to enable or to disable the converter for the 

active filters. Figure 6.25 presents circuit diagram for the debouncing circuit, 

implemented using logic gates OR and NOT. 

 

 

Figure 6.25. Debouncing circuit implemented using logic gates OR and NOT. 

 

According to the converter circuit as discussed earlier, a logic level Low is required 

for the enabling of the converter. PIC microcontroller is used to generate this enabling 

logic signal for the converter circuit. The input to the PIC microcontroller comes from the 

debouncing switch output. According to this design, when the output of the debouncing 

switch (Out) is in logic level 0 (FALSE), PIC output is also 0 and the converter is 

enabled; and when this output is in logic level 1 (TRUE), PIC output is also 1 and the 
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converter is disabled. Pressing the analog switch Enable makes the debouncing output at 

Low logic level, thus enabling the converter. To disable the converter, it is required to 

press the key Disable that makes the debouncing output High. When the debouncing 

output is in low logical level (that is, the converter is enabled), the output LED is on.      

In Table 6.2 the different logic statuses based on the analog switches are shown. Figure 

6.26 presents a picture of the board developed for this circuit, showing the input/outputs 

connections, as well as the keys Enable and Disable. 

 

Table 6.2. Logic statuses based on analog switches. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.26. Picture of the circuit board developed for debouncing circuit. 
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6.1.3 Protection Circuits 

The main barrier for using the series compensator is the requirement for protection 

scheme since it cannot be protected with normal circuit breakers or power fuses. The 

previous works mainly concentrated on the protection of the series converter itself during 

the short circuit conditions of the power distribution system that causes larger currents to 

flow through the primary of the series transformer (distribution side), generating high 

voltages and currents in the secondary windings (series inverter side) and damaging the 

series converter. But for the Microgrid system, where the series converter is connected 

between the source and the loads, it is also important to protect the source converters 

from the possible malfunctioning of the control system that can cause high voltage at the 

secondary of the series transformer. A protection scheme consisting of two simple 

protection circuits is developed. The over-voltage protection for the source converter is 

achieved by the crowbar circuits using thyristors and zener diodes. Besides, an electronic 

circuit utilizing flip-flops, logic gates and comparator is designed to shut down the series 

converter in case of abnormal current conditions. 

 

6.1.3.1 Over-voltage Protection 

The over-voltage protection circuit as shown in Figure 6.27(a) operates on a very 

simple principle. Any malfunction in the series converter control causes high voltage 

across the transformer secondary winding (series converter side) which in-turn generates 

dangerous voltage across the primary windings (distribution side). When this voltage at 

the primary is greater than the positive threshold and/or less than the negative threshold, 

as set by the zener diodes, the voltage gets clamped to the preset level by the zeners. Also 

current flows through the zener causing respective thyristors to get triggered and a high 

instantaneous current that blows the fuse (shown in Figure 6.27 (b))  and disconnect the 

source converter from the rest of the circuit. The picture of the board developed for this 

circuit is given in Figure 6.28 showing the input/outputs connections. 
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Figure 6.27. Over-voltage protection for the source converter                                                                                       

(a) circuit diagram, (b) placement of protection in the distribution line. 

 

 

Figure 6.28. Picture of the board developed for over-voltage protection. 

 

6.1.3.2 Over-current Shutdown  

The over-current protection circuit as shown in Figure 6.29 utilizes the 

enabling/disabling of the gate driver. For the laboratory setup, the gate drivers IR2104 

from International Rectifier are used to trigger the MOSFETs. According to the design of 

the power boards, a low logic level signal from the PIC control circuit enables the gate 

drivers and that in-turn enables the converter. As described in the earlier sub-sections, the 

debouncing switch generates the enabling signal for the PIC program. The logic signal 
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low from this circuit denotes the enabling signal as shown in the “From ON/OFF 

debouncing switch” signal in Figure 6.29. 

 

 

Figure 6.29. Block diagram for over-current shut-down circuit. 

 

In the normal state of operation, debouncing switch signal is the one that controls the 

enabling of the series converter. But when the series converter current increases over the 

threshold value (as shown by Ref signals in Figure 6.29), the logic circuit generates a 

high logic signal which shuts down the series converter. Once shut down, the only way to 

start it again is to manually press the RESET switch. 

For the series converters for both the UPQC and UPLC, the maximum allowable 

current is set to  10A. The current sensor circuit is used to measure this current. The 

relation between input current to the current sensor and the output voltage is given by 

( 5).(2.0)p outI V             (6.16) 

Now, equation (6.16) is used to determine the reference values used for this circuit. 
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         (6.17) 

Given below in Figure 6.30, the circuit diagram for the over-current shutdown circuit.  

 

 

Figure 6.30. Circuit diagram for over-current shut-down circuit. 

 

This protection circuit is useful for the abnormal condition in the line, such as line 

fault that results in a large current requirement from the series converter. In general, for 

protection of AC circuits, the diode rectifier and comparator are used where it is assumed 
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that the converter current is symmetrical around zero. But for the cases, where the 

situation requires protection from different positive and negative peak currents, such 

circuit fails. One important advantage of the circuit shown here is that the threshold 

values for the positive and negative peak converter currents can be set individually. 

Figure 6.31 shows the picture of the board developed for over-current shutdown. 

 

 

Figure 6.31. Picture of the board developed for over-current shutdown. 

 

6.1.4 Relay Circuits 

For the each series active filter in the UPLC and UPQC, power relays are required 

across the series transformer primary windings (distribution side) in order to bypass the 

transformer when series converter is not enabled. This makes sure that the load gets 

voltage from the source when series converter is not operational. After the series 

converter is enabled, this relay is turned-off. Relays JW1AFSN-DC12V from Panasonic 

is used for this purpose. These relays require 12V DC supply to operate. The coil DC 
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current for this relay is 44mA, hence an LED is connected in series with the coil. In 

Figure 6.32 the circuit diagram for the relay is shown. 

 

 

Figure 6.32. Series transformer bypass relay circuit. 

 

There are also two power relays in the controlled and uncontrolled distribution lines. 

These relays are used for the added flexibility so that the Microgrid can disconnect from 

the utility grid if required. These relays require 5V DC supply to operate. The coil DC 

current for this relay is 80mA, hence an LED is connected in parallel with a current 

limiting resistor of 220Ω [78]. In Figure 6.33 the circuit diagram for the relay is shown. 

 

 

Figure 6.33. Distribution line relay circuit. 
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6.1.5 Picture of Hardware Setup 

In Figure 6.34, the picture of the hardware setup developed for the laboratory 

prototype is given showing important components. This picture is taken during the initial 

phase, a more detailed picture showing the complete setup with hardware, data 

acquisition, PC will be given later in this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 6.34. Picture of the laboratory hardware setup. 
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6.2 Hardware Interfacing 

As shown in Figure 6.1, a personal computer is used for the active filtering 

calculations. A PC is preferred over a DSP for the control as it offers increased flexibility 

in handling data and customizing and is easier to work with. The DOS program 

environment is chosen because of it is faster and simpler for real-time applications. In 

Windows, other programs and interrupts may conflict the controller and cause gaps in 

control calculations.  

PCI 4520 data acquisition board is used for the setup. This board has 8 differential 

input channels. For getting more channels, two similar PCI 4520 boards are incorporated 

into the system. The programs for DAQ board are written in Borland C++ in DOS 

environment.  

All the calculations for the active filters are done inside the computer. Delays are 

used to get the proper α-β values for the currents and voltages. The digital filters are 

implemented for getting harmonics components of the power. Calculations based on p-q 

theory then generate the reference compensating currents and reference compensating 

voltages. Based on these reference values and actual currents and voltages from the 

converters, controllers are implemented to get the duty cycle output from the computer.  

A digital I/O board, DIO96H is used to send the duty cycle values from the computer 

to the PIC. Utilizing the digital output instead of serial output ensures faster data 

transmission and the PIC controllers get the duty values as soon as they are calculated.  

 

6.2.1 DAQ Card 

The data acquisition card PCI 4520 manufactured by RTD, USA. The PCI4520 board 

turns the desktop PC into a high-speed, high-performance data acquisition and control 

system. The PCI 4520 DAQ card is shown in Figure 6.35. 
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Figure 6.35. PCI 4520 data acquisition card. 

 

Some important information about PCI 4520 is given below [79]. 

 12-bit, A/D with matched internal Sample and Hold  

 1.0 µs conversion time (1.0 MHz throughput) 

 8 differential, 16 single-ended analog input channels 

 Programmable input ranges:±5, ±10, or 0 to +10 volts  

 Programmable gains of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 & 128 

 1024 x 24-bit Channel-Gain Scan Memory with skip bit 

 Software, pacer clock & external trigger modes 

 Scan, burst & multiburst using the channel-gain table 

 16-bit programmable high speed sample counter and 16-bit delay counter  

 Two 12-bit, 5 μs digital-to-analog output channels with 200 kHz throughput  

 ±5, 0 to +5, ±10, or 0 to +10 volt analog output range, 5mA output current  

 Three 16-bit timer/counters available to user and on-board 8 MHz clock 

 

6.2.1.1 Interrupt Setup 

PCI4520 features a priority interrupt controller with interrupt-overrun protection. The 

controller can receive interrupt request from up to 15 sources. In this work, user 

timer/counter1 interrupt is used. This interrupt is generated on the ticks of user 
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timer/counter1 (i.e., when the counter counts down to zero).This interrupt gives the user a 

general-purpose means of measuring real time, frequency, or counting events. After the 

interrupt occurs, the program goes to the interrupt service routine and clears the interrupt. 

The calculations related to the p-q theory based active filters must be done at a fixed 

sampling rate. The sampling frequency for the data acquisition is set at 10 kHz, i.e. 

100μs. At the highest speed of operation, to scan 16 differential channels, it almost takes 

30μs for the data acquisition and A/D conversion. So to perform all the calculations and 

to save data in the hard drive, 70μs is allowed. To make sure the fixed sampling 

frequency, interrupt at 10 kHz is used. The user timer/counter1 is set at a rate of                      

(8MHz / CLOCK_DIVISOR) and the ‘CLOCK_DIVISOR’ is set to 800; thus the 

interrupt occurs at every 100μs. The function ‘NewISR’ is set up as the interrupt service 

routine. It runs every time an interrupt request is generated no matter what the computer 

is doing at that moment including writing data onto the hard drive. The processor returns 

to its previous operation only after completing the interrupt service routine. The NewISR 

function scans all the channels simultaneously, perform A/D conversions, do all the p-q 

calculations.  Given below a few lines of codes that show the interrupt setup. 

 

// Setup timer counter at a Rate of 8MHz / CLOCK_DIVISOR 

SetUtc1Clock4520 (BOARD, CUTC1_8MHZ); 

SetupTimerCounter4520(BOARD,TC_UTC1,M8254_RATE_GENERATOR, 

                                                      CLOCK_DIVISOR); 

// Clear board IRQ before setting up interrupts 

ClearITMask4520(BOARD,0xFFFF); 

ClearITOverrun4520(BOARD); 

// Set the Interrupt Service Routine and enable the appropriate IRQ channel. 

InstallCallbackIRQHandler4520(BOARD, NewISR ); 

// Set Board IRQ1 Source user timer/counter1 

SetITMask4520 (BOARD,  1 << IRQS_UTC1); 
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6.2.1.2 I/O Setup  

Though all the analog input signals in this work (current and voltage sensors) have a 

common ground, the single-ended input selection for the data acquisition causes 

unwanted noise for the input which in-turn corrupts the p-q calculations. The differential 

input mode is selected to obtain clearer input signals. For this application, 16 input 

channels to be scanned. As each PCI 4520 board supports only eight differential inputs, 

two PCI boards are used. The multi-board operation will be described in the next sub-

section. These inputs includes seven voltage measurements (Vs, Vc, VCap, Vhf, VLoad1, Vc1 

and VCap1); eight current measurements (is, iL, ic , ix, ihf, iLoad1, ic1 and ix1) and one cosine 

measurement (-cosθ).  

The voltage measurements coming from the voltage sensors and are within 5 V. 

Hence for those measurements input voltage ranges of 5 V are used. The current sensors 

add a 5V DC offset to its output, making the output values exceeding the +5V. Therefore, 

for the current measurements, input voltage ranges of 10 V are used. For the cosine 

measurement, 5 V range is fine. 

The analog outputs are set to be in range 5 V, no cycle and start on software. These 

analog output are not used directly to the system, but used for debugging purposes. 

Given next a few lines of codes showing the I/O setup. 

 

// Create an object to hold the table values for the AD conversion parameters 

ioctrl_t cscRow; 

// Clear the channel gain table before setting up the channels 

ClearCGT4520(BOARD); 

// Setup channel gain table to sample 8 inputs, differential, no gain 

for (CHAN= 0; CHAN < 4; CHAN++) 

{SetupCgtRow4520(&cscRow, CHAN, GAIN1, AIN_BIP5, NRSE_AGND, 

 _GND_DIFF, CGT_PAUSE_DISABLE, AOUT_BIP5, AOUT_BIP5,0); 
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 WriteCGTAnalog4520 (BOARD, *((uint16 *) &cscRow));} 

for (CHAN= 4; CHAN < 8; CHAN++) 

{SetupCgtRow4520(&cscRow, CHAN, GAIN1, AIN_BIP10, NRSE_AGND, 

 _GND_DIFF,CGT_PAUSE_DISABLE,AOUT_BIP10, AOUT_BIP10,0); 

 WriteCGTAnalog4520 (BOARD, *((uint16 *) &cscRow));} 

// setup both outputs to be +/- 5V no cycle, start on software 

SetupDAC4520(BOARD, 0, AOUT_BIP5, DAC_CYCLE_SINGLE, 

  DAC_START_SOFTWARE); 

SetupDAC4520(BOARD, 1, AOUT_BIP5, DAC_CYCLE_SINGLE, 

   DAC_START_SOFTWARE); 

 

6.2.1.3 A/D Conversion Setup  

Regardless of the conversion mode to be set up, it is required to start the program 

with a board initialization sequence. The initialization procedure clears all board 

registers, empties the Channel-Gain Table, resets the digital I/O chip and empties the A/D 

and D/A FIFOs. The Channel-Gain Table can be programmed with 1024 24-bit entries in 

tabular format. Sixteen bits contain the A/D channel-gain data (A/D Table), and 8 bits 

contain digital control data (Digital Table) to support complex channel-gain sequences. 

The A/D portion of the Channel Gain Table consists of the channel, gain, input range, 

input type, pause and skip bit information [79], [80].  

For this work, programmable burst mode is used. In this mode, a single trigger 

initiates a scan of the entire Channel-Gain Table. Before starting a burst of the Channel-

Gain Table, it has to be loaded with the desired data. Then the Channel-Gain Table is to 

be enabled. The burst trigger starts the Burst Clock and the Burst Clock initiates each 

conversion. Burst is used when one sample from a specified number of channels for each 

trigger is wanted. At high speeds, the burst mode emulates simultaneous sampling of 

multiple input channels. In this program, the pacer clock is setup at a rate of 100Hz and 
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the start and stop of the pacer clock is controlled by the software. The burst clock is set 

up to start on pacer clock at a rate of 1.25MHz. Finally the A/D conversion is set up to 

start on the burst clock. The pacer clock is started in the interrupt service routine. So at 

each interrupt, the pacer clock is started which in-turn starts the burst clock and the 

simultaneous channel scan occur. 

Finally the converted data is read by the program before the p-q calculations. Each 

12-bit conversion is stored in a 16-bit word in the sample buffer, in the A/D FIFO. 

Voltage values for each bit will vary depending on input range and gain. The formula for 

calculating voltage is, Voltage = ((input range / Gain) / 4096) x Conversion Data.  

For example, if the input is set for ±5V and the gain is 1, Actual Voltage = (10/4096) 

x Conversion Data. Similarly, if the input is set for ±10V and the gain = 1, the formula 

for calculating voltage is, Actual Voltage = (20/4096) x Conversion Data. 

Some sample codes that are used for the A/D conversion are given below. 

 

// Enable Analog part of CGT only 

EnableCGT4520(BOARD, CSC_CGT); 

EnableCGTDigital4520 (BOARD, CSC_LATCH); 

// Clear AD FIFO just in case 

ClearADFifo4520(BOARD); 

// Setup pacer clock at a rate of 100Hz to start and stop on software 

SetPacerClock4520(BOARD,PCLK_START_SOFTWARE,     

  PCLK_STOP_SOFTWARE, PCLK_REPEAT,     

  PCLK_INTERNAL, 100, 0); 

// Setup burst clock at a rate of 1.25Mhz to start on pacer clock 

SetupBurst4520 (BOARD, BCLK_START_PCLK, 1250000, 1); 

// Setup conversion select to start on the burst clock  

SetConversionSelect4520(BOARD, ADC_START_BCLK); 
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6.2.1.4 Multi-board Operation 

For this experiment, 16 differential channels for data acquisition is required. Each 

PCI board can only support 8 differential channels, hence two boards are used. The first 

board is set up to have all the control such as interrupt to run the real-time operation. The 

second board is used only to have more input channels.  

As the simultaneous channel scan is utilized, both the boards can be worked 

individually to acquire data and perform A/D conversion. In this program, the pacer clock 

for both the board is setup at a rate of 100Hz and the start and stop of the pacer clock is 

controlled by the software. The burst clock is set up to start on pacer clock at a rate of 

1.25MHz for each board. Finally the A/D conversion is set up to start on the burst clock 

for both the boards. The pacer clock for each board is started in the interrupt service 

routine. So at each interrupt, the pacer clock is started which in-turn starts the burst clock 

and the simultaneous channel scan occur. 

 

6.2.2 DIO Card 

After the p-q calculations, the controller for the PWM calculates the required duty 

values for the shunt and series active filters. These duty values are then send to the PIC 

microcontroller through digital I/O card PCI-DIO96H. Based on these duty values, the 

PIC microcontrollers then generate corresponding PWM for the respective active filter 

inverters.  

 

6.2.2.1 Description of PCI-DIO96H 

The PCI-DIO96H by Measurement Computing is a high-density, logic-level digital 

I/O board designed for the PCI-bus. It provides 96-bits of digital I/O. The I/O is 

organized into four 24-bit groups based on an 82C55 mode 0 emulation. Each 24-bit 

group is divided into three eight-bit ports labeled PORTA, PORTB and PORTC.   
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PORTC can be split into two four-bit nibbles; Port C-HI and Port C-LO. Each of these 

ports may be individually programmed as input or output [81].   

 All digital inputs are LSTTL. The output signals are buffered high output drive TTL. 

The digital output drivers are 74S244 chips that can sink 64 mA and source 15 mA. The 

input buffers are 74LS373 chips and have standard high input impedance of the 74LS 

series devices. On power up and reset, all I/O bits are set to input mode. To use the board 

to control items that must be OFF on reset, pull-down resistors are installed. Each board 

is equipped with open locations where user can install SIP resistor networks for either 

pull-up or pull-down.   

 The PCI-DIO96H board is completely plug-and-play, with no jumpers or switches to 

set. All board addresses are set by the board's plug-and-play software. Board 

configuration is controlled by the system's BIOS. The PCI-DIO96H card is shown in 

Figure 6.36. 

 

 

Figure 6.36. PCI-DIO96H digital I/O card. 

 

6.2.2.2 Digital Output Mode 

The PCI-DIO96H is used in the experimental setup to send data from the PC to the 

PIC hardware. As each of the output port can support 8-bit only, the duty values 

calculated in the Borland C++ program are scaled to 0 to 128. Then the register-level 

programming is used to send these data.  
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The I/O is organized into four 24-bit groups named as FIRSTPORT, SECONDPORT, 

THIRDPORT and FOURTHPORT. Now each of the port consists of three eight-bit ports 

labeled PORTA, PORTB and PORTC.   Each 24-bit port has a control register associated 

with it that defines the data direction (input or output) for the corresponding PORTA, 

PORTB and PORTC.  

For this work, four 8-bit ports are required for sending the digital output. Out of 12 

ports, the FIRSTPORTA, FIRSTPORTB, SECONDPORTA and SECONDPORTB are 

chosen. First the base address (BADR2) for the DIO board is obtained by using the 

software InstaCal provided by the manufacturer. Then the Table 6.3 is used to find the 

register maps [82]. 

 

Table 6.3. I/O registers for PCI-DIO96H. 
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In 8255 mode 0 configuration, each port can be configured for output, holding the 

data written to them. For example, to set all three of the FIRSTPORT ports (A, B, and C) 

to output mode, the value 80h is to be written to address BADR2 + 3. The first 

hexadecimal digit 8 comes from the fact that the port is used in mode 0 configuration and 

the last hexadecimal digit 0 denotes that all three ports (A, B, C) are in output mode. In 

Figure 6.37, the control register configuration for the FIRSTPORT for the example given. 

The same concept is used for the SECONDPORT to set up all its ports as the output port.  

  

 

Figure 6.37. Setting up all ports of FIRSTPORT as outputs. 

 

The base address (BADR2) for the PC used for the setup is EFA0h. Based on the base 

address, 80h is placed in BADR2+3 and BADR2+7 to make both FIRSTPORT and 

SECONDPORT as output ports. Now the data is written in the register address for the 

FIRSTPORTA, FIRSTPORTB, SECONDPORTA and SECONDPORTB. Whenever the 

data is present in these ports, the PIC Microcontroller receives them. In the main 

program, at each interrupt (at 100μs), the all the calculations are made and the duty 

values are stored in the register addresses for the DIO ports which are then accessible by 

the PIC microcontrollers. Some representative code for this operation is given next. 
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// Base address for DIO borad 

 int b_addr = 0xEFA0;  

// Configuration word for the DIO board 

int word = 0x80;       

// Configure First Port as the output 

outp(b_addr+0x03,word); 

// Output duty cycle for UPQC shunt PWM using 

// Port A of the First port of DIO board 

UPQC_Shunt = hfac_VARIABLES.Ic1_star_duty ; 

outp(b_addr+0x00,UPQC_Shunt); 

// Output duty cycle for UPQC shunt PWM using 

// Port A of the First port of DIO board 

UPQC_Series = hfac_VARIABLES.Vc1_star_duty ; 

outp(b_addr+0x01,UPQC_Series); 

// Configure Second Port as the output 

outp(b_addr+0x07,word); 

// Output duty cycle for UPLC shunt PWM using  

// Port A of the Second port of DIO board 

UPLC_Shunt = hfac_VARIABLES.Ic_star_duty ; 

outp(b_addr+0x04,UPLC_Shunt); 

// Output duty cycle for UPLC series PWM using 

// Port B of the Second port of DIO board 

UPLC_Series = hfac_VARIABLES.Vc_star_duty ; 

outp(b_addr+0x05,UPLC_Series); 
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6.3 Software Developments 

Two types of program codes are required for the HFAC Microgrid setup. The first 

software code is developed for the data acquisition, p-q calculations, generating duty 

cycle for the converters and for sending those calculated duty cycles to the PIC 

microcontroller. The second one involves the codes for PIC 18F452 to generate PWM 

waveforms for the source and active filter converters.  

 

6.3.1 Data Acquisition and Control 

The program for data acquisition, controller and digital output is written in Borland 

C++ in the DOS environment. This code utilizes the drivers and library for the PCI 4520 

card provided by the manufacturer. The basic setup codes for the PCI 4520 hardware 

such as interrupts, I/O and A/D conversion are already described in the previous section. 

Based on these, it is assumed that the different inputs that are required for the control 

calculations are available by the data acquisition card. The complete program code is 

given in the attached CD in Appendix C. 

 

6.3.1.1 HFAC Control Class 

A class is created for this project called ‘hfac_control’. This class is defined in files 

CONHFAC.H and CONHFAC.C as attached in Appendix C. This class initializes/holds 

all the variables required and performs all the calculations required to generate the new 

output PWM duty values for the active filter inverters. Various functions, that are 

required for the control calculations, are defined in this class. At each interrupt, the class 

acquired the new values for each input variables and then using the function 

next_time_calculator(), computes the new output values. The structure of the code 

written in this format creates modularity in the program where all the basic setup codes 
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are in the HFAC.C file and all the calculations related to the particular application are in 

the file CONHFAC.C. 

 

6.3.1.2 Development of P-Q Controllers 

For developing all the p-q based shunt and series active filter controllers, the elements 

that are required are the voltage-current inputs, delays to create α-β components, filters 

for finding the DC or AC components of powers. Two additional PI controllers are 

required for the UPLC series active filter to generate cq and cp . Details of all these 

controllers can be found in Chapter 3. In this sub-section, the UPQC shunt controller will 

be discussed to have an idea about the software implementation. The other active filter 

controllers is developed using the same programming logic. 

For the UPQC shunt controller, as shown in Figure 3.23, the inputs required are the 

intermediate supply bus voltage vhf and load bus current i Load1. After that, vhf is utilized to 

generate vhα and vhβ. In the experimental setup, , cos( )hv t   is already available from 

the PLL circuit. So the challenge is to find α component, which leads β component by 

π/2. For a 500 Hz system, the angle π/2 implies a time delay of 0.5 ms ( 1
4 f

, f is the 

frequency of the system). 

To create time lag between two inputs, data arrays are used in the software code. As 

the sampling frequency is fixed at 10 kHz for the input variables, the samples are 

obtained at each 100 μs. So a delay of 0.5ms represents 5 samples. 

1 100μsn nt t                         (6.18) 

0.5ms
5

100μs
d                                     (6.19) 

where tn denotes n-th time instant and d denotes delay in terms of number of samples. 
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Now, the relationship between vhα and vhβ can be described as 

,

, ,

,

sin( )
 delayed by 0.5ms

cos( )

h

h h

h

v t
v v

v t



 







 
  

  

                  (6.20) 

( ) ( 4)

, ,

n n

h hv v 

             (6.21) 

In words, the current value of vhα is the inverse of the vhβ value 4 samples earlier. The 

prefix (n) denotes the sample number. 

To implement the equation (6.21) in software, first a data array of length 5 is created. 

In that array, the first element denotes the current sample whereas the fifth element 

denotes the sample from 0.5 ms (i.e. 5 samples) earlier. Whenever a new sample comes, 

each element in the array is shifted one place to the right and the new sample occupies 

the first position.   

( ) ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4)

, , , , ,

n n n n n

h h h h hv v v v v    

      cos_t_input         (6.22) 

In equation (6.22), cos_t_input  denotes the array at n-th sampling instant. In this array, 

the current sample of ,hv  is stored along with four previous samples. Therefore, from 

equation (6.21), the following relations can be obtained. 

( )

, (1)n

hv   cos_t_input           (6.23) 

( )

, (5)n

hv   cos_t_input           (6.24) 

Given next the code samples that are used to generate the α-β components vhα and vhβ 

from the PLL signal. 
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// generation of array and its updating the array 

for (TEMP = 4; TEMP > 0; TEMP--) 

{  cos_t_input[TEMP] = cos_t_input[TEMP-1]; 

} 

cos_t_input[0] = cos_t_measured; 

// Finding alpha-beta components 

Beta   = cos_t_input[0]; 

Alpha  =-cos_t_input[4]; 

Vh_alpha  = Alpha; 

Vh_beta  = Beta; 

 

After the vhα and vhβ are obtained, the next important task is to find load current 

components in the way such that 1,Loadi  corresponds to iLoad 1 and ,1Loadi  corresponds to 

iLoad 1 delayed by 0.5ms. The same programming logic is used to generate delayed 

sample.  

( ) ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4)

1 1 1 1 1

n n n n n

Load Load Load Load Loadi i i i i      Iload1_input        (6.25) 

In equation (6.22), Iload1_input denotes the array at n-th sampling instant. Hence 

( )

, (1)n

hi   Iload1_input           (6.26) 

( )

, (5)n

hi   Iload1_input           (6.27) 

Given next the code samples that are used in the program. 

// UPQC shunt: Input calculations 

for (TEMP = 4; TEMP > 0; TEMP--) 

{ Iload1_input[TEMP] = Iload1_input[TEMP-1];} 
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Iload1_input[0] = Iload1_measured; 

Iload1_alpha     = Iload1_input[0]; 

Iload1_beta        = Iload1_input[4]; 

 

Now instantaneous powers are calculated as 

 
, , 1,

, , 1,

h h LoadL

h h LoadL

v v ip

v v iq

  

  

    
           

                                                                                  (6.28) 

The next interesting thing is to find the harmonic components of pL. The details of the 

digital filter implementation will be given in the next sub-section. Also in the 

experimental setup, a power loss component (pLoss) is calculated that helps to maintain the 

DC-link capacitor voltage. The calculation of pLoss is shown in Figure 6.38. 

 

 

Figure 6.38. DC-link capacitor voltage control. 

 

The reference compensating current for the shunt converter in the α-β coordinates can 

be calculated as 

*
, ,1,

* 2 2
, ,1, , ,

1 h hc L Loss

h hc Lh h

v vi p p

v vi qv v

 

   

     
       

     

                                                        (6.29) 

In the above equation, the compensation of the current harmonics and instantaneous 

reactive power is considered. After calculating the compensating reference current, in α-β 

coordinates, the resulting compensating current must be converted to a-b-c coordinates. 
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This component is defined only by the α-component, which is the one in phase with the 

load current. In this way, the reference current for the UPQC is calculated by: 

* *

1 1,c ci i 

         

   (6.30) 

Some sample program codes for p-q calculations and reference calculations are given 

below. 

 

// UPQC shunt: Power calculations 

Pl = Vh_alpha*Iload1_alpha + Vh_beta*Iload1_beta; 

Ql = -Vh_beta*Iload1_alpha + Vh_alpha*Iload1_beta; 

// UPQC shunt: Filters 

for (TEMP1 = 2; TEMP1 > 0; TEMP1--) 

{Pl_UPQC[TEMP1] = Pl_UPQC[TEMP1-1]; 

} 

Pl_UPQC[0] = Pl; 

output_Pl = LP50_UPQC*(0.000029*Pl_UPQC[0] + 0.000059*Pl_UPQC[1] 

     + 0.000029*Pl_UPQC[2] + 1.9846*UPQC_filter50_output[0] 

     - 0.9847*UPQC_filter50_output[1]); 

for (TEMP2 = 1; TEMP2 > 0; TEMP2--) 

{UPQC_filter50_output[TEMP2] = UPQC_filter50_output[TEMP2-1]; 

} 

UPQC_filter50_output[0] = output_Pl; 

Pl_osc = Pl - output_Pl; 

// UPQC shunt: Capacitor voltage control 

Vcap1_error = 30.0 - Vcap1_measured; 
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Acc_Vcap1_Er = Vcap1_error + Acc_Vcap1_Er; 

Ploss_UPQC = pro_UPQC_Cap*Vcap1_error + int_UPQC_Cap*Acc_Vcap1_Er; 

// UPQC shunt: Reference calculations 

Num = Vh_alpha*(Pl_osc - Ploss_UPQC) - Vh_beta*Ql; 

Den = Vh_alpha * Vh_alpha + Vh_beta * Vh_beta + 0.01; 

Ic1_star = Num/Den; 

 

6.3.1.3 Implementation of Digital Filters 

Designing the digital filters for isolation of the harmonic and DC power is important 

for the p-q calculations. For the experimental setup, a low-pass filter of 20Hz cut-off 

frequency is designed. This filter is used for all the active filter control. Though the 

simulation of UPLC shunt and series active filter shows 500Hz filters, the cut-off 

frequency are reduced for the real system to get rid of some unwanted disturbances 

originated from the sensor noises.  Besides, low-pass filter of cut-off frequency 2kHz is 

designed for reducing noise in the calculated compensating voltages vc and vc1. 

 

i) Low-pass filter 20Hz cut-off – For this purpose, digital low-pass Chebyshev Type I 

filter is used. Chebyshev Type I filters are equiripple in the passband and monotonic in 

the stopband. Type I filters roll off faster than type II filters, but at the expense of greater 

deviation from unity in the passband. Using ‘FDATOOL' from Matlab, and using the 

sampling frequency of 10kHz, the coefficients for the filter is determined. The selected 

filter is of 2nd order and the equation related to input-output is as follows 

1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2. . . . .n n n n n ny b x b x b x a y a y                (6.31) 
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where ny , 1ny  and 2ny   denotes the filter output at times t, t-1 and t-2. nx , 1nx  and 2nx   

denotes the input to the filter at times t, t-1 and t-2. The filter coefficients are given next 

in equation (6.32). 

1 2 3

2 3

0.000029; 0.000059; 0.000029

-1.9846; a 0.9847

b b b

a

   


  
       (6.32) 

The filter magnitude response is given in Figure 6.39 followed by the pole-zero plot 

in Figure 6.40. From the figures, it is clear that the filter is good for finding the DC-offset 

from the input signal and the filter is stable. 

  

 

Figure 6.39. Magnitude response of the 20Hz low-pass filter. 
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Figure 6.40. Pole-zero plot of the 20Hz low-pass filter. 

ii) Low-pass filter 2kHz cut-off – For this purpose, again digital low-pass Chebyshev 

Type I filter is used. Using ‘FDATOOL’ from Matlab, and using the sampling frequency 

of 10kHz the coefficients for the filter is determined. The selected filter is also of 2nd 

order and the filter coefficients are as follows 

1 2 3

2 3

0.0704225; 0.140845; 0.0704225

-1.19968; a 0.515739

b b b

a

   


  
       (6.33) 

 

iii) Software codes – The filter used in the UPQC shunt controller will be discussed to 

have an idea about the software implementation. The implementation of all other filters is 

similar. 

For the UPQC shunt active filter, the oscillating component is to be separated from 

the power pL. To achieve that, the DC-component of pL is first determined using the 20Hz 

low-pass filter and then it is subtracted from the pL.  

To implement the low-pass filter in software, two data arrays are created. The first 

data array is of length 3 and used to store the input values to the filter. In this array, the 

first element denotes the current input whereas the third element denotes the sample from 
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two time period earlier. Whenever a new sample comes, each element in the array is 

shifted one place to the right and the new sample occupies the first position.  The second 

data array is of length 2 and used to store the filter outputs; the current one and the 

previous one. 

( ) ( 1) ( 2)n n n

l l lp p p    Pl_UPQC            (6.34) 

( 1)_ _UPQC_filter50_output
n n

l loutput p output p                         (6.35) 

where, Pl_UPQC  denotes the input array. In this array, the current input sample lp is 

stored along with two previous samples. UPQC_filter50_output  denotes the output 

array. In this array, the current output _ loutput p is stored along with one previous 

sample.  

Finally, the equation (6.31) is implemented along with the coefficients from (6.32) 

and the input-output values. Some sample program codes for filter implementation are 

given below. 

 

// UPQC shunt: Filter Implementation 

// Creating input array 

for (TEMP1 = 2; TEMP1 > 0; TEMP1--) 

{Pl_UPQC[TEMP1] = Pl_UPQC[TEMP1-1]; 

} 

Pl_UPQC[0] = Pl; 

// Calculate the current filter output 

output_Pl = LP50_UPQC*(0.000029*Pl_UPQC[0] + 0.000059*Pl_UPQC[1] 

     + 0.000029*Pl_UPQC[2] + 1.9846*UPQC_filter50_output[0] 

     - 0.9847*UPQC_filter50_output[1]); 

// Update the output array 
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for (TEMP2 = 1; TEMP2 > 0; TEMP2--) 

{UPQC_filter50_output[TEMP2] = UPQC_filter50_output[TEMP2-1]; 

} 

UPQC_filter50_output[0] = output_Pl; 

// Find the oscillating component of Pl 

Pl_osc = Pl - output_Pl; 

 

 

6.3.1.4 Hysteresis Current Control for Shunt Converters 

To control the shunt active filter both in UPQC and UPLC, hysteresis current 

controllers have been used. For the UPQC shunt inverter, the hysteresis controller 

receives the reference current signal, which is actually the compensating current 

calculated by the p-q controller, *

1ci . It also gets the actual shunt converter current obtained 

from the measurement circuit, 1ci . Now, a hysteresis band (sometimes called as tolerance 

band) is created over the reference current signal. The controller works on a simple 

principle, when the converter current is greater than positive hysteresis band cpi ; it turns 

off the positive switches and turns on the negative switches in the H-bridge converter. 

Similarly, when the actual current is lower than the negative hysteresis band cni ; it turns 

on the positive switches and turns off the negative switches in the H-bridge converter. In 

Figure 6.41, the current from a hysteresis controller is shown. 
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Figure 6.41. Hysteresis current control. 

 

In Figure 6.41, The firm-blue line indicates the reference current *

1ci . The hysteresis 

band created here is shown by the dotted lines.  The equations for the upper and lower 

hysteresis band is given by 

*

1
2

cp c

h
i i


              (6.36) 

*

1
2

cn c

h
i i


              (6.37) 

where h denotes the hysteresis band width as shown in Figure 6.41.  

When the converter current is increasing (as shown by the red lines) and greater than 

cpi , the positive switches are turned off and negative switches are turned on, such that the 

current starts decreasing (as shown by the green lines). When this decreasing current 
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becomes smaller than cni , the positive switches are turned on and negative switches are 

turned off , so the current starts increasing.  

In general for hysteresis controller, the switching frequency is variable as the turning 

on-off for the switches depend on the rate of increase and decrease of the converter 

current. But for the experimental setup, the hysteresis controller generates the duty value 

for the PIC microcontroller, which then reads that value and generates PWM based on 

that duty value. The switches are controlled using fixed switching frequency, defined by 

the PIC program. So, even if the hysteresis controller output signal has a higher 

frequency, the actual switching frequency is controlled by the PIC program, which limits 

it and makes it constant.  

To implement the hysteresis control in the software, a simple comparator is 

developed in the software. When the converter current is greater than the positive 

hysteresis band, the duty value is set to minimum, which is 10, based on the PIC 

microcontroller switching frequency of 86 kHz. When the converter current is less than 

the negative hysteresis band, the duty value is set to maximum, which is 110. At 

switching frequency 86 kHz, duty value of 10 denotes the duty cycle of 8.6% whereas the 

duty value of 110 denotes the duty cycle of 95%. The hysteresis band width h  is set to 

15% of the maximum amplitude of the converter current.  

 

6.3.1.5 Voltage Control for Series Converters 

For the series active filters in UPQC and UPLC, a two loop control is implemented to 

generate actual converter voltage based on the reference compensating voltage. The 

controller uses the external voltage control loop and the internal current control loop. For 

the voltage control loop the voltage error is fed to a proportional controller and the 

resulting signal is added to the reference signal. The output of this loop is then compared 

to the corresponding converter output current. A PI controller uses the difference between 

these two signals to adjust the PWM duty value. This duty value is to be scaled between 
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10 to 110 before sending it to the PIC microcontroller switching at 86 kHz.  The block 

diagram for the voltage control is shown in Figure 6.42. The software implementation of 

the controller is simple. For PI controller, the actual error and accumulated error is 

calculated to generate PI output. 

 

 

Figure 6.42. Block diagram of voltage control for series converter. 

 

6.3.1.6 Graphical User Interface 

A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed in Borland C++ as shown in Figure 

6.43. It displays relevant data and has various options to control the program. The values 

that are displayed on the screen are the important input measurements and the output duty 

values. All the PI gains and the filter gains can be seen in the GUI. Data such as the 

power references, running time and sampling time are also available in the screen. Option 

for saving data in a user defined file is also included in the GUI. 
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Figure 6.43. GUI created for the HFAC Microgrid control. 

 

6.3.1.7 Real-Time Adjustment of Control Parameters 

In the main GUI as shown in Figure 6.43, there are various options to change the 

parameters of the controllers. Several sub-GUIs are created to help the user to change 

these parameters. The sub-GUIs are divided into groups such as, Set PI gains, Change 

filter gains, Change reference. To change a particular parameter, the user has to select the 

proper option that opens the corresponding sub-GUI related to that group. In that screen, 

the values of the current parameters are shown along with the options to change a 

particular value. Once the new data value is entered, it is immediately used.  Therefore 

the parameter values can be changed in real-time without resetting the controller. Given 

below, in Figure 6.44, one such sub-GUI that is used for changing PI controller gains. 
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Figure 6.44. Sub-GUI created for changing PI parameters. 

 

6.3.2 PIC Microcontroller  

The PIC microcontrollers in the experimental setup are used to generate PWM 

waveforms for the source converters as well for the active filter converters. For the 

source converter, a table of duty cycles is loaded into the PIC that is send to the source 

converter driver at a particular rate defined by the interrupts in the microcontroller to 

generate 500 Hz sine wave. For the active filter converter, the microcontroller reads a 

digital input coming from the computer to get the duty cycle value. Based on that duty 

cycle, it then generates the PWM waveform for the respective converter.  

The PCB designed for the PIC microcontrollers are discussed in section 6.1.2.4. For 

this application PIC18F452 is used. This is a high performance, enhanced flash, 

microcontroller with 10-Bit A/D and manufactured by Microchip. The flash memory 

helps to erase the previously written program electronically [83]. For the programming 

purposes, MPLAB IDE v7.40 is used. MPLAB IDE is a software program that runs on a 

PC to develop applications for Microchip microcontrollers. It is called an Integrated 

Development Environment, or IDE, because it provides a single integrated "environment" 
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to develop code for embedded microcontrollers [84]. The codes are written in C 

environment using MPLAB C18 C Compiler, Student Edition v3.02. The MPLAB C18 

compiler is a full-featured ANSI compliant C compiler for the PIC18 family [85]. 

Projects, compiler switches and linker customizations can be controlled completely 

within MPLAB IDE to provide a full graphical front end for this powerful compiler. 

An external high speed crystal is used as the oscillator for the PIC microcontroller. 

This crystal provides the input clock frequency of 10 MHz for the PIC. The configuration 

bit for the PIC is selected as ‘HS-PLL’, which enables the system clock of the 

microcontroller to operate at 4 times of the input clock frequency i.e. at 40 MHz. This 

system clock frequency is important for the calculations of PWM as will be given later. 

The compiled program is downloaded to PIC chip using PICSTART Plus module. 

 

6.3.2.1 Generation of HFAC Link 

In this program, a table of duty cycles is loaded into the PIC that is send to the source 

converter at a particular rate to generate 500 Hz sine wave. Given below are the 

calculations required to develop the program for HFAC PWM. 

Switching frequency = 83.3kHzswf                                (6.38) 

Sampling frequency = 25kHzsf           (6.39) 

From equation (6.38) and (6.39), the PWM time period is obtained as, 

1
12μspwm sw

sw

T T
f

             (6.40) 

From the PIC 18F452 datasheet, the relationship between pwmT  and period is 

4.( 1).( ).( 2 )pwm oscT period T TMR prescaler         (6.41) 
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For the oscillator mode chosen, system clock frequency (1/(40MHz)) 25nsoscT   and 

the timer2 prescaler is chosen as 2 4TMR prescaler  . Hence, from equation (6.41), the 

value of period is obtained as  

1 29
4.( ).( 2 )

pwm

osc

T
period

T TMR prescaler
           (6.42) 

The ratio of the chosen sampling frequency to the fundamental frequency (i.e. 500 

Hz) determines the number of points needed to have the sine wave for a complete time 

period. 

1

25kHz
50

500Hz

sf

f
              (6.43) 

That means, 50 points (or values) of duty cycle are required to get a complete period of 

sine wave of fundamental frequency 500 Hz. 

Now an auxiliary sine waveform F is fabricated that replicate the nature of the 500 

Hz sine wave to be generated. In this case, the goal is to generate a sine wave of 500 Hz 

polluted with the 15% third harmonics at 1500 Hz. The auxiliary waveform is given as 

1 1sin(2. . . . ) (0.15).sin(2. .3 . . )s sF f k T f k T           (6.44) 

where 1f  denotes the fundamental frequency; k = 1,…, 50 denotes the number of points; 

sT  denotes the sampling time; and 13 f  denotes the third harmonic frequency. 

Based on the parameters, equation (6.44) becomes 

sin(0.126 ) (0.15).sin(0.378 )F k k          (6.45) 

Now, from the PIC datasheet, the duty cycle of PWM in seconds is related to the 

value duty as 
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 ( ).( ).( 2 )pwm oscduty T TMR prescaler          (6.46) 

(%) 100%
pwm

pwm

pwmT


             (6.47) 

where pwm is the duty cycle in seconds; (%)pwm is the duty cycle in percentage. 

Combining equation (6.46) and (6.47), the relation between (%)pwm  and duty for the 

PIC is  

( ).( ).( 2 )
(%) 100% 100%

pwm osc
pwm

pwm pwm

duty T TMR prescaler

T T


          (6.48) 

Rearranging the terms of equation (6.48),  

(%)
.

100% ( ).( 2 )

pwm pwm

osc

T
duty

T TMR prescaler


                               (6.49) 

Based on equation (6.49), the relation between duty  and (%)pwm can be found as 

shown in Table 6.4. The maximum duty cycle is set to 92% instead of 100% to make sure 

that the power electronics switches have enough time between switching.  

Table 6.4. Relation between duty  and (%)pwm . 
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Now the relation between F and duty can be stated as; maxF corresponds to maxduty , 

minF corresponds to minduty and 0F  corresponds to mediumduty . As value of F varies 

sinusoidal between 1 , the relation can be written mathematically as, 

110 10
int 60 . int(60 50. )

2
duty F F

 
    

 
       (6.50) 

Finally, combining equation (6.45) with (6.50),  

int(60 50(sin(0.126 ) 0.15sin(0.378 )))duty k k          (6.51)  

where, int() denotes the integer part of the result enclosed in the parenthesis and               

k = 1,.., 50 denotes the number of points. 

Equation (6.51) is used to generate 500 Hz sine wave for the source bus. In this case, 

the voltage waveform is polluted with the 15% third harmonics at 1500 Hz. Besides, for 

the HFAC Microgrid, a 500 Hz clean voltage source is also required for the utility 

connection bus. For this source, the equation (6.51) needs to be slightly modified as 

int(60 50(sin(0.126 )))duty k             (6.52) 

The plot of duty values for both the harmonic and no harmonic cases are shown in 

Figure 6.45. 
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Figure 6.45. Duty cycle values to generate a 500Hz HFAC. 

 

In the PIC controller, the duty values are stored in a look-up table and the 

microcontroller changes the duty cycle at a constant rate and generate PWM based on 

them. As these values correspond to the particular sampling frequency of 25 kHz, it is 

very important to program the PIC in such that the sampling frequency at which the 

values are taken from the table is constant. To maintain the sampling frequency at 25 

kHz, Timer0 interrupt is used. In the main program, first the PWM duty value is obtained 

and the PWM is generated with this duty cycle and the program waits for the Timer0 

interruption. When Timer0 interrupt occurs, only then the program takes new duty value 

from the table and changes the duty cycle of the PWM accordingly.    

The Timer0 interrupt is generated when the TMR0 register overflows from FFFFh to 

0000h in 16-bit mode. This overflow sets the TMR0IF bit and the program goes to the 

interrupt service routine. The TMR0IF bit must be cleared in software by the Timer0 

module Interrupt Service Routine before re-enabling this interrupt. In the HFAC 

program, the number 65242 (FEDAh) is written in Timer0 which ensures that each 40μs 

(i.e. at 25 kHz frequency), the main program gets a new duty cycle value. The complete 

program is given in the attached CD in Appendix D. 
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6.3.2.2 PWM Generation for Active Filters 

This program reads a duty value from digital input port (PORTD) and used that value 

to define the PWM duty cycle. After reading this input, the program updates the PWM 

duty cycle to generate PWM to drive the H-bridge inverter. The digital input port 

PORTD is connected by hardware to the PCs digital output card, by which the PC sends 

the duty value to the PIC. There are four such PIC boards each connected to an     8-bit 

digital port of the DIO card. The outputs of these PIC microcontrollers are connected to 

the four active filter inverters, two for UPQC and two for UPLC. 

The switching frequency, that is PWM frequency, is set to 86 kHz. Using the 

equation (6.41), the period can be calculated as 

1
11.6μs

86kHz
pwm swT T             (6.53) 

For the system clock frequency (1/(40MHz)) 25nsoscT   and the timer2 prescaler is 

chosen as 2 4TMR prescaler  , 

1 28
4.( ).( 2 )

pwm

osc

T
period

T TMR prescaler
           (6.54) 

There is no need for the fixed sampling frequency as the duty values are only 

refreshed at every 100μs from the computer program that itself has the sampling 

frequency of 10 kHz. 

This program also generates the enabling signal for the inverter. The master enable 

signal from the debouncing switch or from the series protection circuit is connected to 

PORTB, bit 4 (RB4). Based on the state of this signal, the program generates the enable 

signal for the inverter. The complete program is given in the attached CD in Appendix D. 
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6.4 Complete HFAC Microgrid 

After discussing all the elements used for building the experimental setup, given in 

next three figures the overview of the complete system. In Figure 6.46, the block diagram 

for the control circuit is given. Then in Figure 6.47, block diagram of the power circuit 

along with measurement circuits are shown. Finally, in Figure 6.48 a detailed picture 

showing the complete experimental setup with hardware, data acquisition, PC is given. 

 

 

Figure 6.46. Block diagram of the control circuit for experimental setup. 
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Figure 6.47. Block diagram of the power circuit for experimental setup. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

This chapter presents the experimental results obtained from the laboratory prototype. 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the laboratory setup is built as closely as possible to follow 

the simulation setup. This gives a fairly good idea of what to expect from the 

experiments. There are several hardware components, as described in the previous 

chapter, for the complete setup that are tested first with the known inputs to check 

whether they are operating correctly. Then, data acquisition by the DAQ card and the 

DIO card are tested. Finally the software codes both for the PC and the PIC 

microcontrollers are tested. After all the components checked out fine, step by step 

procedure is followed for connecting different components together. First the open-loop 

tests are done for the source inverters to generate 500 Hz high frequency AC, followed by 

testing the shunt and series inverters to generate current and voltages based on the 

corresponding references.  After obtaining expected results from open-loop tests, the 

shunt and series active filters for the UPQC is integrated with the HFAC sources and 

loads and tests are done to check them individually. Finally both these active filters are 

tested simultaneously to verify UPQC operation. After successful UPQC implementation, 

the complete HFAC Microgrid system with UPQC and UPLC is tested to compare the 

experimental system with the simulation results. 

 

7.1 Preliminary Tests 

Open-loops tests are performed on the DC-AC converters for the HFAC source and 

the active filters. These tests provide a chance to debug the circuits or modify them for 

better performance in a safe manner. Based on the results, some parameters of the system 

such as inverter output filters, sampling frequency and switching frequency for the PWM 
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waveforms are decided. Gains of current and voltage sensors are also adjusted based on 

observed data and appropriate modifications are made to the system for compensating 

any error such as DC offset.    

 

7.1.1 HFAC Link Generation 

For generation of the HFAC link, a DC-AC converter and a PIC microcontroller are 

used. The output of the converter is first filtered by low-pass LC filter and then fed to the 

loads consisting of resistor and inductor. In the PIC microcontroller a table of duty cycles 

is loaded that is send to the source converter driver at a particular rate defined by the 

interrupts in the microcontroller to generate 500 Hz sine wave. After testing with 

different sampling frequencies and switching frequencies, the sampling frequency is 

chosen as 25 kHz and the switching frequency is chosen as 83.3 kHz. At these 

frequencies the output of the converter has less harmonics contents and the output voltage 

is stable around 500 Hz. In Figure 7.1, a screenshot from the oscilloscope is given 

showing the sampling frequency. 

 

  

Figure 7.1. Oscilloscope screenshot of PWM and sampling frequency. 
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With the sampling frequency of 25 kHz, the PWM duty cycle is changed based on the 

look-up table and this new duty cycle is send to the DC-AC converter. The voltage output 

from the converter is given in Figure 7.2.  

 

 

Figure 7.2. HFAC source voltage waveform. 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Frequency spectrum of HFAC source voltage. 

 

The frequency spectrum of the voltage waveform shows the presence of third 

harmonics in it as given in Figure 7.3. The amplitude of the third harmonics is 4.2V 

which is approximately 15% of the amplitude of the fundamental. This is expected; as for 
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the HFAC source the duty cycle are designed such a way that the output voltage should 

be polluted with 15 % third harmonics. In Figure 7.4, the converter current is shown. As 

expected, the current waveform is similar to the voltage waveform and is lagging the 

voltage waveform. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. HFAC source current waveform. 

 

7.1.2 Controlled PWM Generation 

The DC-AC converters shunt active filters for both the UPQC and UPLC works as 

current controlled voltage source inverters. For the experimental setup, a different 

method is used for the PWM calculations than that is described in Chapter 3 and used in 

simulations. In the simulation, carrier frequency based PWM calculations are used. But 

for the implementation difficulties for the high frequency carrier waves, a simple PWM 

generation scheme is used for the experiment. In this scheme, after p-q calculations are 

done, the reference compensating current and the actual compensating current are used to 

find the error between them. After that PI controller is used to find the duty cycle value. 

The generated duty cycle value is then sent to the PIC microcontroller to generate PWM 

for the converters.  
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For the test circuit, a 5V, 1500 Hz sine wave, generated by the signal generator, is 

used as the reference current waveform. Given below in Figure 7.5, the reference 

compensating current from signal generator and the actual compensating current 

generated by the shunt converter. It is evident from the figure that the actual current is 

tracking the reference current very well. 

  

 

Figure 7.5. Reference and actual currents of shunt converter. 

 

Similarly for series converters, voltage controlled voltage source inverters are 

implemented. A two-loop controller is developed in PC as discussed in Chapter 6. Given 

below in Figure 7.6, the reference compensating voltage from signal generator and the 

actual compensating voltage generated by the series converter. 

 

 

Figure 7.6. Reference and actual voltages of series converter. 
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7.2 UPQC Tests 

After the successful open loop tests, shunt and series active filters are incorporated to 

the HFAC system. First, shunt active filter is added to get rid of current harmonics in the 

system. Series active filter is included next to mitigate source voltage harmonics. After 

individual testing for these two filters, both of them are incorporated to have the complete 

filtering solution in form of UPQC.   

 

7.2.1 UPQC Shunt Active Filter 

The UPQC shunt active filter is integrated in the system to mitigate load current 

harmonics and to compensate reactive power, in a way that the total current coming out 

of the intermediate supply bus is harmonic-free and in phase with the fundamental source 

voltage, resulting in a unity power factor. The details of the shunt active filter can be 

found in Chapter 3.  

For the experimental setup, all the calculations based on the p-q theory, are done 

inside the computer which then generates the reference compensating current for the 

shunt active filter. Based on these reference values and actual current the converters, 

controllers are implemented to get the duty cycle output from the computer. This duty 

cycle is then used by the converter to generate actual compensating current. 

 

7.2.1.1 Test System 

In the HFAC Microgrid, UPQC is used in the uncontrolled transmission line between 

the intermediate supply bus and the load bus. Hence a part of the complete HFAC system 

is utilized for testing the shunt active filter. The block diagram of the power circuit is 

shown in Figure 7.7. The source bus consists of the HFAC voltage generator as discussed 

earlier. The shunt active filter converter is shown in Figure 7.8. For the test, a DC voltage 

source in parallel with a large capacitor is used in the DC-link of the shunt converter. 
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Figure 7.7. Block diagram of the power circuit for shunt UPQC test. 

 

 

Figure 7.8. Shunt UPQC DC-AC converter with DC source. 

 

7.2.1.2 Results 

Two experimental studies are made, one with non-linear loads in the load bus and the 

other with a parallel combination of linear and non-linear loads in the load bus. 

  

i) Non-linear load – In the load bus non-linear loads are connected consisting of a series 

connection of a diode, 0.2mH inductor and 10Ω resistor. The load current in the load bus 

( 1Loadi ) and the source current from intermediate supply bus ( hfi ) are shown in Figure 7.9.  
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Figure 7.9. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus, (b) source current from the 

intermediate bus. 

 

From Figure 7.9, it can be observed that the load current is half-wave rectified 

waveform, having a DC offset and harmonics. The shunt active filter in UPQC is working 

very well to eliminate the DC offset and mitigate the harmonics so that the current 

coming out of the intermediate supply bus is sinusoidal. The noises in the waveforms are 

due to supply and sensor noises.  

 

ii) Non-linear and linear load – In the load bus a parallel association of non-linear loads 

(composed of a series connection of a diode, a 10Ω resistance and a 0.2mH inductance) 

and a linear load (a 15Ω resistance) is connected.  

The load current in the load bus ( 1Loadi ) and the source current from intermediate 

supply bus ( hfi ) are shown in Figure 7.10. From Figure 7.10(a) it is evident that due to 

the parallel combination of linear and non-linear loads, the load bus current is distorted 

and also has a 1A DC offset in it. The shunt active filter eliminates the DC offset as well 

as mitigates the load current harmonics as evident from Figure 7.10(b). 
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Figure 7.10. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus, (b) source current from the 

intermediate bus. 

 

 

Figure 7.11. Compensating current generated by UPQC shunt converter. 

 

In Figure 7.11, the actual compensating current generated by the shunt active filter 

converter is shown. This waveform is taken from the DAQ output to test that the analog 

output of the data acquisition of the DAQ card is working properly. But due to resolution 

error in conversion from digital to analog by data acquisition card, the waveform is very 

noisy as can be observed in the figure. 
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7.2.2 UPQC Series Active Filter 

The UPQC series active filter is integrated in the system to mitigate source voltage 

harmonics so that the voltage at the load bus is harmonic free. This is very important 

while connecting sensitive loads to the load bus. The details of the series active filter can 

be found in Chapter 3.  

Again in the experimental setup, all the calculations based on the p-q theory, are done 

inside the computer which then generates the reference compensating voltage for the 

series active filter. Based on these reference values and actual voltages the converters, 

controllers are implemented to get the duty cycle output from the computer. This duty 

cycle is then used by the converter to generate actual compensating voltage. 

 

7.2.2.1 Test System 

The block diagram of the power circuit used in series active filter is shown in Figure 

7.12. The source bus consists of the HFAC voltage generator as discussed earlier. The 

series active filter converter is shown in Figure 7.13. The transformer turns ratio is 2:1 

from the PWM side to HFAC Microgrid side. Also for this test, a DC voltage source in 

parallel with a large capacitor is used in the DC-link of the series converter. 

 

 

Figure 7.12. Block diagram of the power circuit for series UPQC test. 
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Figure 7.13. Series UPQC DC-AC converter with DC source. 

 

7.2.2.2 Results 

For this test, the HFAC source is used in the source with 500 Hz frequency. The duty 

cycle for the source PWM is generated in such a way that the voltage waveform has 15% 

third harmonics in it. This source voltage supplies a linear load consisting of 10Ω 

resistance and 0.2mH inductance. Therefore the load current is similar to the voltage 

waveform and does not have any additional harmonics generated by the load itself. 

 

 

Figure 7.14. HFAC source voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 
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In Figure 7.14(a), the HFAC the source voltage waveform is given. The DC link for 

the source is set at 25V and the peak amplitude for the source voltage is 15V, which gives 

the modulation factor (m) as 0.6. The frequency spectrum for the source voltage is given 

in Figure 7.14(b). It is evident from this figure that the amplitude of third harmonic 

voltage is 2.2V which is approximately 14.6 % of the fundamental voltage amplitude     

of 15V. 

 

 

Figure 7.15. Load voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

The series active filter injects the compensating voltage through the connection 

transformer so that the source voltage harmonics is mitigated. The voltage at the load bus 

is shown in Figure 7.15. From the frequency spectrum it is evident that the third 

harmonic amplitude reduces to 0.9V, which is approximately 6% of the fundamental 

amplitude. Though the ideal system should mitigate all the voltage harmonics, but due to 

the noise in the actual system causes some imperfections in the p-q calculations which in 

turn deteriorate the compensating waveform. Still the reduction in the voltage harmonics 

is almost 60% which is significant considering these imperfections.  
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7.2.3 UPQC with Shunt and Series Active Filter 

After successful individual operation of both the shunt and series active filter, as 

shown in the previous sub-sections, next task is to combine both of them in form of 

UPQC. The series active filter in UPQC mitigates source voltage harmonics so that the 

voltage at the load bus is harmonic free. Besides, the load current harmonics and reactive 

power is compensated by the shunt active filter. The details of the UPQC can be found in 

Chapter 3.  

 

7.2.3.1 Test System 

The block diagram of the power circuit used in UPQC is shown in Figure 7.16. The 

source bus consists of the HFAC voltage generator which generates 500 Hz voltage along 

with 15% third harmonics. The source bus is connected directly to the intermediate 

supply bus. Hence the voltage at this bus ( hfV ) is same as the source bus voltage and will 

be called as source voltage for the discussions in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 7.16. Block diagram of the power circuit for UPQC test. 

 

 In the UPQC, the shunt and series active filter converters are connected back-to-

back, with a common DC link as shown in Figure 7.17. In the DC bus, a single capacitor 
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is connected and the voltage control for this capacitor is incorporated in the shunt active 

filter calculations as discussed in Figure 6.38.  

 

 

Figure 7.17. UPQC shunt and series converters with common DC link. 

 

7.2.3.2 Sequence of Enabling Converters 

From the simulation it is found that proper sequence is to be followed for reliable 

operation of UPQC while turning on the series and shunt converters. A bypass relay 

across the transformer primary winding (distribution side) is needed for operation of the 

circuit when the series converter is disabled. The circuit diagram for this relay is given in 

Figure 6.32 in the previous chapter. 

 It has been observed that, at start the series bypass relay should be ON to make sure 

that the load is getting the voltage from the HFAC source. After that, shunt converter is to 

be enabled so that the DC-link capacitor is charged to a preset reference value. Then the 

series converter is to be enabled and finally the bypass relay should be turned off to make 

the UPQC fully operational.  
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7.2.3.3 Results with PI Current Control 

For this experiment the source voltage amplitude is 15V. In the load bus a parallel 

association of non-linear loads (composed of a series connection of a diode, a 10Ω 

resistance and a 0.2mH inductance) and a linear load (a 15Ω resistance) is connected.  

 

 

Figure 7.18. HFAC source voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

In Figure 7.18(a), the HFAC the source voltage waveform is given. The frequency 

spectrum for the source voltage is given in Figure 7.18(b).  

 

 

Figure 7.19. Load voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 
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The voltage at the load bus is shown in Figure 7.19. From the frequency spectrum it is 

evident that the third harmonic amplitude reduces to 1V, which is approximately 50% of 

source voltage harmonics denoting effective series active filter operation.  

 

 

Figure 7.20. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus, (b) source current from the 

intermediate bus. 

 

From Figure 7.20(a) it is evident that the load bus current is distorted and also has a 

DC offset in it. The shunt active filter eliminates the DC offset as well as mitigates the 

load current harmonics as evident from Figure 7.20(b). 

From the figures, it is evident that the active filters are reducing both the voltage and 

current harmonics. But there is a decrease in the amplitude of the fundamental voltage. 

Comparing Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19, it is evident that the load voltage amplitude is 

almost 13% lower than the source voltage. This load voltage drop is significant, hence 

should be eliminated. 

 After careful observation, it has been found that the cause of the problem lies in the 

current controller. As the shunt active filter maintains the DC link capacitor voltage, the 

current controller is very important to have a sustained DC link voltage for the series 

converter. It has been observed that the PI based current controller is not working 

properly without the active DC voltage source in the DC link.  
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To justify this observation a voltage source is connected in parallel to the DC link 

capacitor. It has been found that 15V DC from this source is sufficient to maintain the 

DC link voltage and therefore the voltage drop in the load voltage is not present anymore 

as shown in Figure 7.21. Though it solves the problem, it is not a good solution for the 

problem as the use of a DC voltage source will increase the system cost. So in the next 

section a different current controller is implemented that provides a better current control 

without any DC voltage source. 

 

 

Figure 7.21. Load voltage with new DC link (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

7.2.3.4 Results with Hysteresis Current Control 

The hysteresis current control is an effective technique for the DC-AC converters to 

obtain the output current based on the reference current. For the UPQC shunt converter, 

the hysteresis controller receives the reference current signal, which is actually the 

compensating current calculated by the p-q controller, *

1ci . It also gets the actual shunt 

converter current obtained from the measurement circuit, 1ci . Based on these two signals 

it calculates the duty cycle and send it to the converters, so that the converter output 

current follows the reference current. 
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i) Low HFAC voltage - For this experiment the source voltage amplitude is 15V. In the 

load bus non-linear loads are connected consisting of a series connection of a diode, 

0.2mH inductor and 10Ω resistor. 

The HFAC source voltage given in Figure 7.22 along with its frequency spectrum. 

This voltage has the third harmonics which is mitigated by the series active filter so that 

the load bus voltage is clean as shown in Figure 7.23. 

 

 

Figure 7.22. HFAC source voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 7.23. Load voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum. 
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The load current is shown in Figure 7.24(a). The load current is the half-wave 

rectified waveform having DC offset and harmonics. The shunt active filter mitigates the 

load current DC offset and harmonics as shown in Figure 7.24(b).   

 

 

Figure 7.24. Profiles for (a) load current in the load bus, (b) source current from the 

intermediate bus. 

 

The shunt active filter also compensates the reactive power. Though the load current 

is lagging, the current coming out of the supply bus is in phase with the voltage as shown 

in Figure 7.25.  

 

 

Figure 7.25. Phase relations between voltage and currents. 
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The screenshot taken from the oscilloscope is given in Figure 7.26 showing the 

source voltage in first channel and the load voltage in second channel. These signals are 

taken at the output of the voltage sensors whose gains are (1/50). It is clear from this 

screenshot that the voltage harmonics are significantly reduced in the load voltage 

compared to the source voltage. 

 

 

Figure 7.26. Screenshot of the voltages taken from oscilloscope. 

 

In the screenshot given in Figure 7.27, the load current is shown in first channel and 

the source current is in second channel. The currents are taken after current sensors that 

have DC offsets of 5V and gains of (1/1.6). Again it is clear that the DC offset and 

harmonics present in the load current is mitigated by the shunt active filter in such a way 

that there is no DC offset in the source current along with less harmonics. 
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Figure 7.27. Screenshot of the currents taken from oscilloscope. 

 

ii) High HFAC voltage - For this experiment the source voltage amplitude is 35V. In the 

load bus non-linear loads are connected consisting of a series connection of a diode, 

0.2mH inductor and 10Ω resistor. 

 

 

Figure 7.28. Screenshot of the voltages taken from oscilloscope. 
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Figure 7.29. Frequency spectrum of (a) source voltage, (b) load voltage. 

 

The oscilloscope screenshot for HFAC source voltage (first channel) and load voltage 

(second channel) are given in Figure 7.28. It is evident from this screenshot that the 

voltage harmonics are significantly reduced and series active filter is working perfectly 

for this high voltage. From the frequency spectrum, given in Figure 7.29, it is clear that 

the third harmonics is eliminated from the source voltage by the series active filter. 

 

 

Figure 7.30. Screenshot of the currents taken from oscilloscope. 
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Figure 7.31. Frequency spectrum of (a) load current, (b) source current. 

 

In the screenshot given in Figure 7.30, the load current is shown in the first channel 

and the source current is in the second channel. The currents are taken after current 

sensors that have DC offsets of 5V and gains of (1/1.6). From the frequency spectrum of 

the currents given in Figure 7.31, it is evident that the shunt active filter eliminates the 

DC offset and mitigates the harmonics. 

The actual compensating current is shown in Figure 7.32(a) and the compensating 

voltage is shown in Figure 7.32(b).  

 

 

Figure 7.32. (a) Compensating current, (b) compensating voltage. 
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Figure 7.33. Reference and actual DC link capacitor voltage. 

 

The DC link capacitor voltage is filtered and is shown in Figure 7.33 along with the 

reference capacitor voltage. The reference is set at 35 V as this voltage is sufficient for 

the active filters to operate. It is clear from this figure that the capacitor voltage is 

following the reference very well. 

 

7.3 HFAC Microgrid with UPLC and UPQC 

The final step for the HFAC Microgrid experiment is to implement the UPLC along 

with the UPQC as described in previous sections. This is the most complicated part of the 

experimental setup as all the active filters are put together along with the HFAC sources 

and the loads. Though several test results are shown in the previous section, it has to be 

made sure that the UPQC works with the complete Microgrid system. Therefore first of 

all the UPQC tests are done again with the new power circuit. Then the UPLC operations 

are experimentally verified. Shunt active filter is tested for the harmonic mitigation 

whereas the series active filter is tested for power flow control. 
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7.3.1 Test System 

In Chapter 6, the complete laboratory Microgrid system is discussed in details. In 

Figure 6.46, the block diagram for the control circuit is shown along with the block 

diagram of the power circuit in Figure 6.47.  

The Source1 in the power circuit is the HFAC source converter which generates 

500Hz voltage along with 15% third harmonics. In the utility connection bus, Source2 is 

connected which is another HFAC source converter but without any harmonics.   

In the load bus non-linear loads are connected consisting of a series connection of a 

diode, 0.2mH inductor and 10Ω resistor. In the utility connection bus a diode bridge is 

connected through a 0.5mH inductance. The output of the diode bridge is then connected 

to a parallel combination of 10Ω resistor and 1μF capacitor. 

All other power circuit parameters, such as commutation resistors and inductors, 

filters, transformers, DC link capacitors are given in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7.  

For each series active filter in the UPLC and UPQC, power relays are used across the 

series transformer primary windings (distribution side) in order to bypass the transformer 

when series converter is not enabled. This makes sure that the load gets voltage from the 

source when series converter is not operational. After the series converter is enabled, this 

relay is turned-off. 

There are also two power relays in the controlled and uncontrolled distribution lines. 

These relays are used for the added flexibility so that the Microgrid can disconnect from 

the utility grid if required. 

 

7.3.2 Sequence of Operation 

Initially the two relays in the controlled and uncontrolled distribution line are to be 

turned off to separate the two sources, one in the source bus and another in the utility 

connection bus. The two bypass relays for each of the series active filters are to be turned 

on so that the loads get supplies when series active filters are not operating. The two 
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sources are then activated. After observing that both the sources are working fine, the 

relays in the controlled and uncontrolled distribution line are to be turned on, to connect 

source bus to the utility bus. There is no particular sequence for turning on the UPQC and 

the UPLC. But for each of them, the shunt converter is to be turned on first to make sure 

that the capacitor voltage builds up. Then the series converter is to be enabled and finally 

the bypass relay should be turned off to make the active filter fully operational.  

 

7.3.3 HFAC Sources 

The voltage waveforms and the corresponding frequency spectrum for the sources are 

given in Figure 7.34 and Figure 7.35. For this experiment, the two sources are operating 

separately as the relays in the distribution lines are turned off. 

 

 

Figure 7.34. Source1 voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum 

 

 

Figure 7.35. Source2 voltage (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum 
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7.3.4 UPQC in HFAC Microgrid 

As the addition of UPLC requires several changes in the power circuit and inclusion 

of an additional power source, it is necessary to verify the UPQC operation first before 

proceeding to the UPLC experiments. The detailed discussion of results for the UPQC is 

given in the previous sections, hence in this section only a couple of screenshots of the 

voltages and currents are given to show their operation. 

 

 

Figure 7.36. Screenshot of voltages taken from the oscilloscope 

 

In Figure 7.36, the first channel of the oscilloscope shows the voltage at the 

intermediate supply bus before the compensation. The load bus voltage is shown in the 

second channel after compensation. These waveforms are taken after voltage sensors with 

a gain of (1/50). It is evident that the series active filter mitigates the source voltage 

harmonics. In comparison to the screenshot given in Figure 7.26, the voltage waveforms 

have some additional noises. This is due to the fact that several new connections are 
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made and there is a possibility to have a small amount of ground current circulating 

between the converters creating these noises.  

 

 

Figure 7.37. Screenshot of currents taken from the oscilloscope 

 

The first channel in the oscilloscope screenshot, in Figure 7.37, shows the load 

current waveform in the load bus. It is the half wave rectified waveform as expected. The 

current coming out of the intermediate supply bus is shown in the second channel. The 

currents are taken after current sensors that have DC offsets of 5V and gains of (1/1.6). It 

can be observed that the shunt active filter is working perfectly to mitigate the load 

current harmonics. Again, comparing to the screenshot given in Figure 7.27, additional 

noises can be seen. These noises can be attributed to the noises present in the voltage 

waveforms as can be seen in Figure 7.36 and as discussed earlier. 

In conclusion, it is clear from these two screenshots that both the shunt and series 

active filter in the UPQC is operating very well in the complete HFAC structure.  
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7.3.5 UPLC Shunt Active Filter 

In the Microgrid structure, utility connection bus is used to connect Microgrid with 

the utility through frequency changing bi-directional converter such as matrix converter. 

Therefore inevitably the current coming from this bus has current harmonics. For the 

laboratory experiment, the utility grid and inverter are represented by the parallel 

association of a clean HFAC voltage source and loads constituting a diode bridge, an 

inductance, a resistance and a capacitance. The harmonics present in the utility bus load 

current (IL) is mitigated by the UPLC shunt active filter so that the source currents are 

harmonic free.  

Give below in Figure 7.38, the screenshot for the current from Source1 and the utility 

load current. The frequency spectrum of the currents is shown in Figure 7.39. A load 

disturbance is created for short duration, as can be seen in the utility load current, to 

observe its effect in the source current. The currents are taken after current sensors that 

have DC offsets of 5V and gains of (1/1.6). 

 

 

Figure 7.38. Oscilloscope screenshot of source current and utility load current. 
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Figure 7.39. Frequency response of (a) utility load current, (b) source1 current. 

 

It can be observed from Figure 7.38 and Figure 7.39 that the source current has 

considerably less DC offset and harmonic pollution in it compared to the utility load 

current. Considering that the source is supplying both the non-linear load in load bus and 

utility connection bus, such a small amount of harmonics in the source bus current clearly 

indicates that the shunt active filters both in UPLC and UPQC are doing great job in 

mitigating the higher order harmonics from the source currents. 

 

 

Figure 7.40. Phase relations between source1 voltage and current. 
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Another interesting fact is that, though the reactive power flow through the controlled 

distribution line can be controlled by series UPLC, that reactive has no effect in the 

source current, it is generated by the UPLC series converter. As the shunt UPQC 

compensates the reactive power due to loads in the load bus and shunt UPLC 

compensates the reactive power due to utility loads in the utility connection bus, no 

reactive power generation from the sources is required. Therefore, the source current is in 

phase with the source voltage as shown in Figure 7.40. 

 

7.3.6 UPLC Series Active Filter 

The UPLC series active filter in the HFAC Microgrid controls the active and reactive 

power flow from the source bus to the utility connection bus through injection of a series 

compensating voltage in the controlled distribution line. The experimental results for this 

part are not satisfactory. Given below in Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42, a couple of 

oscilloscope screenshots showing active (channel 1) and reactive power (channel 2) flows 

in the controlled distribution line. 

 

 

Figure 7.41. Oscilloscope screenshot of power flow in controlled distribution line. 
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Figure 7.42. Another screenshot of power flow in controlled distribution line. 

 

In the first case, the reference reactive power is made constant whereas the active 

power reference is changed in step from a positive value to a higher positive value. 

Though from Figure 7.41, it can be seen that the actual power is following the trend, but 

it has been observed that the magnitude of the actual powers are much smaller than the 

reference powers. The same problem is observed in the second case, when the active 

power reference is changed in step from negative to positive as shown in Figure 7.42. 

The complicated structure of the UPLC control makes it very hard to debug this 

problem. The power flow depends on the current (Is) in the controlled distribution line. 

This current is generated by the difference between the voltage at the utility connection 

bus and the voltage in the line after series active filter injection. Now the injection of 

UPLC series active filter voltage depends on several important factors; the DC link 

voltage for series converter, the compensating voltage calculated by p-q theory and the 

PWM controller for the series converter. The circular nature of the control structure 

makes it impossible to debug small parts at a time. For example, if the problem lies in the 

PWM controller, it can not be detected separately as the generated voltage due to the 
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incorrect PWM generates a wrong current in the distribution line, which in turn produces 

incorrect power calculations causing wrong reference values for the PWM controller. 

Besides, the p-q based power flow controller is itself very complicated due to the 

cross-relationship between the power error and the generated control signal. The error in 

the active power (difference between the reference and actual active power) generates a 

signal after PI controller that is added to the reactive power signal. Similarly, the error in 

the reactive power generates a signal after PI controller that is added to the active power 

signal. Therefore it is very hard to tune those PI controllers even in the simulation where 

most of the devices are ideal without having losses, time delays, sensor noises and data 

acquisitions. 

The DC link voltage is also very hard to maintain in the closed loop UPLC system. 

Though there is a built-in voltage controller in the shunt p-q calculations, as described in 

Figure 6.38, it is good up to a certain level. A wrong p-q calculation leads to a high 

reference compensating voltage which draws more current from the DC link capacitor 

thus decreasing the DC link voltage. The shunt active filter then tries to compensate that 

drop by increasing the current reference. But with lower DC link voltage, it is not 

possible for the hysteresis current controller to generate actual current based on that high 

reference current. 

Based on careful observations, it is found that the calculated power values in the p-q 

based series active filter controller are significantly lower. To overcome that problem, if 

the gains in the power flow PIs are increased, that leads to a high compensating voltage 

which lowers the DC link voltage significantly. The PI controllers for the PWM voltage 

controller is then unable to generate the voltage required for injection in the controlled 

distribution line and hence the power flow controllers are never been able to maintain the 

desired power flows. 

One possible solution for this problem is to add a active DC voltage source in parallel 

to the DC link capacitor so that a constant voltage level is maintained. This is a 

temporary solution for the problem. In the present scheme used for experimental setup, 
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there is no option to control the modulation factor. The different PWM schemes, such as 

the carrier based PWM or space-vector PWM, can be tested for the series inverter to find 

if the improved modulation factor can help to generate the higher actual compensating 

voltage for a particular DC link voltage. Finally, it is very tedious to deal with all those PI 

controllers in power flow control and in PWM control. Hence it requires significant trial-

and-error to adjust all those controller gains to come up with a working controller. 

 

7.4 Discussion of Experimental Results 

The main goal for all these experimental studies is to validate the importance of the 

HFAC Microgrid with active filtering. The simulation results in Chapter 5 have already 

shown that the single phase HFAC Microgrid is as an exciting step towards integration of 

renewable energy sources in a distributed generation system. The successful 

implementation of HFAC Microgrid with adequate power flow and power quality control 

based on the single phase p-q theory ensures the best utilization of the sources.   

But in simulation, many simplifying assumptions are typically made such as ideal 

power electronic devices, lossless distribution lines and no sensor noises. Therefore it is 

extremely important to build a laboratory prototype to observe the real-world 

implementation of the proposed system. Though the experimental system is built as close 

as possible to the simulated system, several additional factors are present in the 

experimental setup. The PWM generation is different in the experimental setup than that 

in the simulation. There is significant line inductance present in the high frequency 

operation. The sampling frequency used in the experiment is only 10 kHz which in turn 

affects the p-q calculations and the PI controllers. There are DC offsets and noises in the 

sensor readings. Finally the high frequency transformers are different than the simulation. 

With all these additional factors, it can be assumed that there will be some difference 

between the experimental results and the simulation results. Still, from the experimental 
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results most of the concepts associated with the HFAC Microgrid and the active filtering 

are validated.  

One important point to be mentioned here is that all the results presented in this 

chapter are taken from the oscilloscope, model TDS380 manufactured by Tektronix.  

Though there is an option for saving data in the developed DOS based Borland C++ 

program, it is not utilized in order to fasten processing time of the program. The runtime 

for all the data acquisition, p-q and PWM control calculations and outputting calculated 

values are shown by the positive width of the waveform in Figure 7.43. It is evident that 

all the calculations are taking almost 70μs, so to it is hard to create GUIs, show data in 

the screen and save data in the remaining 30μs. On the other hand, the sampling 

frequency can not be reduced as higher sampling rate is necessary for p-q calculations. 

With 10 kHz sampling frequency, it is already the lowest one that can be afforded for the 

active filtering calculations. Therefore, the saving feature of the Borland C++ program is 

not utilized. 

 

 

Figure 7.43. Oscilloscope screenshot of sampling frequency of C++ program. 
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The experimental results show that the power quality problems can be completely 

solved by the shunt and series active filters present in form of UPQC. It is evident from 

the results that the current from the intermediate supply bus becomes approximately 

sinusoidal and in phase with the fundamental source voltage by using the shunt UPQC. 

Also, it has been shown that it is possible to compensate for voltage distortions using 

series UPQC, resulting in a sinusoidal load voltage. This is an important aspect when 

considering sensitive loads connected to the systems, which can be adversely affected by 

poor voltage waveforms. Though there are still some issues related to the operation of the 

series active filter for the power flow control, some possible solutions are discussed in the 

previous sub-section. However the shunt active filter in the UPLC is working fine to 

compensate the utility load harmonics and reactive power. In conclusion, by the 

experimental work, the HFAC Microgrid concept is proven to be a very practical and 

useful step towards successfully integrating and utilizing the distributed renewable 

energy sources.   

 

7.4.0 Scope of Improvement 

In this research, the HFAC Microgrid concept is first conceived and simulated. Then 

the experimental setup is built from scratch. Hence some difficulties are faced which are 

initially unknown and comes up as the experiment goes on. Based on the experience, 

some factors are highlighted that can be improved in future to commercialize the concept.   

 For the p-q calculations, it is extremely important to calculate the frequency of the 

generated waveform. Therefore, the PLL design is very important and the PLL 

should be very robust in face of the small frequency variations of the source 

voltage. In the current system though the PLL is good but it has some problems 

when the frequency changes very rapidly. 

 The HFAC sources should maintain constant frequency of operation. In the current 

setup, there is no close loop control for the source voltage frequency. The frequency 
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comes automatically by the sampling frequency of the PIC microcontroller by 

which it updates the duty cycle of the PWM waveform. In future, it will be 

important to have closed loop control of the frequency and the generated power by 

the HFAC sources. 

 The better operation of the active filters depends on the sampling frequency at 

which the p-q calculations are done. For the current system, the maximum sampling 

frequency of 10 kHz can be used. This limitation is imposed by the choice of data 

acquisition card for the experimental system. In future, better active filtering of the 

higher frequencies can be achieved by the choice of a faster data acquisition card. 

 Finally, it is very important to develop the circuits in the printed circuit boards 

(PCB) to minimize the noises. Besides more systematic layout of the Microgrid 

components are necessary to reduce distribution losses and voltage drops at high 

frequency of operation in order to maximize efficiency of the system. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

8.1 Summary 

Population growth in the world with rapid technological expansion of the society 

demand efficient economically viable and environmental friendly energy conversion 

systems. A new model based on distributed generation must fill significant gaps, 

embedding social and economic realities of households and communities. In this thesis, 

single phase High Frequency AC (HFAC) Microgrid is presented as an exciting step 

towards integration of renewable energy sources in a distributed generation system. The 

successful implementation of HFAC Microgrid with adequate power flow and power 

quality control based on the single phase p-q theory ensures the best utilization of the 

distributed sources. Also a higher level neural network based Distributed Intelligent 

Energy Management System (DIEMS) is developed under this research that guarantees 

the optimization of power flow and operational costs for the Microgrid. 

There are several novel challenges and innovative visions involved in this research as 

highlighted next. 

 Conceptual design and development of a high frequency AC Microgrid for 

distributed sources. 

 Selection of the operating frequency based on the power system constraints and the 

power electronics device limitations. 

 Assessment of instantaneous reactive power theory (or, p-q theory) in order to 

develop active filters for the single phase high frequency AC system. 

 Development of Universal Active Power Line Conditioner (UPLC) to control active 

and reactive power flow between the HFAC Microgrid and the utility. 

 Development and utilization of Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) to 

control power quality for the HFAC Microgrid. 
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 Development of artificial neural network (ANN) based higher level intelligent 

energy management system to optimize cost of operation for the Microgrid. 

 Utilization of storages for cost optimization and reliability issues.  

 Assessment and use of Fuzzy ARTMAP based day-type forecasting for the forecast 

of generation by the Microgrid with PV system. 

 Development of optimization algorithm using linear programming along with 

heuristics. 

 Design, integration and testing of hardware prototype for laboratory scale HFAC 

Microgrid. 

 In the thesis, simulation results are presented to show the application of p-q theory 

based active filters in the HFAC Microgrid system. A Universal Active Power Line 

Conditioner (UPLC) is implemented to control the power flow between the sources and 

the utility through a controlled distribution line. Besides, a Unified Power Quality 

Conditioner (UPQC) placed in the uncontrolled distribution line to make the voltage at 

the load bus harmonic-free. This is an important aspect when considering sensitive loads 

connected to the systems, which can be adversely affected by poor voltage waveforms. 

The UPQC also acts on the total load current, to compensate for current harmonics and 

reactive power. Another advantage of this configuration is that the consumer loads 

connected in the load bus get its power from the source bus and/or the utility. Hence in 

case of a grid failure the Microgrid can operate in islanding mode supplied only from the 

source bus, thus giving more reliability to the system. Both for UPLC and UPQC, PWM 

inverters are implemented to synthesize the desired compensating waveforms based on 

the reference voltage and currents coming from series and shunt controllers respectively. 

The simulation results also show that Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network is successfully 

able to predict hourly day-type based on the weather inputs. It is evident that a Fuzzy 

ARTMAP structure can be trained with a new pattern without significant change in the 

previously trained system. This is important while forecasting a new day-type which can 
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be significantly different than the training patterns. Based on successful day-type 

forecasting, the cost optimization module of the DIEMS is developed for a PV based 

Microgrid using linear programming along with heuristics. The results obtained shows 

that this optimization module not only decreases the cost of operation, but also helps to 

improve overall system operation such as lower depth-of-discharge for the storage and 

improved battery life.  

Finally, the experimental HFAC Microgrid setup is built to validate the simulation 

results. The required hardware components are designed and assembled along with the 

development of software codes required for hardware interfacing and control.  Though 

the experimental setup is built as close as possible to the simulated system, several 

additional factors are present in the experimental setup such as different control method 

for PWM generation, presence of significant distribution line inductive impedance at the 

high frequency, lower sampling frequency, noises in the sensor readings and data 

acquisition. With all these additional factors, it can be assumed that there will be some 

difference between the experimental results and the simulation results. Still, from the 

experimental results most of the active filtering concepts associated with the HFAC 

Microgrid are validated.  

The experimental results show that the power quality problems are completely solved 

by the shunt and series active filters present in form of UPQC. It is evident from the 

results that the current from the intermediate supply bus becomes approximately 

sinusoidal and in phase with the fundamental source voltage and the source voltage 

distortions are compensated. Though there are still some issues related to the operation of 

the series active filter for the power flow control, some possible solutions are discussed. 

However the shunt active filter in the UPLC is working fine to compensate the utility 

load harmonics and reactive power. By the experimental work, the HFAC Microgrid 

concept is proven to be a very practical and useful step towards successfully integrating 

and utilizing the distributed renewable energy sources.   
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In conclusion, an advanced renewable generation based distributed power generation 

system is developed and experimentally verified under this thesis research in form of a 

single HFAC Microgrid that provides dependable energy conversion and distribution, 

satisfies power quality demands, intelligently optimizes the operating cost and is 

compatible with residential and small business (RSB) level needs.  

 

8.2 Future Works 

Although a very sincere attempt is made to cover most the technical issues related to 

the control and intelligent optimization of distributed renewable energy sources 

integrated in the Microgrid, there is still room for improvement especially in the 

hardware setup as discussed earlier. Besides there are several new research initiatives that 

can be developed on basis of this thesis.  Some interesting future scopes of this research 

are highlighted next. 

 Development of efficient power converters, such as resonant converters, to connect 

the renewable sources to the Microgrid. 

 Design a fuzzy logic based user interface for power operating schedule control and 

integrate with the optimization function. 

 Development of optimum battery charge system using dynamic programming and 

integrate it inside the optimization module. 

 Grid interconnection converter design with bi-directional power flow capability. 

 Development of communication interface and protocols to create links between the 

Microgrid with utility grid and/or other Microgrid in the neighborhood. 
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APPENDIX A 

RENEWABLE ENERGY ECONOMIC CASE STUDIES  

 

 

In this chapter some representative case studies are done to show the economics of a 

household with renewable energy system (RES) in Golden, CO. The analysis assumes 

that the household follows the typical seasonal load profile. All the analyses are intended 

to show the approximate benefits the house owner may receive from using the renewable 

energy systems. The operation cost of PV and battery is neglected as they are not 

significant for approximate analysis. Several scenarios are analyzed depending on the 

availability of storage.  

For this study the efficiencies of the PV, the fuel cell and the electrolyzer were 

considered to be 10%, 50% and 70%, respectively. Therefore, the electrolyzer-fuel cell 

system has an efficiency of 35%. For the under production case, a 2kW peak PV is used 

while for the over production case a 3kW peak PV is used. 

For all the case studies, it is assumed that the average monthly energy usage for the 

household is 550 kWh. The composite cost of buying electricity from the utility is 

$0.0909/kWh. Only avoided cost cases are discussed as for this scenario, the importance 

of storage is high.  For this condition RES generated electricity can be sent back to the 

utility at the wholesale cost of $0.03/KWhr. These numbers are taken using the electric 

tariff index for Colorado. The solar insolation numbers used in the spreadsheet for the 

particular days considered is taken from the NREL website. The load profile and the solar 

insolation of March 30th, 2004 used for all the cases are shown in Figure A.1. A couple 

of terminologies are discussed next that are used for these analyses. 

Under production is when the load demand for a particular day exceeds the total solar 

power produced that day.  That means the area under the load curve is bigger than the 

area under the PV power curve. 
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Over production is when the load demand for a particular day is less than the total 

solar power produced that day. That means the area under the load curve is smaller than 

the area under the PV power curve. 

 

  

Figure A.1. Load profile and the solar insolation for 30th March, 2004. 

 

A.1 Cases with PV Generation 

In these case studies, the household with PV is considered. Different cases regarding 

the size of the PV and the presence of the storage is shown. Load and insolation profiles 

for these cases are same as shown in Figure A.1. 

 

i) PV + Utility Grid 

 No storage is available;  

 Under production case; 

 Avoided cost; 

 Generated energy is used for household load. Excess energy is sold to utility; 

 The net cost saving by using PV is $0.85; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.1.  
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Table A.1. Spreadsheet for A.1 Case (i). 

 

 

ii) PV + Utility Grid + Storage 

 Under production case; 

 Avoided cost; 

 Generated energy is used for household load. Excess energy is first stored in 

battery. But the battery has maximum charging capacity 0.5kW/hr. So if the 
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available excess energy is greater than 0.5kW, 0.5 kW is used to charge the battery 

and then the rest is sold to utility at avoided cost.  

 The net cost saving by using PV and storage is $1.05; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.2.  

 

Table A.2. Spreadsheet for A.1 Case (ii). 
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iii) PV + Utility Grid 

 No storage is available;  

 Over production case; 

 Avoided cost; 

 Generated energy is used for household load. Excess energy is sold to utility; 

 The net cost saving by using PV is $1.08; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.3.  

 

Table A.3. Spreadsheet for A.1 Case (iii). 
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iv) PV + Utility Grid + Storage 

 Over production case; 

 Avoided cost; 

 Generated energy is used for household load. Excess energy is first stored in 

battery. If excess energy is greater than 0.5kW, 0.5 kW is used to charge the battery 

and then the rest is sold to utility at avoided cost.  

 The net cost saving by using PV and storage is $1.29; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.4.  

 

Table A.4. Spreadsheet for A.1 Case (iv). 
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From the case studies it is evident that the percentage savings increased when the 

storage is introduced in the system. For the avoided cost structure, the owner of 

renewable generation can not match the electricity purchase with their sales of excess 

energy. Only way to improve the savings is to install storage system so that excess 

generation can be stored for use in other time.  

 

A.2 Cases with PV and Fuel Cell 

In these cases, the fuel cell is used along with the PV. The fuel cell is considered as 

storage. Any excess PV generation can be used to separate hydrogen from the water by 

electrolysis. This hydrogen can be stored and used to produce electricity by fuel cell. 

Considering the fuel cell and the electrolyzer efficiencies are 50% and 70% respectively, 

the electrolyzer-fuel cell system has an efficiency of 35%. The process of producing 

hydrogen and converting it back to electricity is shown in Figure A.2. 

 

 

Figure A.2.  Electrolyzer-fuel cell system. 

 

i) Fuel Cell + PV+ Grid (no sell) 

 Under production case; 

 The energy produced by the PV is used by the household load. The excess of 

energy is stored as hydrogen and used when needed by the household. Nothing is 

sold to the utility; 

 If a battery is used the savings would had been $1.05. When a fuel cell is used 

instead the savings were $0.77; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.5.  
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Table A.5. Spreadsheet for A.2 Case (i). 

 

 

ii) Fuel Cell + PV+ Grid (sell)  

 Under production case; 

 The energy produced by the PV is used by the household load. Excess energy is 

stored as hydrogen and sold back to the utility; 

 Avoided cost; 
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 It’s more cost effective to sell the excess energy produced by the solar cells than 

store it as hydrogen and then sell it back (lost in efficiency). Savings $0.69 (using 

fuel cell) vs. $0.85 (without fuel cell); 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.6. 

 

Table A.6. Spreadsheet for A.2 Case (ii). 
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iii) Fuel Cell + PV+ Grid (no sell) 

 Over production case; 

 The energy produced by the PV is used by the household load. The excess energy is 

stored as hydrogen and used when needed; 

 If a battery was used the savings would have been $1.29. Using a fuel cell instead 

the savings were $0.83;  

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.7. 

 

Table A.7. Spreadsheet for A.2 Case (iii). 
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iv) Fuel Cell + PV+ Grid (sell)  

 Over production case; 

 The energy produced by the PV is used by the household load. Excess energy is 

stored as hydrogen and sold back to the utility; 

 Avoided cost; 

 It’s more cost effective to sell the excess energy produced by the solar cells than 

store it as hydrogen and then sell it back. Savings $0.73 vs. $1.08; 

 The MS Excel spreadsheet is shown in Table A.8. 

 

Table A.8. Spreadsheet for A.2 Case (iv). 
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For a household in Golden, Colorado, case studies (i) to (iv) shows that using a 

battery for energy storage is more cost-effective than using a fuel cell for all cases 

namely underproduction and over production. However, these same case studies show 

that using renewable energy systems is more cost-effective than buying all the needed 

electricity from the utility, no matter what kind of storage is available. 

 

A.3 Spreadsheets for Chapter 5 Optimization Results 

In Chapter 5, simple case studies are given for a small household with its own 

1kWpeak photovoltaic system. The household also buys 0.1 kW of wind power from a 

local wind power generation. Rest of the energy comes from utility to satisfy load 

demand.  The effect of the inclusion of a 2 kWh battery storage to this household is 

discussed. Given next in Table A.9 and Table A.10, the MS Excel spreadsheets used for 

the operation cost calculations in a sunny day and cloudy day respectively. For each of 

these cases the assumptions made are as follows 

 The load curve and PV generation curve for sunny day is given in Figure 5.32 and 

those for the cloudy day is given in Figure 5.33.  

 The maintenance cost of storage is not considered.  

 Also it is assumed that the storage is 100 % efficient for the sake of simplicity. 

 The maximum charging and discharging rate for the lead-acid battery storage is 0.5 

kW/hr.  

 When the generation is greater than the load demand, the excess energy is send to 

the utility at avoided cost when storage is not used.  

 With storage, this excess energy is stored in the battery. The stored energy is used 

in later instance to offset buying energy from the utility. 

 Cost of buying energy from utility is $0.09/kWh and selling cost of energy to utility 

is $0.03/kWh. 
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APPENDIX B 

FLOWCHARTS USED FOR HEURISTIC OPTIMIZATION  

 

 

Figure B.1. Flowchart for selecting the optimization scheme. 
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Figure B.2. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog1. 
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Figure B.3. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog2. 
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Figure B.4. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog3. 
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Figure B.5. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog4. 
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Figure B.6. Flowchart for optimization scheme Prog5. 
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APPENDIX C 

CONTENTS OF THE CD-ROM 

 

 

In the attached CD-ROM several folders are attached consisting of software codes 

and materials related to this thesis. 

 

i) Folder 1: Borland C++ program for HFAC Microgrid control. 

ii) Folder 2: Program code for PIC microcontrollers. 

iii) Folder 3: Visual C program used for Fuzzy ARTMAP development. 

iv)  Folder 4: Matlab codes for Linear Programming based optimization. 

v) Folder 5: Published papers and reports based on this research. 

vi)  Folder 6: Softcopy of this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


